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CONFERENCE
OPENING
David Butler,
Butler Cox & Partners Limited

Ladies and gentlemen, may | welcome you to this management conference of the Butler Cox
Foundation, of which the theme is New applications, new technologies . During the days

which follow we hopethat we will have the opportunity to catch a glimpse of some of the

important changes which lie in the years ahead; some of the changes in computers, in office
automation and in telecommunications
the three main themes of the work of the
Foundation.
We have chosen, obviously on a very selective basis, the technologies which wewill cover and
the applications which wewill draw out of them. With so much going on in the world of
systems, we could havefilled the agenda 10 or 20 times over; but we hopethat the ones which
wehavein fact selected to include in the programmewill give you an interesting and balanced

picture of what is happening and, mostofall, stimulate you to think about, and to discuss
amongyourselves and with us, the implications of some of these changesfor the future.

First, we will set the scene against which the later speakerswill develop their themes, describing
their particular technologies and the lessons which they wish to draw from them. Wewill ask
David Seabrook to paint that background picturefor you in a session entitled Future Trends in
Systems Technology .

David is currently the Research Manager for the Butler Cox Foundation, which means thatall
the different pieces of research which we doflow across his desk in one wayor another. He is
responsible for controlling that research work and for the publication of the Foundation Report
series. Before he joined us, David was in a senior management position with the computing
subsidiary of the International Publishing Corporation.
So muchfor David's past background. Before | ask him to launch our conferenceon its way, let
me also make a public announcement abouthis future activities. At the end of this conference,
when Martin Ray completes his period of assignment as the Director of the Butler Cox
Foundation, David will take over in that capacity from 1st February. So in listening to him, and

in your response to his paper, | am sure that he is anxious in the job that he is about to
undertake to be as sensitive as possible to all your desires and wishes about the future direction
of the Foundation programme.

SESSION A

FUTURE TRENDS
IN SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY
David Seabrook,
Butler Cox & Partners Limited

David Seabrookis research manager for the Butler Cox Founda
tion, and as suchis

responsible
for the research work and publication of the report
series. His previous assignments with Butler
Cox have included a study of the potential impac
t of videotex in Europe, and consultancy

assignments for a United States

corporation wishing to establish an online system in
Europe,
and for the European headquarters of a multinational operation seeking advice on a panEuropean computing and networking strategy.
Before Joining Butler Cox & Partners he was a
director of

the computing subsidiary of the International
Publishing Corporation, where he
worked for twelve years on the developmen
t and implementation of systems using
computerised techniques for

publishing airline timetables and large registe
rs and directories. He
holds a BSc degree in Applied Mathematics
from the City University, London.
The theme ofthis conference is New
applications, new technologies . My tas
k this morning is
to set the scene for the conf

erence by reviewing some ofthe trends
in information systems
technology. Some of the developments that
| shall be speaking about will already be
familiar to

Before | turn to the technology of info
rmation systems,

| should like to begin by looking at the
waythat any technology develops
. Any technology develops within
a context; and, more often
than not, the technology is deve
loped to meet a need. That need
may be commercial,
economic
, political, or perhaps military. | shou
ld like to illustrate this by an historic
example.

What is the context and what are
the needs agai

nst which information systems
developing today? | think that
technologyis
here there are two main infl
uences. First, there is the shif
knowledge-based work; and seco
t to
ndly, there is the realisation that
natural resources, and energy
in particular, are finite resources.

Asany technology develops, as it matures it passes through a numberof stages. At the beginning of the developmentof a technology, the emphasis is mainly on how to makeit work. But
as the technology matures the emphasis shifts more to an emphasis on what we should be
doing with the technology and why weshould be doing it.

| haveillustrated this shift on myfirst slide. Those of you who were present at the Foundation
managementlunch just before Christmas will recognise this slide as one that Gordon Scarrot
used at that time. It illustrates the

technology matures the emphasis

shifts more to what weshould be
doing with it and why we should be
doing it. Along the bottom of the
slide | have put the timescale of the
development of steam engines as

an example. The first practical
steam engine was demonstrated
round about the year 1700; but it
was not until 150 years later that
the formal theory of thermodynamics was developed. It was not

_________+ Time

1700
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of the emphasis is on how to make
the technology work, but as the

Development of a technology

Relative attention

point very well indeed. The region
on the left showsthat initially most

1900
Steam engines

2000

until that theory was developed that steam engines could be used with any great certainty, and
it led to a great proliferation in the use of steam engines, because once the theory of thermodynamics existed, engineers knew that they could build with confidence engines to meet the
needs of the users.
A lot of what we do in the Foundation concentrates on the what and whyissuesof information
systems technology; and in this conference weshall also take a look at some of the how aspects

of the technology as well.

The key to the developmentof information systems technologyis microelectronics. | want now
to review the major trends in the developments of this underlying technology of microelectronics.
Those who workin the field of microelectronics talk about the doubling rule. The doubling rule
states that the complexity of chips doubles every year; that the speed of the circuit doubles
every twoyears; and that the size of the chip doubles every four years. On the other hand, the

design costs double every year. The net result of all of this doubling is that the cost per chip

ong constant at about 30 cents perchip, which leads to a price per made up chip set of $300 to

400.

The effect of all of this doubling is that today weare able to see processors which are faster than

ever before; memories which are able to store more information than ever before; but that both

the processors and the memories become physically smaller, and that both processors and

memories, in terms of their price/performance, become cheaper. In other words, the effect of
microelectronics is to provide more bang per buck .

The history of microelectronics has passed through a number of stages
through Medium
Scale Integration and Large Scale Integration. Today, we are at the stage of Very Large Scale
Integration; and the rapid advancesin Very Large Scale Integration are challenging our ability to
evaluate the technology, let alone apply it. But Very Large Scale Integration is not the end of
the story; the next buzz word is Grand Scale Integration (GSI). Grand Scale Integration will

bring with it the equivalent of a 370/158 on a chip by the second half of the 80s and one
megabyte of random access memory on chip in the same timescale. | am sure that tomorrow
afternoon Norman Easonwill tell us more about the development of microelectronics and the
way in which he sees that technology being applied.

What| havesaid so far may seem to indicate that everything in the gardenis rosy, that we will

continue to get processors which are faster, memories which can store larger amounts of infor-

mation, and better price/performance. But there is a problem. That problem is the gap which
now exists between the hardwarethatis available and the softwaretools that we haveavailable
for applying that hardware. | am sure that you areall very familiar with this problem.
| haveillustrated it on this slide, which shows how over the last 15 years or so therelati
ve costs

of information systems have shifted from being dominated by hardware costs to
being
dominated today by software
costs. The slide shows that we are
Relative hardware and software costs
now approaching the situation
where about 90% of the costs of
information systems are related to
software costs. What the slide

showsis that the price of hardware

Percent of total costs

is, in effect, tending to zero.

The problems that this dominance
of software costs brings withit is
an area which wehave examinedin

the Foundation in the past, in
Foundation Report No. 11 which

6
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dealt with systems productivity. It

wasalso largely the theme of the

conference in Venice last May. It is

ay

a
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a theme to which weshall return later this year,
in Foundation Report No. 25 which will look at
alternative methods of develo
ping systems.

| now want to move on to look at the way in whic
h the basic underlying technology of microelectronics will be applied. It is necessary to
do this at twolevels: first, to look at the diffe
rent
types of equipment in which microelectronic
technology will be used; and then to look
at
the
way in which that equipment will be put toget
her to form the hardware environmentin
whic
h
applications
systemswill Operate.

The equipment that | want to look at is equi
pment for handling all types of informatio
n: voice,
data, text, and image. | want to consider
four different types of equipment: equi
pment for
processing information; equipment for
storing information; equipment for
transforming
informatio
n; and equipmentfor distributing infor
mation.

With equipment for processing info
rmation, | think that the effect of
microelectronics will
manifest itself in two extremes. At one
end of the scale wewill see a proliferat
ion of small,
cheap, portable computing devices
microprocessor devices. These devi
ces will be used in
homes, offices and schools. They
will be afforded by people with anyt
hing but the smallest
ee for office equipment, and incr

udgets.

easingly will be boughtby people out
of their domestic

If | may recall for a moment myfirst slide, which showed the change in emphasis from how to

make the technology work, to an emphasis on what and why

as users become more

accustomed to using computer-based equipmenttheywill be in a position to concentrate on the

what and why issues themselves. This means that, probably for the first time, the corporate

information processing function can look forward to dealing with a knowledgeable and
informed user base. That could well require a fundamental change in the attitude of the
corporate information processing function.

At the other end of the scale, the impact of microelectronics will manifest itself in the developmentof very fast and very powerful processors. There are undoubtedly some specialised applications which require very fast and very powerful processors, and voice processing is probably
one suchapplication. But the need to develop faster and more powerful processors so far has
been due more to a need to overcometherestraints of the traditional von Neumann architecture

of computer hardware.

The constraints of the von Neumann architecture were discussed in somedetail at a previous
Foundation conference, but to summarise the constraints, it is to do with moving the data from
the memory part of the processor to the part where the processing actually takes place; all the

data has to passindividually through a single bottleneck in the middle of the machine. The need

to develop faster von Neumann type machinesis in turn due to a need to protect the software

investment that large organisations now have in software designed to run on that type of
machine.

There have been a number of alternative architectures proposed for overcoming the von

Neumann bottleneck. But before | mention a couple of those, | should like to consider how

much faster the existing, traditional architectures can be made to process. It turns out that the

limiting factor is in fact the speed oflight. | am sure that you areall well aware that nothing can

travel faster than the speed oflight, including electricity in electrical circuits. This means that if
we want to build a processor with a one nanosecond cycle time no signal can travel more than

six inches, becausethatis the distance thatlight will travel in one nanosecond. It is theoretically
possible to build a very fast, very powerful computer in a six-inch cube ofsilicon. However,
there is one great difficulty with doing that: it would generate so much heat that the silicon
would melt. There is no known coolant that would work because any coolant known would
boil. So whatis required is a technology which provides very fast switching and also has very

low power consumption.

Such a technology is under development by IBM, and byat least one major Japanese manu-

facturer
the technology of Josephson junctions. IBM have built fragments of computer
circuitry, using this technology. Their predictions are that it is possible to build a processor

which has a 3 nanosecond cycle time. That translates into a processor capable of operating at
100 million instructions per second, in other words about 10 times faster than IBM's current

largest machine offering, the 3081. But there are quite severe problems with Josephson

junction technology. It requires cryogenic temperatures, that is temperatures just above
absolute zero. Operating at those sort of temperaturesis likely to produce quite severe manu-

facturing constraints and operational constraints.

The technology of Josephson junctionsis still very much-under development; but one day
perhapsit could lead to processors which are very small, very cold, very fast, but initially very
expensive.

A few moments ago | mentioned that a number of alternative architectures have been proposed

for overcoming the von Neumann bottleneck. The nextslide illustrates one such architecture
which uses parallel processing techniques. It is a diagrammatic representation of ICL s
Distributed Array Processor, which consists of a 64 x 64 element matrix where each element in
the matrix itself consists of a 1 bit processor and a 4k memory store. Each processor can

communicate with its immediate neighbours in a north-south-east-west configuration and can
also access the memory module ofits immediate neighbours.

ICL originally designed the Distributed Array Processor with physical field problemsin mind
which require very large arrays of numbers to be processed. But they havesince realised that
there are many other typesof prob-

lems which require several proces-

sors all to obey the same common
instruction stream simultaneously.

Distributed array processor

One example would beretrieving
information by complex contentcriteria, where simultaneous searches
could beinitiated.

64 x 64 element matrix

@
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HE

What | have just described sounds
very much like another innovative

iN

become increasingly apparent in

the future: it will be ever more diffi-

Store element (4096bits)

Row andcolumn highway

-- Neighbour connections

y

device that ICL has
the contents
addressable file store device. This
illustrates a problem which will

Processing element

N

cult to distinguish between equipment for processing information and equipment for storing
information. The concept of active
storage will become increasingly important in the future.

Twoother alternative architectures are data driven archit
ectures and pipelining techniques.
With
a data driven architecture the instructions are taken
to the data to operat

e on it. With a
pipelining architecture a task is broken up into a number of
sub-tasks and dedicated, specialised
processors Carry Out each individual sub-task.

Having reviewed the impact that microelectronic
technology will have on equipmentfor processing information, | now want to move on
to look at the impact that microelectronic technology will have on

equipment for storing information. A lot of what

| have said about microelectronics in general and about equipment
for processing information applies also
for
equipment for storing information. Solid state
storage deviceswill continue to store ever
larger
amoun
tsof information whilst becoming physically
smaller and, in terms ofthe price per bit of

information stored, cheaper.

This slide shows the general trends in the reduc
tion in the cost of memory overthe last 15
years
or so. Each individual curve on

the slide shows the way in which the
cost per bit stéred has
reduced over a period of time and
has then been superseded by a sub-

sequent technology which further

reducesthe cost. It is interesting to
note that although the changes

Mernory cof tres

between core memory and solid
state memories are quite funda-

mental in terms of the technology
used, the older technology con-

:
3
3
tinues
to exist
for some time
after

the newer technology has been
introduced. The straight line on the
slide represents the general trend.

gorememory

Costbit

way in which this slide has been

drawn might makeit appear that
the cost of memory will drop to

4 kbit-MOS

Cae

It is perhaps unfortunate that the

zero in about 1983. | do notthink that
is quite

re)

1966

4 kbit-MOS

Rees
16 kbit-

&

1970

1975

1980

64 kbit-Mos

=

1985

true. The cost trends shown on the
continueinto the future, without doubt, but
slid
the cost of memory will never quite reach e will
zero.

In a couple of years time it will be possible to add to that slide the cost curve for 256k random
access memories, and by the second half of the 80s also the cost curve for 1 megabyte random
access memories.

Solid state memory devices consist of random access memories, read only memories and,

somewhat in between, programmable read only memories and erasable programmable read

only memories. Solid state random access memories typically have an access time ranging
between one-tenth of a microsecond and one microsecond. It is, however, possible to build
solid state memories which cost less than random access memories, and thesealternative types
of solid state memories require the use of serial techniques. Two examples of solid state
memories using serial techniques are charge coupled devices and bubble memories.
By serial techniques | mean that the information stored is circulated within the chip around a
number of storage locations, and the data becomesavailable to be read only oncein each cycle.

So if the data is shifted through 64 locations, the access time of the charge coupled device will
be about 64 times slower than an equivalent random access memory.

Charge coupled devices require about twoto three timesless areaofsilicon to store a bit of

information. The control circuitry is also cheaper and less complex. This means that high density storage in solid state form will appear as charge coupled devices before it appears as a
random access memory. So 256k memories and 1 megabyte memories arelikely to appear as
charge coupled devices before they appear as random access memories.

Bubble memories operate on exactly the same principle as charge coupled devices, except that

instead of electrical charges being moved around it is magnetic bubbles being moved around,

or, to put it more formally, microscopic domains of magnetic polarisation shifted about in a thin

magnetic film by applying the appropriate magnetic fields. One advantage of bubble memories
is that they are non-volatile

pass the parcel : you switch the

rather like a game of magnetic

power off and the bubbles stay where they are until you put the power back on again.

Bubble memories will be used in situations where they can be used as a replacementfor tape
and disc memories, typically requiring between 1 million bits of information and 10 million bits of

information. Mention of tapes and discs serves as a reminder that not all equipment for storing

information are solid state devices. Tapes and discs of course are examples of moving surface

memories, and drumsare a third example. So systems designers today have available to them a
hierarchy of memorydevices.

This slide shows the relationship
between different types of memory
devices. The vertical scale shows

the price per bit of information

stored on the different types of

devices shown on the slide; the

horizontal scale shows the access
time of getting to the information
on those devices. On the top, left-

hand side we have the more expen-

sive solid state memorieswith faster

access times; on the bottom, right-

hand side the moving surface mem-

ories, which are cheaper to store
information on but slower to get at

Memocy.socete: tine end price,
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the information. Moving surface memories are non-volatile, like bubble memories.
Let us look in more detail at one of those moving surface memory technologies

discs. A few

years ago, a number of people were prepared to say that, perhaps by now, discs would be

obsolete. It is now well acceptedthat discs will be around for some time. There are many situations where storing information on discswill not be replaced by solid state storage devices for
the foreseeable future. Disc technology has made very steady progress over the last 20 years.
That progress will continue for the foreseeable future. Today we havediscs capable of storing
1,260 million bytes of information, in other words more than a gigabyte of information. The disc
manufacturers are confident that, within twoto three years, the density will have been doubled
again, to 2,500 million bytes of information per spindle of discs. By the end of the decade they
believe that it can be doubled yet again, to 5 gigabytes.

To achieve these higher densities on discs will require the use of microelectronic fabricatio
n

techniques, both to create thin film platters on which to record the material,
and to create

smaller read-write heads so that more information can be stored on a smaller area ofthe
disc.
The disc manufacturers are also experimenting with techniques of recording
information

vertically into the magnetic film, rather than horizontally as at present.

Microelectronic technology will also be used in disc controllers to provide
moreintelligence.
That intelligence will be used, for example, to enable the disc to anticipa
te the next accessthat
it will be asked to make and also to provide greater error correct
ion and detection than has
hitherto been possible. What | am beginning to talk about again
is the concept of active storage
devices.

There is one type of moving surface memory which is not
shownon theslide, and that is the
process of using optical data storage techniques, that
is videodiscs. Videodiscs have the
potential to increa
se by an order of magnitude again the amountof
information that can be

stored online to a computer system.

On this slide | have shown the principles of recor
ding information on

a videodisc. The slide
shows a cross section through the disc. The
disc itself consists of a thin sheet of clear
acrylic
and
information is recorded on the disc

by burning small pits into the top of the disc.
Once the
pits have been burnt into the top of the acryli
c layer, they are covered with a thin coati
ng of a
reflective aluminium material and
the whole lot is then sealed in a
Optical data storage
protective coating. To read the
information back from the disc a

low-poweredlaser is focused from

underneath on to the pits

or

rather what is left after the burning
processtook place originally. If the
laser focuses on the pit, looking at

it from underneath, it is easy to see
that it can represent either the
presenceor the absence of a binary
digit.

A 12-inch videodisc has the potential for storing a gigabyte of information, so putting two discs to-
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gether and arranging five of them on
to a spindle, you have the potential
for a 10 gigabyte
storage system. However, there is a
drawback to optical data storage techniques:
because the
physical characteristics of the disc
are altered when the data is recorded,
it is not possible

So optical data storage is likely
to be ideal for archival storage,
perhapsfor use in electronic

filing systems.

| have talked about equipment for processing information and equipment for storing information. | now want to move on to look at equipmentfor transforming information; that is equip-

mentfor getting information into and out of computer systems. Input devices consist of keyboards, key-to-disc systems, visual display units, optical character recognition systems, mark
sensing systems, laser scanners, and voice input; the telephone also can be usedas an input

device to computer systems. Output devices consist of printers in their many forms, line printers, characterprinters, dot-matrix printers, ink-jet printers, laser printers, daisywheel printers.
Visual display units are also used as output devices as well as input devices. | also think that

increasingly in the future typesetting equipmentwill be used as output devices. Voice output

devices: again the telephone can be considered as an output device from computer systems.

| do not intend to give a detailed breakdown of the developmentsin the technology of each of
those types of devices, but | should like to make one general point, which is that input and
output devices, increasingly in the future, will have associated with them their own processing

power and their own storage. So once again the concept of active storage emerges. For
example, the days when a 100 megabyte terminal will be available are not far away.

The equipment for inputting and outputting information will normally form the interface

between people and equipment, and the ergonomics of such equipment becomesincreasingly

important. It is an area that we looked at in somedetail in Foundation Report No. 20.

To provide a truly usable interface between people and equipment it is necessary to use
concepts which weall use in our everyday life to make the equipment as familiar and friendly as
possible. This afternoon Professor Negroponte will be talking to us about developmentsat MIT,
using the concepts of space and spatiality for storing and retrieving information. Professor
Negroponte argues that we must use the same concepts of space and spatiality that we use
every day, for arranging papers on our desk for example, for arranging information in infor-

mation based systems. Until we do use similar types of concepts wewill not provide a truly

usable user interface.

.

| want to mention briefly two technologies used in equipmentfor transforming information. One
is an input technology and the other is an output technology. The input technology is that of
voice recognition. In the next session this morning, Fred Jelinek, from IBM, will be updating us
on the state of the art of voice recognition technology. As | understand it, voice recognition
technology todayis capable of recognising isolated words, but the aim is to recognise continuous speech. In fact IBM's stated aim is to transcribe spoken English into typed text. However,

there seem to me to be formidable problems to be overcome. For example, one second of

spoken speech, if it is stored in an uncompresseddigital form, requires about 50,000 bits of
information which, on a quick calculation, means that you are receiving from methis morning
about 150 million bits of information. Whatthatillustrates is that voice recognition will require
very large amounts of storage and very powerful processing equipment to manipulate the

information which has been stored.

To be truly useful, voice recognition must be able to understand what the speaker actually
means. That could present some verydifficult problems. Let me give you an example. | wonder
how many timesporters atrailway stations have been asked, Do you knowthe time of the next
train to London? The logical answer to that question is Yes , but | am sure that is not the
answerthat the questioner wants to hear.

The output technology that | want to mention is the use of graphics and colour on visual display
units in a normal business environment. Graphics and colour have been used for a long time for
special applications, but once again the developmentsin microelectronics are reducing the price
of those facilities to a level where they can be used more widely in commercial environments.

Prestel and other videotex systems have demonstrated very well the potential for using graphics
and colour. The nextslide is a photograph taken from a normal television screen in Canada dis-

playing information retrieved from a videotex data base using the Canadian Telidon technology.

This demonstratesthe potential for combining text and graphical information using colour as well.

If videotex terminals are to become

a

widespread - and despite thels\ow
take

eo ees epalecyeeca!

up of Prestel in this country

|

thereis still a good chancethatwill
happen

be

an

=

it means that there will

increasing

demand

for

graphics and colour facilities in a

normal data processing commercial
environment. The use of graphics
and colour in that environment is

:

be ee

limited only by our imagination.

It is interesting to think of the way

in which visual display units have

been used so far. In many ways

they have been usedjust to transform existing computer printouts directly on to a scree
n in their existing form. | think it was
Confucious who said thata picture is worth a thousand words.
There are many situations where
financial information can be displayed as a histogram,
a graph, or a pie chart; and statistical
information also. Graphical displays can be used
also for showing deviations from expected
norms.

The fourth type of equipment in which microelect
ronics will have an

impact is equipment for
transmitting information, that is equipment
used in telecommunications. Information has
been
communicatedto date largely using analogue
techniques, but developmentsin microelect
ronic
s
will mean that in the future digital techniques
increasingly will be used for telecommunicati
ons.
This is
an area that we looked at in some detail in
Foundation Report No. 21, published just
before Christmas.

The use of digital transmission techniques
will mean that it will become cheaper and
easier to
move information about. There will be many
situations whereit will be cheaperand
easier to
move information about rather than movi
ng people about. | think that this expla
ins the current
interest in systems such as electronic mail
systems and teleconferencing systems.
| am not
suggesting thatall businesstravel, or inde
ed most businesstravel, can be replaced
by electronic
forms of communication, but there are
some areas whereit is certainly possible.

Developments in equipment for tran
smitting information depend very muc
h on the plans that
the PTTs have for digitising the tele
communications infrastructure. Most
PTTs have plans

same circuits. But that sort of facil
ity will not be avai

lable at the local level, from local
exchanges
out to subscribers equipment, until
well into the 1990s. However, PTT
s are making good
progress with digitising the high-level
telephone network. For example, by
1983 or 1984, in this
country most of the major business cent
res should be interconnected with digit
al transmission
facilities. That means that by that times
cale it should be possible to lease
from British Telecom
digital lines at the highest level betw
een the major centres. It would then
be necessary only
specially to engineer connectionsfrom
the local exchangesout to the subscrib
ers equipment to
provide end-to-end digital working.

The constraint so far on providin
g high bandwidth transmission
facilities has been on the
physical bulk of the coaxial cable necessar
y

to acc

ommodatethe higher bandwidth; but
are some technologies under developm
there
ent whichwill help to overcome tha
t constraint. One of
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those technologiesis the use of optical fibres. A very thin pair of optical fibres should be capable
of carrying several thousand simultaneous telephonecalls. This means that in the same physical
cabling conduit it would be possible to provide very much higher transmission capability using

optical fibres than it has been with coaxial cables.

To use optical fibres for transmission of information also requires the development of optical

data receivers. To date the development of optical data receivers has lagged behind the

developmentof optical fibres. But IBM announced last November that they have developed a
relatively inexpensive optical data receiver, which can be built on a single chip and which is
capable of receiving data at a rate of 200 million bits per second. That type of development

brings nearer the feasibility of the integrated office where voice communication, stored program
controlled switchboards, store and forward message and data switcheswill all use compatible
communication circuits and processors. | am sure that tomorrow morning mycolleague, Roger

Camrass, will be telling us more about this sort of development when he speaks to us about
developments in private automatic branch exchanges, which are evolving from being basically

voice switches to devices with non-voice functions as well.

A second technology which is helping to overcome bandwidthrestrictions and constraintsis the

technology of satellites. After lunch today, Larry Blonstein will be telling us more about
developments in satellite technology. But | think that the use which large organisations in

Europewill be able to makeof satellites depends very much on the European regulatory environ-

ment. For example, it is most unlikely that the PTTs in Europe will permit the equivalent of

Satellite Business Systems to be established in Europe. SBS is the American corporation jointly
owned by IBM, by Communication Satellite Corporation, and by Aetna Life and Casualty
Insurance Company.
SBS launcheditsfirst satellite on 15 November last year, and that satellite is due to come into

commercial operation soon. SBS sees the marketfor its services as being all forms of business
communication, ranging from facsimile to electronic mail to teleconferencing.
The third technology under developmentfor transmitting information is the use of the infra-red

spectrum for transmitting information on local basis. Using infra-red techniques provides the
possibility of making local-area networks much moreflexible, because the equipment will not

have to be physically interconnected. We knowthat local-area networks are currently a hot

topic and that a number of Foundation members are experimenting with equipment such as
Ethernet, the Cambridge Ring, and Xi-Net.

But networking is not just about local-area networks, it is also about wide-area networks. Wide-

area networks have their own set of constraints and problems. Many of those constraints are

tied up with the PTTs

plans to digitise the basic telecommunications infrastructure, and also

with the PTTs plans for developing public data networks. It may seem that the changesin the
telecommunications infrastructure are painfully slow. System X in this country is talked about

reverently as being available in the late 80s, or the middle 90s, or perhaps into the 21st century.
It is interesting to think that in this respect some of the underdeveloped countries may leapfrog
over some of the more developed countries. Some of the Arab states may well go straight to
using digital techniques for telecommunications before developed countries, because ey, have

nothing to replace at the moment.

Nevertheless, by the end of this decade digital telephonywill be the norm or, if it is not, it will be
soon after then. The availability of cheap, ubiquitous digital transmission facilities will have a
revolutionary impact on the demand for transmitting information in all its forms of voice, data,
text, and image.
| have now summarised the impact of microelectronics on the four types of equipment which

will be used in information processing systems: equipmentfor processing information; equipment for storing information; equipment for transforming information; and equipment for

distributing information. | want now to look briefly at the way in which that equipment will be
put together to form the hardware environment in which application systems will operate.
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The basic point that | want to make is that information systems technology will become all-

pervasive. It will invadeall parts of our business life and our private lives. Let me illustrate this
with a few examples. In factories, information systems technology will be used increasingly for
production control, and also for controlling robotic systems. The Mini Metro production line at
Longbridge is an example of the way in which things are moving. In offices also, information
systemstechnologywill be used increasingly. Office automation is currently the focus of much
attention, but so far nobody seems to have made much progress with moving forwardin a big
way into office systems. | think that | may have an answeras to why this is so.

Let me refer back to my first slide which showed how the emphasis in technology shifted from
an emphasis on how to makeit work to an emphasis on what we should be doing and why
we
should be doing it. | suspect that with the application of information systems technology
in the
office wearestill concentrating very much onthe how to makeit work area,
and that wewill
not make dramatic progress until we concentrate much more on the whatand
why issues of
information systems technology in offices.

But developments are taking place, novel developments of applyin
g information systems
technology in the office. Tomorrow morning, Gregory Peel will
be speaking to us about the
developmentof electrohic filing systems and the impact that that
type of system will have on
storing information, transforming information and distributing
information.

Information systems technology will also be used in a retail enviro
nment. | am thinking here particularly of point-of-sale systems. This is an interesting area
becauseit brings usright up against
the interface of information systems technology and the
general public. One of the supposed
benefits of point-of-sale systems is that it should no
longer be necessary for the retailer
individually to price each packet on the shelves; by readin
g a bar code on the packet the price
can beretrieved from a central data base at the checko
ut desk. But consumer pressure in the
United States is forcing retailers to continue individ
ually to price each packet on the shelves.
Finally, information systems technology will also
be used in the home. The emergence of
personal computers and videotex systems is an examp
le of this. France has very ambitious plans
for introducing society in general to information
systems technology. The French plans for the
informatio

n-based society are extremely ambitious.
The French, of course, have invented
a
wordfor it: Télématique. It is instructive that|
have heard a numberof Foundation memb
ers use
the anglicised form of that word recently
telematics. Tomorrow afternoon, Roy Brigh
t will be
reviewing for us the French Télématique
developments. He will concentrate on twoas
pect
s: on
their Télétel exper

iment, which is very similar to the Prestel syste

m in this country; but perhaps
of more immediate interest, the French
plans for automating the directory enqui
ry service.
Those plans call for every home in Franc
e to be provided, free of charge, with
a videotex type

telephone call each time he uses the termi
nal. Neve

rtheless, oncethose terminals are insta
lled in
homes it means that they can be used
to access any other videotex data base
.

be about developments in applicatio
ns. Some of what we will hear about
is already available:

othersarestill at the research stage.

To conclude, let me refer again to my firs
t slide. A few months ago, | believed
that information
systems technology had passed the poin
t where there was now a greater emphasis
on the what
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dynamicsof information. | am not suggesting that | can even begin to say what such a theory
should consist of, but until it does exist | do not believe that we can moveforwardin any great
wayinto the what and whyareasof information systems technology.
This means that the applications gap to which| alluded earlier will be with us for sometime.
Nevertheless, | hope that some of the things that we will hear about during this conferencewill
show us the way in which wecan begin tofill that applications gap.
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| define speech recognition as the automatic
transcription of speech. Metaphorically,
you can
think of it as an attempt to construct a typew
riter which you talk at, and it types out
what you
have said. That, of course, is quite far away
in the future, but there has been resea
rch along
these lines, and there are some partial produ
cts on the market at this moment which
| will
mention.

Before that, however, | should like to
say something about some related area
s and products
which are not speech recognition, but whic
h have recently become the subjectof inter
est. First,
there is the area of speaker recognition/ver
ification which is about recognising the
identity of a
speaker. The aim is to use a speaker
s voice as a security key that would
unlock doors, open
accounts, or allow a bank to give you mone
y.

Next, there is the area of speech synth
esis where you

try to synthesise utterances out of text.
This area has different degrees of synthesis.
Sometimes, what is referred to as speech
synthesis
is simply putting together sequences of
words which were pre-recorded by a
human being.
Some
timesit is more advanced, and

the idea is to synthesise every soun
d without a human
being involvedatall. Finally, there is the
area of speech coding/compaction. Som
e of you may
know that to record speech and
transmit it digitally by PCM or delt
a modulation takes a lot of

The first degree of speech recognition
is isolated word

recognition, which is saying words
isolation, with pauses between them
in
, and trying to recognise those
words. There are actual
commercial products on the marketfo
r isol
ated word recognition. These products
are able to
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distinguish between about 50 to 100 words, and they work in various noise environments

maybeeven over the telephone.

Next, there is the area in which | am involved, that of continuous speech recognition, which is
an attemptto transcribe words spoken naturally in the cadence in which a normal person would
speak.
Finally, there is the area of speech understanding, that is not just recognition but also interpretation of the meaning of what was said. That is an area which in some senseis even moredifficult

and awaits some further breakthrough. Some people may say that we will never have

continuous speech recognition until we have speech understanding, becausethe correct transcription of words and sentences depends on whether one understands what was meant. This

concerns homograms, such as H-E-A-R, H-E-R-E, and so on.

Why do we need speech recog-

nition at all? My first slide shows
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commands as you move around the

workplace. For instance, General Motors tried to see whether they could carry out their quality
inspections using speech recognition, by walking around the car and saying,
dented , and This lock doesn t work .

This dooris

Speech is a natural modality, you do not havetotrain anyone for it. Another very big advantage
for speech is that you can bring databasesto the people, because almost everybody has a telephone. Therefore, if you develop speech recognition and speech understanding sufficiently,
you can input information direct into a database. You can order merchandise and so on. Also,

speech requireslittle or no user training. Of course that is an exaggeration and it is an important
thing to remember when wetalk of speech recognition and ask why we have not made as much
progress as we might. After all, a child takes maybe 10 years to train before he can speak. So,

when | say there is no training, that applies for an adult. But, of course, there is always evolutionary training. So the amountoftraining is very large, and, like us human beings, you can
expect that a machine, in order to understand speech, will require a lot of speech to be trained.

Why should speech recognition be successful in the first place? Myfirst slide on the next page
shows an example of the speech waveform ofan utterance used as part of a speech recognition
programme at Carnegie-Mellon University which tried to recognise chess moves. This sentence
says Bishop moves to King Knight 5 . You can see the regularity of patterns which recur at
regular intervals. They are not identical from cycle to cycle, but they are very similar, and it is

this similarity that gives rise to the hope that wewill be able to recognise speech.

We have made progressin isolated word recognition rather than in continuous speech recognition for three major reasons. First, because of the small vocabulary of isolated word
recognition, we can recognise the words by asking the speaker to say every word in the
vocabulary once or twice. We then use the samples of his speech as prototypesor patterns to
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compare with whatwill be spoken next. For a 30 or

Bhensiie Boundaries:

Waveform of the utterance showing the actual word and

50-word vocabulary, it is not too tedious to have
the speaker say all 50 words. On the other hand,

natural speech recognition would require all of the
millions of words in the Oxford English Dictionary,
so obviously we cannot approach natural speech

recognition in the same way. Even a moderate dic-

tation system would require about a 10,000-word
vocabulary, and again we cannot expect a user to

go through such a training period.

The next advantage of isolated word recognition is
that the pauses between words separate the words

and makestheir pronunciation rather standard. So
you eliminate all the edge effects where words adjoin other words. For instance, you do not say
handlabelling
you would put a pausein be-

tween and say hand .. . labelling . You do not

swallow your R s, and you do not say
table , you say
ON-THE-TABLE .

onthe-

Finally, because of the pauses, the word pronunciation is distinct,
stable and uninfluenced by
context. If you have pauses between words, the recognisers will
synchronise with what you

have said. In other words, you know that you are about
to try to recognise the 17th word
because it comes after the 16th pause. On the other
hand, if you are speaking continuously,
since there are long words and short words, you never
know exactly where you are.

The next slide shows some of the
isolated word recognition products
:
on the market
and someof the firms
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The capabilities of the products shown are
very large, and the vocabulary sizes on
which they
can operate differ by quite a lot. Actually,
| have never seen the 1,000-word voca
bulary system
from Nippon in use. In general,
100 words is about the limit. That
is not because word
recognition could not go beyond 100 word
s
think that it could go to about 200 or so
but
in actuality there are very few isolated word
applications that need more than a 30-wordd
ictionary. The next application is an offic
e dictation system, and that requires
thousands of
words. So there seemsto be a natural dividing line.
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This next slide shows list of the applications for isolated word recognition. For instance,
baggage at Chicago Airport is handled by speech recognition. That means the handler says
Kennedy
and presumably the
baggage goes to Kennedy Airport.
Anyway, it provides a good excuse
Present applications
for mishandling.

recognisers. Speech recognition is
also used for parcel sorting. Normally, somebody hasto straighten

out the package for anotherperson,
who then keysin the zip code, and

Aid to the handicapped

Banking andcredit card

Numerical control systems

Warehousing anddistribution
Inventory control
Quality control

Biscibuid dete meoteeine

data capture

transactions
@oeee

Today, you can see entire warehousesbeing run with isolated word

© Machine control

Baggage handling

eeee

Two major applications areas are inventory control and quality control.

© Parcel sorting systems

Cartography

Training air traffic controllers

Aircraft cockpit communications
Keyword spotting

Command control interaction

that is how it is sorted. Now, with

speech recognition, it is only one
person who does the sorting; he
reads in the zip code and the machine then doesthe sorting.
The next slide gives some other fuS

ture applications for voice recognife

<

a

tion. Some of theseare applications

Some applications

Eecee

oer

for continuous speech recognition.

Seconeewea aera)

| have divided them into three types

foesniseee

of usage. First, public use, where
the public would use the system. In
this case, of course, isolated word

Il.

recognition is probably unaccep-

Business use

occasional

Conadeemenaan

Figheontal tog
Dera ea eee
Direct data entryfrom questionnaires

table, because, if you have customers who are nottrained, you will
not want to insist that they put

Smallbusiness billings

Language instruction d
Help Ip for for the the handi
handicappe

pauses between words, and you
=
cannot take a sample of their

voices. The requirement for public
use is essentially for use over the
i.e. for voice recognition over the telephone, in an undisciplined speaking environtelephone
a speaker-independent recognition system. These are very heavy requirements,
for
ment, and
and we have a long way to go before we can meet them.

The second type of use is occasional business use, where, possibly, you have some trained
operators, but the use of the system is notintensive. Speechfiling is where you send messages
overthe telephone to your friends or colleagues, whichare then stored. Your friends can ring up
to retrieve their messages, and the messages can be routed, and so on. In the United States,

speech filing requires a touchtone telephone to input all the commands, and you have to
remember people s dialling numbers and so on.

The third type of use is intensive business use for direct data entry from questionnaires, small
businessbillings, and so on. In this case, you could expect to have a person who would do
nothing else but use a voice recognition system, and you could afford to train him highly, and
you could afford to train the machine very much to his voice. When continuous speech

recognition becomesa businessreality, | think that maybe data entry will be in this area.

The mostlikely office applications for voice recognition are for dictation machines. The idea is
essentially to replace the typist and construct your office correspondence bydirect dictation,
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with a display screen in front of you. The system would also provide an editing system anda
formatting system and a hard copyfacility. Thus, when you have dictated your letter, it is typed
out and you are ready to send it. Perhaps most of you have secretaries and do not appreciate

the problems of those of us who do not have personal secretaries. For instance, | share a

secretary with about 30 people and when | dictate a letter | do not know when it will be sent out,
and | worry aboutit. It is typed and it comes back to me for proof reading threeor four days
later. If the secretary has made any errors, | have already forgotten what | meant to say so |

cannotcorrect it very well. So one of the major advantagesof voice recognition systemsis the
instantaneous creation of documents for a low-level manager.
On my nextslide | have shown two

choices. It is not clear that the first

choice is acceptable, although, personally, | think | would be willing to

Offesseipliestions:

pay the price of dictating the words

in isolation because the availability
of the hard copy would bevery useful to me. But there is the question

Isolatedeee
Advanced man-machineinterface
Memoand letter dictation machine

of whether managers in general

1000 Gee aeea

would be prepared to do the editing

10,000 word potential vocabulary available through

and correcting. It is a well-known

isolated wordrecognition and spelling

myth
| was going to say thatitisa
well-known fact, but | do not be-

lieve that fact even though all the research seems to substantiate it

that managers hate the keyboard
and will never touch it, because it is socially demea
ning or whatever. Personally, | cannot believe
that if something was made really useful, availab
le and easy, Managers would notuse it. But
all
research says that they would not, so perhaps
keyboards are only for low-level managers!

So generally what | am talking

about is a situation of the type
shown on mynextslide. Of course,

you would not want to hang any-

Now is the time for

thinglike that type of equipment on

wh goodwore... f

a manager. Perhaps he would want
an array of microphones so that he
would not need tosit at the terminal
but would be able to pace about.

NOW IS THE TIME
FOR ALL GOODMEN

Perhaps he would like to eliminate

the keyboard altogether, so that the

editing commands could also be

made via speech. But that would be
the general idea. The lady said
women and the system has made
a mistake, sothere is still a need to
correctit.

Why dowe not havec

ontinuous speech recognition systems now?
It is because there are great
difficulties in doing continuous speech recog
nition. First, the acoustic signal is cont
inuous, and
it has no boun
daries between words. It does not have
boundaries between sounds either.
Clearly, if you are to have a continuous speech
recognition system, your building blocks cann
ot
be words
they
must be sounds, and the sounds run toge
ther. Furthermore, sounds do not

sound the same wayin every context.
A

word TIP, is usually aspirated, but a T

T

at the beginning of a word, for inst
ance

at the end ofa word, like PIT, is not aspirated. in the
So even
though wearetrained to hear sounds
as being the same, acoustically they
are
not the same,

which provides us with difficulties.
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Human beings can easily distinguish speech sounds from non-speech sounds, and can have a

lot of conversation going on around them butfocus on one speaker only. It is very difficult for a

machine to filter out speakers other than the one in which it is interested. Also there are a large
variety of dialects, mannerisms and voice qualities, which again humans do not seem to have
difficulty with. | think that you are perfectly able to understand what | am saying, and yet | have
a Czech accent, and few of you have heard a Czech accentbefore.

Human understanding of speech depends on context and what the speakerhassaid previously,

so that is another area where one has to have some kind of a tracking of what was said and
what the meaning is. Finally, even if you write with perfect grammar, you cannotrely on spoken

grammar, because most speech is irregular and ungrammatical. Also, people rephrase what

they have started to say, they sometimes um
and change in the middle of a sentence and try
to scratch the whole conversation. So this is the problem weare up against.

In order not to be overwhelmedbyall these difficulties at once, in research one minimises the
problems and imposeslimitations. First, you try to train the machine for a single speaker. By this
| do not mean that it will forever work only with me, but you require from the person who is to
be understood a large sample of his speech before you let him try the machine. You need to do

the recording with very good microphones, in a relatively noise-free environment, and that

meansdecidedly not over the telephone.

Initially, you may make the speech more regular by doing reading recognition rather than spon-

taneous speech recognition. In other words, you give somebody some text to read, and you
attempt to transcribe what he reads. The ideais that he will read it at a regular pace, and that
the text that he is reading is grammatical. To start with, you do notinsist that the recognition is

that is you allow the processing time to be much larger than the
carried out in real time
one second of speech might take 50 seconds to recognise.
research,
During
speech time.
but you use general purpose computers to do your
machines,
any
build
not
do
Finally, you

recognition.

| should like to continue bytelling
you alittle more about how we carry

out speech recognition research
and then show you some examples

of howfar we havegot and to show

you what machines can do these

days. This slide showsthe point of
view that we take in the design of a

| ae
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!1

eeSaino a
pecoh recognizer

Speakerreads text presented by generator

ments that have been done sofar in
continuous

-

pe oe Se 7
\
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Acoustic processorconverts speech into a sequence of

symbols suitable for the linguistic decoder

recognition

Linguistic decoder attempts to deducethe text read by
a
have been with a speaker reading
the speaker,it chooses that word sequence which
:
.
accounts best for the acoustic processor output
this
although you . can consider
text,
.
:
symbol:
=
diagram metaphorically and think of
the speaker as generating text in his
brain and then reading it off his
brain. So this is not a bad diagram,
even for spontaneous speech, but it is more easily interpretable when the text is being read by
the speaker.

an acoustic processor and a linguistic
The speech recogniser usually consists of two parts
a series of distinct symbols which are
into
speech
the
decoder. The acoustic processor converts
people had in mind was to have
what
Originally
decoder.
linguistic
suitable for processing by
savages and transcribes their
among
goes
who
one
emulate
would
which
an acoustic processor

speech without knowing their grammar and without knowing the meaning of their language. As
you know, missionaries are highly trained to do that, and this is how grammars for some
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languages have been developed. So it is possible to do this acoustic processing and segmenta-

tion into sounds without knowing anything about the linguistic content of the speech.

Anyway,it turned out that this approach was a dream. It was asking for too much and itis now
known that an acoustic processor should not try to recognise phonemesand their segments.
An acoustic processor should simply be a data compressor that takes the wave form spoken by
the speaker and compressesit into a sequence of distinct symbols.
Finally, you have the linguistic decoder which tries to deducethe text from the string of symbols

producedby the acoustic processor. Thelinguistic decoder decides what was spoken byusing
modelsof the speaker pronunciation, of the performanceof the acoustic processor, of the text
itself, and of the propensity of the speaker to formulate various sentences.

of

different

frequency

bands as the speaker speaks. Here

you have a spectrogram which is
discrete in time
that is where the
content in energy bands is different

for each 10 milliseconds of speech.

Whereverthere is a dark area there

is

a

lot

of

energy

and

wherever

thereis a light area thereis verylittle
energy. Spectrograms used to be

Frequency (kHz)

content

Amp

My nextslide showsa typical output
from an acoustic processor. This is
called a spectrogram. It gives you a
short-term picture of the energy
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referred to as visible speech. It is

from this spectrogram that the

acoustic processor tries to put out

the sequence of symbols. Previously, when the acoustic processor tried
to put out a series of
phonemes, the ideal thing would beto transcribe the spectrogram
in the phonetic sequence in
which these things occur. There are no sub-boundaries between
phones but | have indicated
where the sounds begin and end. No doubt you cannot
read it but it says

John

saw an
example of speech from several thousand runs . That is irrelevan
t, but the whole point hereis
that you can see that the soundsare continuous, and that boundari
es do notexist
s0it is very
hard to see
how you will distinguish between the different sounds.

Let us assume that we havea peracoustic proces

fect

sor,

which

means that a machine would put

Let us assumethat we havea perfect acoustic processor

linguistic decoder

for example:

westill need a

out the sequence of sounds perfectly as they are. | then claim that,

even if you had that, you would still

need linguistic decoder, and my
nextslide illustrates why this is so.

Wimelkolaveéildrin

This is a phrase written in the way in
which Websters Dictionary gives

We makeallour children.

the pronunciation for every word. If

pe ey caieur coildren:

you try to read it where the words
run together you will have a very
hard time. But even after you have

decoded it, there are many examples where the meaning is ambi-

guous. Theslide shows twoalternative meanings. You
can see
exactly the same soundpattern. Obviously | need somethingto that both sentences have
distinguish which alternative
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was said. But in most cases, sounds do not have a perfect homonymy, which means they do
not sound the sameeven though they have the same sound pattern. But as soon as you have an
error in the transcription you can easily be sent from one interpretation to another. You need the
linguistic decoder because you need to have some kind of measure of whetherit is morelikely
that a person would have said one thing or another in one context or another context.
The task of the linguistic decoderis
described in technical terms on this
next slide. It says that the decoder

output
sees= the acoustic processor
i
(string A) as a string of symbols,
and tries to find the word string W
which maximises the probability of

ee

word string W being correct given

my
I
:
Given acoustic processor output A find word string W
Which maximizes Pr (W/A) overall possible text strings W.
Bayes rule:
Pr (W/A) = Pr (W}* Pr (AW) / Pr (A)
inane

eSene

the evidenceof string A. Because of

a well-known formula in mathematics (Bayes rule) this probability can
be written as the product(or ratio)
of three factors. You are trying to
find the word string W which makes
this term a maximum. W is not even

ane)

ae

involved in this term so you can for-

get about it as you vary the W. The term involves twoprobabilities. One is the probability that
that word string will be uttered in the first place a prior, without any evidence of anything that
has gone before. In other words, howlikely is anybody to say that sentence. The other is the
probability that the output of the acoustic processor will be A, given that the speaker read the

word sequence W.

So, in order to do speech recognition, the linguistic decoder has to use a model of the language
itself, of the text, or of the area of discourse that you are trying to attack. For instance, if you

are trying to recognise business correspondence, you have to have a model of what a person
who dictates a letter or memo is likely to say, and of how he is going to express himself. That
model, in a statistical way, would then provide you with the probability for every possible word
string. The probability of the speaker/acoustic processor combination is best decomposed into
the phonetics of the speaker and howhe is likely to pronounce certain words such
two parts

as tomato, or either, and whether he is likely to slur certain words; and then a model of how the

acoustic processor is likely to react to a particular way of pronouncing words.
My next slide shows the basic design of the linguistic decoder. There
is a word sequence hypothesis
search and it works with three

models: a model of how frequently

a word sequenceis pronounced; a

Linguistic decoder
Estimated
frequencies of
word sequences
(language model)

model of how the acoustic processor performs; and a_ phonetic
model, which is a pronouncing lexi-

con fitted to the particular speaker.
If you changed speakers, then you
would have to provide a different
phonetic model for the new
speaker; and if you changed topics
or applications, you would have to

change both the language model
and the acoustic processor model.
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Here is an example of what a speaker model might do. Theslide represents in a graphical form

the ways of pronouncing the word
aspirated or not, and then the oo
can either be short or long. What

you need in your machine is a pronunciation graph for every possible

word that is in your vocabulary. Furthermore,

two . This simply says that

two

is a T which can be

Speaker mode!

you would like to have

Assigns probabilities to various possible word pronunciations

associated apt all the paths the

Reenera dl eansticuon gaa

probabilities that those paths would
be used. Every path through this

graph is a possible pronunciation of

the word. This is a very simplified
example and most words have hundreds of different pronunciations,
particularly if you want to have a
pronouncing dictionary, say, for
middle-American pronunciation, or

for Scottish pronunciation, or for
some region of England.

Finally, you would say that the speaker pronounced
words by pronouncing a sequence of

phones

phones arethe basic units of pronunciation

and then you would like a model of

how the machine is likely to react to these strings of
phones.

So you need a model of how a

machine reacts to a particular phone, and then toal
l phones.
Thereis a problem of segmentation because the sounds run
together. Then there is the problem
of whether, when the phone is pronounced, you will recogn
ise it as one phone or two phones,
or perhaps no phones

at all. So you have three possibilities
correct pronunciation, or deletion
of the phone, or incorrect pronunciation where
one phone issplit into two. Then you need list
of probabi

lities. Suppose you say a

T . What is the

probability that the machine puts outa T
K" or what-have-you? Ideally, you need a compl
ete statistical description for
every possible reaction of the acoustic processor
to the
oran L

ora

pronunciation of every given sound.

You also need a language model. In principle
the language model is

very simple. You would like
a description that gives the probability of the next
word being any particular word, given that a
certain string of words has already been pronounced
. How you arrive at this language model is a
deep
question. If you had a grammar of a very
ambitious type, then you would say that
the

to a machine.

There are two kinds of tasks which typically are carrie
d out b y continuous speech recognit
ion.
Onesetof tasksis artific

ial and the other is natural . Consi

der an insurance broker trying to
fill out his questionnaires through speec
h recognition. He could have a menu
in front of him,
and at any given point there would
be only certain phrases that he could
say. He would be
restricted to those phrases and he

would not be able to say other phrases.
For some applications you could write an artificial grammar for
the speaker
artificial in the sense thatit would
define the entire range of possibilities for the
speaker. These tasks would be called artific
ial
tasks. Later | will show some examplesofan
artificial task and | will argue that those
tasks are
much
easier to process by voice recognition systems.

Thenthere are natural tasks where you do
not want to restrict the way the speaker
expresses
himself, except perhaps that he indicates
the topic or the application. Certainly
an office
dictation machine would be a natural task.
Natural tasks are much moredifficult to
implement.

It came asa surprise to many researchers that when we developedthese language models of the
pronunciation and of the speaker, they all required probabilities. The question is: how do you
get these probabilities?

People assumed that you can derive the probabilities by counts, and by observation. But the

question is: how are you going to carry out these counts? Surely you are not going to hire a

million phoneticians to listen to the speech of radio announcers and count how people

pronouncevarious words? You just cannot do that. You have to have a methodology which will
be self-organising and which will extract these statistics automatically from data. We are
striving to develop this sort of self-organisation, and | believe it is the only method that has any
chance of successin the long run.

The next slide is an example of a

very simple experiment ofartificial

grammar. This is known asfinite

state grammar, and it is called the

New Raleigh Language becauseit

comes from a project in Raleigh,

North Carolina. All of the sentences

that can be produced are described
fully on the slide. The sentences are

generated by computer. You place
the computer in the initial state and
it can select what state it goes to
next. As it goes to the next state
there are certain states that can follow, and this selection proceeds

until the computer reaches the last
state. Whenever the computer makesthe transition from one list of words to another, it is free
to choose any word from thatlist.

Most of the possible sentences that can be constructed are totally nonsensical. One possible

sentence might be

Each large division criticised the captain over the vehicle . Whilst it is

theoretically possible to say such a sentence, it is not a very probable sentence in any language
in real use. But this is just an experimental example. You can see that | could put into this
example quite a lot of restrictive situations which would mirror menu-type applications, such as
answering questionnaires, or enquiring into a database about aeroplane schedules, or

requesting stock market quotations, and so on.

The important feature that you seehereis that the vocabularyis fairly small. This is a 250-word
vocabulary, which has attractions for us. But the thing that makes this particularly easy

compared to natural tasks is that the 250 words cannot be uttered in any spot, and that at any
possible point there is only a very small number of words that can be uttered. That is what

even though they might be large-vocabulary tasks nominally
makesartificial tasks
much easier. The biggest choice shownontheslide is about 24 different words.

so

Lest you think that this is a very easy case, the numberofdifferent sentences that you can pronouncein this example is 14 million. So the speech recogniser is faced with a choice between 14
million possibilities. That is quite a respectable choice and, ifit is going to be 100% accurate, it
has to make the decision correctly every time.

Wehave achieved 100% success with the New Raleigh Language, andthe first slide on the next
page tells you how arduous the progressin continuous speech recognition is. You can see that
it took us four years to achieve 100% success. That is an example ofan artificial language, but
now weareinterested in natural languages. In other words, wearestriving to develop a dictation system. The main point about natural languagesis that whatever the vocabularyis, you can
say a word from that vocabulary at every point.
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That might sound strange to you, but in English and in any other language that | know of, most
of the words are nouns or verbs. The number of prepositions, conjunctions or articles is very

small (the total number may be
something like 300). Yet the language has millions and millions of

words. Also, when you speak a sen-

New Raleigh language

tence and you are about to say a
noun, you can say any noun from

Toate
ae}
a

your entire vocabulary of English,
and you can then continue the sentence in such a way sothat the sentence makes sense. So in any natural task most of the wordsthatare in

11/74
8/77
8/78

the vocabulary can occur at every
point. If you have a 10,000-word vocabulary, you are faced with a deci-

sentences
73.0
95.0
1000

words
96.4
99.4
100.0

Test results on 100 sentences

Baa toe

sion at every point between 10,000

words. That is a computationally
enormous task.

Wehavetried a natural language experiment called Laser Patent Text.
The United States Patent
Office had patent disclosure information available in a machine readable
form, and wedid not

havetohire typists to transcribe a large volume of text. The Patent Office
has a very large text of
about 2 million words. We were hoping that this text would be confined
in terms of syntax and
semantics to one subject only. We were also banking on the lack
oforiginality of lawyers in
expressing themselves. We were richly repaid in this expectation!
In fact, too richly, because
many patents for which people no doubtpaid a lot of moneyto
the lawyersdiffer only in one or

two words from other patents. So we had a big problem
with patent duplication, and somehow
wehad

to remove the patents which were essentially duplications
of each other. In any case,
thereis a stylistic uniformity across this text. This is different
, for example, from a text of music
reviews
in newspapers. A music reviewer does not have
a solid subject to

write about, so he
writes in a very flourishing language, and he is proud
of the way that he expresses himself
compared to his colleagues. Unfortunately, we were
disappointed with the size of the vocabulary which, at 12,000 words, was much too large a step
from a 250-word vocabulary. So what

wedid instead was to examine a subset of the
sentences in the Patent text, and that subset
consisted only of words from a 1,000-word vocabula
ry. That means that we found the thousand

most frequently occurring words

in the whole text, and then found those sentences
which are
made up entirely of those 1,000 words. Thisis
still a very large text, with about 72,000 words.

This slide shows some examples of

that experimental text. No doubt

the sentences seem very complex

and long, but grammatically they

are not as complex as they could be.

I

For instance, there are no ques-

After a period of time, the dye in the switching cell

tions, and there are no exclama-

Operator, ns SAS ffootnte itching

tions. So whole parts of English

:
sentence structures were not in-

Re sighteon may = any of the known crystalline lasing

alte
the
i
material could asberuby,any or
of thelasiively,
nggues,oron
of
terial such

cludedin the experiment. The text is

he injection-type lasing media,

somewhat simplified to restrict it to
I

apearatio
n,
light source the rod eighteen is pumped from the

a 1,000-word vocabulary. For in-

stance, there is the prevalence of
the word eighteen . That is be-

cause the possible numerics that

can occur in thetext are infinite, and

eighteen to effect the usual inverted

ceeetation
state of the laserions between given
levels.

as

to construct a 1,000-word vocabulary, we had to keep the numerics that
could occur finite, so we decided every
number was
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eighteen . Also, every formula, no matter how complex, wastranslated to sigma equals rho .
Wetook other liberties of that type, but the samplestill represented quite a respectable task.

Once wehadthis task, we werefacedwith deciding on the kind of language modelto put together. In
the artificial task the language model wasgiven a priori because there wasa limited set of sentences
that could be pronounced, but how do youtakea natural text such as this and construct a language
modelfor it? Given a string of words, how do you estimate the probability of the next word?
Wetook a very simple-minded approach andsaid that we would predict the next word on the basis of

Laser language model

trigrams . In other words, wewill

try to find out whatthe next word is
given the two previous words. This

is stated more formally by the equation on this slide, which says that

PAW. « - Wa) = PHWicIW-- Wi, )

the probability of the occurrence of

A PMcMic2Mica)

a string of words can be expressed
as a product of the Kth word, given
the previous (K-1) words. We have
simplified the problem by saying
that we will not consider the entire
past, but we will consider only the
last two words.

It seems extremely simple-minded to think that trigrams will guide you through sentences, but! can
show you evidence which| think would convince you that a very good grammarian could not do
much better.

We can nowachieve about 92% success on recognition of words, and| will show you examplesof
how wedoit. The price that we payis that we use 70 CPU minutes on a 370/168 to decode a minute
of speech. That is a gigantic number, and it seemslike a very expensive proposition. However,
digital computers are notreally suitable for this type of task because a task such asthis requiresalot
of parallel processing. You can do a lot of work in parallel, you do not have to do the work in
sequence. | am sure that this task can be speeded up enormously. Wehavecarried out sizings
which show that, when wefinalise our algorithms, wewill be able to produce not-too-expensive
hardware working in real time.
Hereis a slide to give you a feeling
of what it means to achieve 92%

recognition success. In a moment|

will play a recording for you of how

the person pronounced the sen-

Sentence key 0000054
True

tence shownonthe slide. | am sure

the

chine as he spoke. In fact, | think

ney

5

that you will agree that he did not
.

.

make any concessions to the ma-
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i
that he speaks much
find
you will

too fast for your taste. The reason

advantageously
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19/20 words correctly decoded

that he speaks sofast is that he had
to record about two hours of
speech, and he was enormously
bored and wanted to get it over
with. He will read the sentenceasit
is printed out on the lefthand side of the slide, and on the righthand side is what the machine
it changed the into a . As
came up with. You can see that the machine made one error
youlisten to the recording you will hear that thereis very slight evidence for the the . |am not
saying that you will not recognise that he did say the , but you will see that recognition is quite
difficult. (Taped example).
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In the second example there are several errors. Silver is decoded as silvered , and the next
error is an example of an error that an isolated word recogniser could not make, but it is an error
which is only too prevalent in con-

tinuous speech recognition. One
word(dielectric) wassaid and it was
decoded as two words(byelectric).
(Taped example).

The second slide on this page
shows a homonymic example
=
where hear is
decoded for here am
.

-

and as is decoded as is . The

third error on this slide is due to the
language model, because unfortu-

nately it changed

if

into

be ,

and then the phrase
may be desired to be
is much more probable

than

Sentence key 0000064
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coatings
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oe

ee
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See
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True

a
for
example
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other

eee

Decoded

suitable
for
example
by
other
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16/18 words correctly decoded.

may be desired be . So the

decoder is forced into that error by

the language model oncethe first
error is made. (Taped example).

The third slide is the final example,

and itillustrates the kind of catastro-

phe we come up against. But again,
ex post facto in research, everything can be explained. The I in

available comes from will, and
the and v are similar sounds.

This is the type of problem you run
into with continuous speech recognition. (Taped example).
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18/18 words correctly decoded.

| think that you would agree thatif |

could achieve this kind of recognition in real time and | could do it for
office dictation, 92% reliability
would be entirely satisfactory. Presumably you would see the text
appearing on a screen in front of

you as you were dictating, and
therefore you could either say an incorrectly decoded phrase again, or
let it pass and correctit later. So, in

One sense, we are right at the

threshold of being able to create an

office dictation system as far as reliability is concerned, but we have
two problems that we have not

tackled yet. One is the problem of
decoding in real time, and the
second is the problem of spontaneOus speech. At present, continuous
speech recognition works when the

Sentence key 0000093
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25/28 words correctly decoded.

person reads the text, but in real life it will have to deal
with the vagaries of a person dictating
with the fact that he does not speak regularly, and so on.
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On the other hand, spontaneous speech gives us an opportunity for improvement because a

recognition system wherethe person is reading does not allow, through feedback, any teaching
of the speaker. The speaker reads the text, and five months later the computer produces the
output. So he has no way to adjust the way he speaks to the way the machine recogniseshis
voice. We are hoping very muchthat speakers are malleable, and that when theyrealise that the
machine is not very good at recognising swallowedarticles, they will say the articles distinctly,
because the penalty for not saying them distinctly will be rather high.

My last slide shows the major remaining problems that must be
overcome before we can think of
voice recognition products. We
would like to be able to adapt to

Major remaining problems
Adaptation to multiple speakers

Reduced bandwidth and increasednoiseinput

multiple speakers. This may not be

iiLa

necessary commercially but cer-

EPOnIEeGERDeeAGee

tainly it would be desirable if we

Large vocabularies andincrementaladdition of new words

could recognise many speakers at

Humanfactors of dictation:

of isolated word input
Acceptability
Error rate tolerance
Vocabularyrequirements

once rather than designing the
.
machinei for one speaker only. We

ye softwareformatting

would like to be able to reduce the

uxiliary aids:

bandwidth requirements so that

mtr

Design of interfacefacilitating interactive error correction

lower quality microphones can be

used.

In a real application, it is very hard to restrict a person to a certain vocabulary, becauseclearly it
is not practical to have the person learn a vocabulary and know which words are and are notin

the vocabulary. We do not know the extent to which a person can memorise the allowed

vocabulary, but it will be very interesting to see whether his corrrespondence will be
impoverished because he will subconsciously not use the words which he would like to use, but
will instead use the words that are available to him. Undoubtedly, we will need to make

provision to put in words thatare notin the original vocabulary, and we have not solved how to
do that yet. On the other hand, everybody has his own vocabulary, and one wayof proceeding
mightbe to provide a basic 5,000-word vocabulary for everybodyand let the other 5,000 words
be built up through usage. In other words, provide some kind of machinery that collects statistics on howlikely a person is to use particular words, and always keep in the vocabulary those

words that he is currently most likely to use. Thus the vocabulary would be dynamic. One
month the person might be corresponding about a widget problem and another month he might
be more interested in his tennis game, so that vocabulary might become more prevalent.
Perhaps there is scope for the machine to be provided with an adaptive learning capability.
Finally, the human factors of dictation have not been studied

in particular, how acceptable

isolated word input mightbe. It is not just a question of isolated word recognition versus natural
language. Thereareall sorts of gradations that you can have between different modes of input.

Perhaps you could allow continuously spoken phrases with articles or adjectives or nouns, but

with pauses between noun phrases. | do not know whatyou could allow, but certainly there isa
large area of research there. How tolerant are people to errors? Is there a threshold? It is
interesting that in isolated word recognition there is a very sharp threshold at 97% accuracy. |
do not know why, but everybody reports that if the machine is more than 97% accurate, the
users are satisfied. But as soon as the accuracy drops below 97% they walk away from it and do

not want to have anything to do with the machine. Researchers do not understand whythis is

so and how it comes about, but in the voice recognition industry 97% accuracyis a cut-off

point. Thereis no justification for it, but everybody recognises it and tries to get over that hump.

Other problems concern the vocabulary requirements and the kind of auxiliary aids that are
needed. Is key entry acceptable? What kind of software formatting must you provide?
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If you want the machine to behavelike a secretary, it must have quite a lot ofintelligence preprogrammedinto it, such as an understanding of paragraphing and layout and so on. Finally,
whatkind of interface facilities should you have for interactive error correction?
Let me end by saying that | think that dictation machines as commercial productsare still some

way off in the future. | should not be surprised if we did not see any earlier than 1990.
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SESSION C

SATELLITES FOR
BROADCASTING AND BUSINESS
COMMUNICATION
Larry Blonstein,

British Aerospace

Larry Blonstein was in charge of the design and construction of Europe s first satellite, UK3,

which was launched from the USA in 1966. Subsequently, he workedon satellite earth stations

in Europe, and on associated radar in the USA. He spent five years in Paris, working with an
international organisation on space systems, with particular emphasis on Third World needs. He
re-joined British Aerospace in 1979 as sales managerofthe space and communicationsdivision.

This afternoon | shall try to bring you up to date on the European scene and the imminence of
satellite communications, and to overcome some misconceptions, of which there are many
when it comesto satellite communications. | will take you through what is happening now,
whatwill happen very shortly, and what will happen inside this decade.
The first slide shows a picture of
L-SAT. | am sorry about the name
which is a temporary abbreviation
for large satellite . We are not allowed to give a name to a satellite

until it is about to go into orbit. |
want to call it OLYMPUS which
means Operational Large Heavy

Multi Purpose Satellite, but RollsRoyce are not very happy about

that and we are having a gentle
fight with them over their rotten

Olympus engine. So regrettably,
for the moment we haveto call it
L-SAT. It is large. When those
wingscarrying solar cells are erected theywill be three times the width of this conference room, and from tip to tip it will be nearly
170 feet. Its height from the baseof the body to the top of the tower carrying the antennaewill
be 22 feet. Whenit is launched, hopefully at the end of 1984,it will be the biggest commercial
communications satellite in the world. And it is being built here, in Britain! How about that?

However, it costs $60 million. To overcome some more misconceptions, my next slide has on it
some very simple sums to show you why people want to spend $60 million on a satellite. Thatis
a talking price, at 1980 prices, so it is subject to escalation.

You do notbuy one satellite, because it mightfail; you have to buy two in orbit. That means
twoin orbit and they both have to be launched. In addition, you haveto build a third and keep it

on the ground. For example, our OTSsatellite was dropped in the sea by an American rocket

failure. It was insured for $23 million; it wasa tiny satellite. But you have to keep a third one on
the ground in the event that one gets droppedin the sea. So as a manufacturer you have to
build three satellites to put a two-satellite fully redundant system into orbit. So there is $180
million gone.
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A launcherfor something the size of L-SAT has to be a complete Ariane rocket, which is being
built in Europe, or a large lump of shuttle which | will mention briefly later. The typical cost at

today s prices for that size and
weight ofsatellite is $40 million for
each launch. Now the insurers, mad
as they are, at the moment are offer-

ing .a 10% premium on launches.
They are getting a little worried

because Ariane has worked once

and failed once. They should be

Operating on a 50% premium but
they are not, thank goodness. In the

United States theyare offering 10%

insurance on the total thing launch-

ed into the sky. So for each $100
million launch you haveto find 10%

in advance of launch, which is
another $10 million. So your system
capital cost before you borrow any
money means that you haveto find
$280 million. You, as a Post Office
or as an independent operator, have

got to find $280 million.

Whatwill it cost over 10 years? In
my nextslide, | have taken the capi-

tal which you haveto pay back, and

looking at interest typically, depending on how you borrow your
money or how you pay your dividends, | have nearly doubledit, to

another $250 million. We know

that to operate and keep a satellite

in orbit costs roughly $7 million a

year. This is for the ground stations

that control thesatellite in orbit, the
network control centre, the satellite
control centre, the computers, and

the things that keep it on the station.

A typical price is $7 million a year.
The life of a satellite is designed for
10 years, so you will have to find
another $70 million, which should

come out of revenue but | have

takenit as initial capital. So over 10
years you have to pay total of

$600 million, an average of $60 million a year.

OLe 365 & 2 hoe 6
YEARS
PROBABLE
65%

What do you get for your $60 mil-

lion? First, you have to estimate

how your satellite will be used and my nextslideillustrat es
this. Wehavegreat fights with the
Post Office on this because they are beginning to use Satellites
. They assume the righthand
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curve, which is the most pessimistic possible assumption. In other words, when you start the

system nobody knowsthe system exists, and you start with a satellite that is empty. You have
done no selling in advance. You start with an emptysatellite and, hopefully, you fill it up after 10
years. What wesayis that, with adequateselling beforehand, at the time you launch you have

customers waiting for it, as SBS have in the United States. They launched in November and
they have about 11 customers. Then you follow the normal growth curve of communications

and you fill your satellite before the end of the life. So you could assume that 65% of your
satellite will be usedin its lifetime. But we will take the most pessimistic assumption
the Post
Office assumption
and take only 50% usage, so you are using only onehalf of the capacity of
your satellite over the total period.

So you have to find $60 million a year. The L-SATthat | am talking aboutin the particular configuration which | will show you later, for business use over Europe, can offer 80,000 half
circuits, that is 40,000 simultaneous telephone conversations. Take the pessimistic 50% filling
assumption and you will be able to sell typically only 40,000 half circuits. The cost per half circuit

then is $60 million a year divided by 40,000, which is $1,500 per year.

For a two-waycircuit, assuming that you lease a two-waycircuit between where you live and

where another office is located, the cost is $3,000 a year. At current rates of exchangethatis
£1,250 per annum. If you are the Post Office who have bought that satellite, you could sell it at
£2,500 per annum. But the current Post Office price for a leased circuit between London and
Oslo is £22,000 per annum. That is why Post Offices buy satellites. That is why your local telephone bills will go up by a factor of 10 in the nextfive or six years, because the Post Office
accepts that their long-haul prices are totally unrealistic.
In their press conference last week about our new ECS satellites, the Post Office has accepted
that satellite link prices must not betied to terrestrial link prices but must be economic. Up to

nowit is the long-haul circuits that have been subsidising your local telephone calls to a very
which
great extent. The Post Office, pushed by us, are accepting that long-haul telephones
are notall that long-haul, they could be London/Edinburgh, or London/Oslo, or London/Paris
should be priced in accordance with a reasonable return on capital of the satellite system.

But that means that a subsidy will no longer apply to your local telephones. | regret that part of
but that slife.
myselling activity will result in your telephonebills going up

So $60 million for a large satellite and $30 million for a small one. That is a lot of money

doesit cost $60 million?

why

What| should like to do is to take you for a quick walk through our factory to show you whyit
costs $60 million for a large satellite. We launched the OTSsatellite in 1978, and it has been up
in orbit for nearly three years. It is standing over the Equator, at 10° east. It has been used by
the Post Offices and television authorities of Europe since 1978,for trials in communication and

television broadcasting. We were lucky when welaunchedthat satellite because the rocket put
us within a few degreesofits final position. So we did not have to use much fuel to getit intoits
position in orbit, and we therefore have twotothree years life left. OTS is becoming available
for trials to people who wantto useit in April this year.

My nextslide is a picture of one of the viewsinside the satellite body. A satellite is not just an
empty dustbin with somesolar cells on it. It is in fact a telephone exchange. That is one picture
of the inside of a satellite showing some of the structure and wiring.
The next picture showsthe central tube ofthe satellite which contains the final apogee motor.

That is the motor thatfinally fires you in apogeeinto high orbit, and the live motor lives in that

tube. Round it are those balls made of titanium which contain the gas

hydrogen

that

keeps you in orbit. Satellites are subjected to perturbations due to solar pressure, dust and

gravitational effects, and float around. Wehavetotry to keep them within plus or minus 0.1 ofa
degree to the observer on the earth. So about once a week you let it float about 60 or 70
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in those
kilometres, then you fire it back again and stop it. This uses gas which is stored
containers. How much gas you put in determinesthe life of the satellite. Wedesigned OTSfor
aboutfive years and there is plenty
left. But for L-SAT and large satellites of the future, we (and the

Americans too) are designing for 10
years, which means moregas, more
weight, more massinto orbit, and

moreeffort to get it up there.

Hereis a typical picture of a worried
workman in our workshop. You get
very worried looking guysin this par-

ticular shop; you see them walking

round with a bundle of wires, with

seven ends coming out of one end

and six out of the other. They walk
up to the satellite with this bundle
and it doesnotfit. In that particular
loom alone there are about 2,500

ends; that is one side of one base of

the satellite. There are four major

loomsof that nature, soit is about
8,000 to 10,000 connections. All the
equipment has to be space-proven
and suitable for use in high vacuum.

Wehaveto build satellites in clean

conditions. What you see on the

slide on the next page aresatellites
in construction at Stevenage now.
We have two going through on
whatis effectively a production line.

Twosatellites is a production line,

out of a total of eight. These are

MARECS, the maritime ECS satellites. On the left is a picture of a
clean room showing the MARECS

satellite being put together. It is a

development of OTS and being
used by the Post Offices. On the
right is another view of the
complexity inside the body.
Wehaveto look after the tempera-

ture of the satellite. Once it is in
spaceit is subjected to direct sunlight on one side, and almost absolute zero on the other, looking into
black space. So you haveto control

the thermal environmentinternally
by the use of thermal blankets,

heaters and special surfaces. The
surface which faces the sun has a
particular absorptivity / reflectivity

ratio to sunlight, so that the amountof sun falling on the surface and entering thesatellite
is

totally controlled, and the same applies on the other side which is looking into
space. So the
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surface of the satellite andall the equipment in it has to be designed for a controlled temperature, which takes quite a lot of software and control.

The next slide showsthe solar cells.
This is the structure that hangs on
the side of an ECS or MARECS.
They span a total of about 50 feet
from tip to tip. On the one shown on

the slide there are 12,000 solar cells,
and the price for each cell was about

$20, so on that picture there is
about $% million of solar cells,
which is expensive, but of course

the power is free. On L-SAT, with

80,000 solar cells giving about 7 kilowatts, the cost to us of the solar

cells is roughly $2 million, which is
another part of the cost.

There are some beautiful mechanisms inside satellites, and one
delightful device keeps the satellite
pointing at the earth accurately.
This is done by infra-red sensors
that look at the earth s edge. They
can either see the warmth of the
earth or the coldness of black
space. There are four of them, looking at four points on the circle. If the
satellite tilts, one of the sensorswill
see black space. It signals a central
microprocessor and says, I can t
see the earth any more . The microprocessor waits for a given time,

because it might be a temporary
perturbation, but if the sensor keeps

on saying, I can t see the earth, the microprocessorfinally says, OK, | knowit s you. It then,
with pre-set programs, sends signals to four wheels. They weigh about 2 lbs each, and are
mountable magnetic wheels, totally frictionless in a vacuum. There are three of them, in each axis
of the satellite, and one spare at an angle. The microprocessorinstructs the wheels to spin. It
knows which onesto call up to spin. It might call one to spin for 4% seconds and another for a
few seconds. What is happening hereis that the satellite feels inside its belly someelectrical
power being converted into mechanical energy, and it has to conserve the angular momentum.

So whenit feels these little wheels spinning it has to correct because of the conservation of

angular momentum. It will shift one-hundredth of a degree, until the sensor sees the earth

coming back, when it signals the microprocessor and everything stops. With the accuracythat
wewill need in the future we cannot depend on thermal views of the earth. They are good to
0.014 of a degree, which is the accuracy with which they can sense the earth. Wewill have to be

more accurate. We will have to point satellites to radio beacons on the ground. That costs
money, too, as you can imagine.

Wealsotest satellites in our Anechoic chamber. It is black and the size of this room. It is surrounded with radar-absorbent material, made by Plessey, which works from the VHF range up to
the gigahertz range. We can mount a satellite in the chamber and makesurethatits aerials are
working properly and that there is no electromagnetic interferencein the satellite. The chamber
costs £1 million, which is another price that has to bepaid off. That is just a quick view of what
goes on at Stevenage at the moment.
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This slide shows a chart which gives you a better view of what is happening right now, at the

beginning of 1981. The OTS satellite was launched in 1978. In April 1981, it comesto the end of
its formal trials and will be available

for users who would like to try satellite communications. We already

have several companies, including
oil companies and large multinat-

ional companies, who would like to
try videoconferencing and save
travel costs. We expectit to last for
another couple of years, but we are

not absolutely sure of that.

OTS wasa testsatellite which gave

us the opportunity to test in orbit
the various equipment that we are
nowputting into the seven satellites

that we are building right now.

Let us look at the various satellite

coverages.

OTS s coverage dia-

gram is of the shape shown on the
slide. Ithas a spot beam over Europe
and some Eurobeams that cover
much larger areas. The spot beam is
the one thatoffers the facilities that
| have mentioned, for trials by
people who want it via the Post

Office.

The next slide is a picture of our
own station which weare operating

via OTS at the moment. This is a
3% metre dish. Notice, regrettably,

that it is a Nippon antenna; in fact

we are going to changeit for an
Andrewsbecause weare going to

transmit from British Aerospace. It

is to our regret that there is no Brit-

ish manufacturer who can help us

there. We have talked to Plessey
and Marconi. Plessey and people

like them do not seem to be aware

or ready for this enormous market.

It does shame us to have to use a

Japanese antenna at British Aero-

space.

Weuse the dish at the moment to
take trials continuously. The French

put out newsevery night to Algeria,

so we pick up French news at 6

o'clock. We have picked up someof
the Italian porn which has been retransmitted via Turin. We get the amusing sight at night, around 7 o'clock,
of a crowd of dedi-

cated engineers standingin frontof all this equipment. The dishis thesize of station
that people

like you will be using, about 3% metres. It arrived just before lunch a few months ago, and at 6

o'clock in the evening it was on site and we were locked on to the satellite. That is an indication of
whatyou can do with satellite communications: you can be online in half a day. Assembly of the
station did not start until about half-past one and we were locked on to OTSat about 6 o'clock,
and we have beenever since.

Let us look at ECS. Thisis the follow on development of OTS. OTS wasthe satellite which told us

howto build things and how not to. We have had some failures in OTS and we know whatcan go

wrong, but it is still working. We have now developed ECS, and wehavesold five of them to the

European Post Offices, under the auspices of EUTELSATwhich is centred in Paris. EUTELSATis
the international consortium of 17 European PTTs, whichis all the European nations plus Greece,

Turkey and Cyprus. They have recognised the potential profitability of buying satellites of this
nature, at roughly $30 million each because theseare small satellites. The intention is for launch

in 1982, and there will be four over the Equator, covering the entire European continent from
Turkey up to Norway, Greenland, Portugal, and North Africa. Already, the EUTELSATpeople
are forecasting that, depending on how muchtraffic they put through thesesatellites, they
should be saturated by about 1986 to 1987.
It is worth mentioning in passing

that it is our normal practice now to

build what wecall a modular satellite. The righthand side ofthis slide
showshowthe satellite splits down
into effectively four main sections.
The bit in the middle is called the
bus
the one with the tube going
down the middle. That is standard
for whatever satellite application
you are using. For ECS itis like that;
for MARECS itis like that. If we sell
a satellite to the Arabs, which we
may, it will look like that. It contains
all the controls to keep the satellite

stable and in orbit, and to getit into

orbit. Aboveit is the meccano looking bit, which drops on to there and carries the payload. On
ECS thereis that great mass of antennae which | will show on the coverage diagram, and below it
all the communications equipment associated with that particular mission. That is the bit that
varies from mission to mission, and on each sideare the solar cell arrays.

ECS is relatively small, but you are already talking about 12,500 simultaneous telephone circuits

plus two TV channels. 120 megabits per second is the operational rate of the transponders on the
satellite working with fairly large earth stations owned by the Post Offices in Europe. ECS can
carry 12 transponders; nine of them work in sunlight, three on standby, and five in eclipse. | shall
not go into the geometryof the eclipse, but twice a year the satellite passes into the earth s
shadow and it lasts a maximum of 72 minutes. It peaks up over a two-week period. During that

time you have to run on batteries for those 72 minutes, and you tryto position your satellite so

that the eclipse occursin the early hours of the morning. On the second stage of ECS we are now
making it fully active in eclipse, which means carrying more batteries, which we can do. So ECS,
which is a relatively small satellite, can already handle 12,500 two-waycircuits for Europe.

The slide at the top of the next page showsthe coverage of ECS. Those antennae that you saw inthe
drawing on the right are designed to give spot beams offairly high power density at the ground, the
major one being called Spot West(the one overcentral Europe). Italso covers the North Sea, whichis
of interest to the oil companies operating out of the North Sea and the North Atlantic. The Spot
Atlantic one does cover the Canaries, butit is very much a wasted beam. Spot Eastis mostof Eastern
Europe and the Mediterranean, Cyprus, Greece and Turkey. There is one Euro beam whichis a
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weaker; but it is used mainly for Eurovision
muchlarger beam, and becauseit is larger it is much
any other country, via the Post Offices.
transmissionof television from any country in Europe to
Whatwe are aiming to do now, and

whatthe Post Offices have asked us
to do, is to add to our second ECS,

which is in construction, a business

package. The Post Office announced this last week because

they recognise, finally, partly due to
our poking their eyes out, that businesses do want communications via
space. So weshall be carrying business packages working in a different

frequency for use with rooftop or
car-park antennae, from 1982.

Before ECS itself is launched, a
development of ECS
MARECS
is due to be launched at the end
of 1981. Two MARECS are scheduled and they are Maritime ECSs.
Wehavesold three of these to the
International Royal Marine Satellite
Organisation which is centred in
London. Its job in life is to provide
communications to and from ships.
About 70 nations are membersofit,

including the Russians and the Japanese. It has ordered a development
of ECS with a particular antenna on
it. You can see from the top diagram
on the slide that the satellite is the
same shape as ECS exceptfor the
module that carries the antenna and
communications equipment.

MARECS has one large antenna to
coveroceans. If it were centred over

the east coast of Africa, as shownin

the

slide,

that

would

be

the

coverage of a MARECS satellite. In
fact the first MARECS satellite,

MARECS A, whichis due out of our
worksin a couple of weeks time for
final tests in France, will be placed

at 26° west, which puts it over the

Atlantic. So the Atlantic traffic will
be covered by MARECS A. MARECS B, our secondone, will be right
round the other sideof the world, at
179° east, covering the Pacific. For
the moment the Indian Ocean will
be covered by the Americans. Then we have third one available as a spare. This gives

communicationsto ships carrying antennae only feet in diameter, fully stabilised because the
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ship rolls and pitches and the antenna has to go on looking at the satellite. It is a very small

antenna, with very poor performance; and because of this the number of channels that can be

handled is very limited. You remember that ECS could handle 12,500 telephone channels,
working into big, 15-metre Post Office stations. This satellite, which is identical, is working into
tiny antennae on ships. As result, it can handle only 35 channels. But these 35 channels mean
that one ocean can be shared between perhaps a thousand ships. Several hundred ships can

have on demand accessto a channel, so that a ship can order a channel on demand. We are now

offering that service to the oil companiesin the North Sea. We expectthe typical waiting time for

a channel to be not much morethan twoor three minutes, and in the early days there will be no
waiting at all. But eventually the big satellites will take over.

Another development of ECS is the French Telecom 1 satellite, providing European and French

business services. With the exception of Telecom 1, British Aerospaceis the prime contractor for

all the satellites | am talking about
today. Matra is the prime contractor
for Telecom 1, but it is based on
ECS:

Whatever the French say, Telecom

1 is a British Aerospace satellite.

This slide shows their drawing ofit,

and they have drawnit back to front
to make it less like ECS, but it is in

fact an ECS structure with their
own module on it. That is being

built by Matra to our design. The
French have charged ahead here.

The French have decidedto offer a

business system, for use into 3

metre antennae, mounted on rooftops and car parks, for the whole of
French industry. This slide shows

the coverage pattern, which covers

southern England too. Telecom 1
has a fairly high data rate of 25

25 MB/S DATASTREAM

megabits per second, worksin time

division multiplexes (whichis a fairly
complex way of doing it), provides a
video channel, and has an EIRP (an

equivalent isotropic radiated power)
at the ground of 49 DBW (which is
high) and it carries five active transponders, just like ECS.

In addition, the French have decided

to putin a global beam. You can see
on the first slide on the next page the Frenchintentions on Africa. They have covered the entire
African continent witha fairly low level beam, but nevertheless, there are three transponders
covering Africa. Telecom 1 will be the first active satellite available to the Africans for intraAfrican telecommunications traffic. They have also thrown out a beam to north of South
America, to cover what was French Guiana. Quite right too. It means that the French have
communications to their own launch site. But please remember, despite what the French say,
that Telecom is a British satellite.

So, we are now building the MARECS and the ECSs. MARECS is due for launch at the end ofthis

year, and ECS4will be launchedin 1984. After that comesthe
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large one , which is the next test

led to the existing series. L-SAT, the large
satellite for Europe. OTS wasthe test satellite which

one , is coming into being now.

The second slide shows us what
L-SAT can provide. The most impressive service that will affect the

public is direct broadcasttelevision.
When our first L-SAT goes into op-

eration, it will have a direct television serviceto Italy, becausethe Ita-

lians are very large contributors to
the L-SAT programme. They have
ordered one of our antennae to
pointat Italy, to provide direct tele-

vision over the Italian Peninsula.

But we have putin, in addition, a

steerable antenna for direct televi-

sion. | have plotted out on the slide
the shapesthat thosetelevision pat-

terns will take. The British one is
that funny shape becauseit is not a
right shaped antenna, but it will
cover the UK, Holland, Belgium,
Luxembourg, Sweden, Denmark,
Spain, France, Germany
in fact
every European country. The steering ability of the antenna is enough

to cover the whole of Europe.

Because of the powerthat we are
transmitting in that frequency of 12

gigahertz, you can receive the picture in an 80 cm. antenna, shown

on the front of that house, with a
very cheap receiver. The receiver

GassReaCae

that we have at Stevenageis a little box which can stand on top of your television set. The price

being talked about, again by the Japanese but hopefully by Plessey and others, is about $200 for
the antenna, its mount, and the television receiver adaptor which goesin front of your set.

Almostcertainly, television manufacturers will be building-in a front end on their sets to receive
direct television.
This will have some massive effects on Europe generally, because automatically thereis a spillover from one country into another. You cannot design any antenna notto overspill. If you try to

meeta particular multinationally agreed pattern, then there has to be a spin-off. It means thatif
you look at thatellipse thatis spilling into south east England there, which | think is the Dutch

beam, thatis effectively the size of the beam for Holland in which you could receive with an 80

cm. dish. If you live in Edinburgh, the signal is certainly weaker, but if you put up a 1% metre
dish, which is not much bigger, you could pick up Dutch television. Equally, you see the size of
the Italian beam: that could be picked up with a 1 metre antenna. Equally, British television programmescan bepicked up in Spain. You can imagine the social concernthat is going on at the
moment aboutthe Spanish picking up Swedishtelevision, and about the British picking up the
nightly material from Rome. There are 600 stations operating in Italy at the moment, pouring out

the amateur material

andit will all be available in Britain. We had the BBC up only a few weeks

ago and they werefilming our own television set. We had the French news on and then some
other French programme. They were quite happy, and they stoppedfilming. Then the Italians

came on next, transmitting the most gorgeous bit of porn, but the BBC people had run out of

film. They wrung their hands in despair, and we were delighted because Mary Whitehousedid
not see what came over that evening. But people like that will get very concerned.

Then there is the problem of advertising. For instance, Belgium has no advertising, but it will get
it. The Luxembourgians are suddenly given the possiblity of increasing their coverage from their

little town of 100,000 people to 10 million viewers. So there is real money involved, and the advertisers are having orgasmsover what is going to comein Europe, and the multinational advertising
agencies are already beginning to design advertising programmeswhich are multinational and
have minimum language content. So that will have a tremendous effect, but it is only one aspect
of whata large satellite can do.
Here is what the large satellite can
do for the Post Offices of Europe. It
is not dissimilar to what we can do
with ECS, except that here we have

done typically four beams, working

in the frequencies in which we are

already working. This is for inter-

national exchange between large

antennae in the capital cities and
main provincial cities of each of the
member nations. You can see the
coverage, again with a big Euro
beam for television for subsequent
surface broadcast.

Giantsoaraene

Also, within L-SAT we can add an

overlay of the very high new frequencies which weare testing on

L-SAT1, in the 20 and 30 gigahertz

range. Wearelimited in bandwidth
down in the 11 and 12 gigahertz
range becauseofinterference with

ground systems. In the 20 to 30
gigahertz range, we are muchless

limited and have much wider bandwidth. Using part of the 20 to 30

gigahertz range, we can handle 4

gigabits per second, working into
large stations, whichis a very large
capacity. So that is what L-SAT can
do and will be planning to do, to
replace the ECS satellites in 1986/
1987.

Thefirst slide on the next page shows an L-SAT beam configuration thatthe Italians are interested
in. You probably know whatthe Italian telephonesystem is like. They have decided that it would
probably be worthwhile to overlay the entire system with what wecall national intercity . The
slide attempts to showthatfor national, high density trunk telephony, you can concentrate beams
on to your major cities, and because ofthe size ofsatellite and because you are working in very
high frequencies you can produce beamsas small as 150 kilometres in diameter.

The otherthing thatthe large satellite can do is provide communications to/from mobiles. We have

already talked about ships, and thatwill continue. The second slide on the next page is a more accurate picture, and up on the bridge ofthe ship to theleft of the arrow you cansee thesizeof antenna that

will be mounted on the ship. The aviation industry is not really interested, despite their rotten
communications oncethey are out of reach of VHF; they do not want to spend money. Butit will
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are the internacome; wewill force them to take it. But the people who really want the service

tional truck lines. They are fascinated by it, and they have shown us how much they can saveif
they can communicate with truck

drivers going from, say, Sweden to
Saudi Arabia. They need to know
wherethe truck is and when it is due
to arrive. If they can tell the
customer the exactdate ofarrival of

that truck, he can organise all his

lifting gear and not haveit waiting

for a week. They can divert trucks,
as ships already do, to pick up
loads. They can be in constant

communication with the trucks.

Now wecan provide thatservice. It

is bad enough on ship, but you

can imagine the sort of antenna you
can mount on a truck. It is even
worse. It is avery poor antenna. But
wethink that we can handle beams
that would cover several thousand
trucks.
Once you are in the large satellite

range you can cover many services,
such as those shown on the next
slide for Africa. This is a situation
where weshowtypically the sort of

beams that might be required for
the African continent. There is a

mass of communication in the West

African region. There is a mass of
communication in the East African
region. The two do nottalk to each

For merchant and

international trucki

other. The only link between them is
a microwavelink through Zaire, and

that broke downin 1978. There is no
east-west communication. You

cannot get to the telecommunications link in Zaire because they
run on diesels, and you have to get

fuel to the diesels. The 20,000 kilometres of road in 1972 is now down

to 7,000 kilometres, because they

are overgrown. They just cannot
keep a microwavelink going. In this
case we would suggest an overall

beam for east-west communications in Africa, with high density

beams working into small stations

all over East Africa and all over West
Africa.

Let

me cometo whatreally is most fascinating and moreinteresting to you
Specialised Comercial Services. Here youare talking about businessto business, car park to ca r park, or rooftop to

rooftop. Already, because of people to whom wehave spoken and because of the imminence of

the service, the Daily Telegraph, who are putting up a new building in London, are designing their
roof to carry their own 3 metre
antenna. Several other companies
are designing the same thing for
London. People are preparing
spaces for those sort of antennae in
car parks.

We are now talking about an antenna
of the size that | showed you outside
our building in Stevenage
3%
metres. The sort of coverage that we
can provide is shown onthe righthand side of this slide. We are now
talking about communications that
are independent of distance. In any
of those beamsthereis interconnectivity in the satellite. It acts as a telephone exchange. Soif you are in Scotland and you wantto talk to Athens, you can: up tothe satellite, across the switch, and downto the beam thatis going downto Athens. If you are in Edinburgh
and you wanttotalk to Bristol, you can: up one beam and, in that case, down another. Weare talking about independence of distance here. Weare talking about the essence of space communications, which is the messagethat weare trying to get across
the flexibility of a system like this.
Onceyou get thatstation in, on site
and it can be done quickly, it can be put in on the back of a
truck in a day by the Post Office
you then havethe flexibility ofall of the bandwidthof that satellite that you wishto use. In other words, if you wish, you can have a video conferencein the morn-

ing, using say 8 megabits which you pay for, for a couple of hours. You then do not require that
bandwidth any more and you revert to, say, 24 telephone channels. In the afternoon you may want
some data. The flexibility that comes once you are online is what matters and the speed at which
you can doit.

Equally, if you have a multidrop requirement (for example where you have many buildings that
belong to your organisation), and you wantto transmit a lot of data to each site
if each site has a

groundstation, you multidrop by broadcasting. You can set up a mesh network, you can set up a
star network, you can set up point-to-point connections, quickly, and you can change them

quickly. If you are in a nasty situation and have to shut down some factories, you do not waste the
you justdrive
moneythat waslaid outin bringing your wideband terrestrial link to your premises
the antenna away.
This is where wethink it will have a
significant impact
Specialised

Commercial Services. Typically the

L-SAT can offer a pattern like the
one shownon this slide. We show
here how we re-use frequencies,
because weare short of frequencies.

Those circles with F1 in them
represent a sub-frequency which we
can re-use five times, because anybody within one of those beams
cannot see anybodyelsein a similar
beam becauseheis too far away. So

wecan re-use frequencies time and
time again. With the limited bandwidth wecan handle 1% gigabits in that situation, working into small stations, 3 metres diameter.
Thatis the sort of service that will become available by the mid- 80s by L-SAT, round about 1987-88.
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rocket. We spenda
The nextslide gives you an idea of whatthe satellite lookslike at the top of the
which is the prime
rocket,
Ariane
the
say,
in,
lot of time looking at the installation of a satellite
rocket in which weintend to launch
the satellites. This gives you an idea
of the antenna designer s problems.
It is not much of a problem. You can
either have antennae mountedrigidly on the front of the satellite, inside
it, or you can play with them and
erect them once you are in space.

This is a more accurate picture of
what | wastalking about earlier
Italy. Becauseofthe sizeofthe satel-

lite and the frequency at which you

are working, we can put antennae
on that give you beamsthat small.

This beam pattern is not trying to

cover the country, but it is coupling
Turin to Bologna, to Ancona, to
Rome, to Naples. Here we can han-

dle 6 gigabits, which is several hundred thousand telephone circuits
across Europe. This has been required by Telespatzia which is an

Italian

organisation.

They

want

about 150,000 circuits. We can offer

through the two antennae nearly
200,000 circuits, plus of course the
use of slow scan TV, data, telex,

and high speed TV, by using an
appropriate number of channels.
That can be squeezed into Ariane.

On this slide you can see much

larger antennae
this one is about
4 metres in diameter. But we shall
be making antennae that can be

squashedup inside thesatellite and
inside the rocket. After the rocket
loses its nose, the antennae can be
erected in space. The antenna
design is a fascinating problem.

The other thing that wecan offer is
multinational television. On the slide
at the top of the next page we have
drawn two beams, one for Switzer-

land and one for Luxembourg. The

smaller the nation the more power

you can pour into that small area,
and in something of L-SAT size we

can carry enough transponders to

give two servicesto two separate na-

tions, thatis five channelsper nation. Thatgives you an indication of the interference that

willoccur

between twonations, between Switzerland and Luxembourg. You can imagine overlaying those
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oneach other; and you can see whatcan bepicked up in the United Kingdom with larger antennae.
A little mark, called a 6dB/k contour on the map, showsyou the limit of where you can accept the
signal to an 80 cm. dish. As you go out across the pattern a larger and larger dish will give you the
same picture, but you will get more
and moreinterference.
The next slide showsa way out thing
that we can do, but this is for the late
80s and early 90s because we have
not done the antenna design for this
yet. But what you can offer here with
anL-SATis acapacity of 15gigabits.
Now weare talking about half a
million telephone circuits across the
whole of Europe; by using large
antennae on thesatellite, by re-using
frequencies time and time again, and
working into 6 metre earth stations,

thatis the sort of coverage you could
put over the whole of Europe, and in
fact we haveparticularly covered the
North Sea.

The third slide on this page shows a
slightly more way out antenna. It is

the largest antenna that we have
thought about, which is 15 metresin

diameter and working at a lower
frequency. Because of the size of
the antenna and the frequenciesal-

located, we can workinto land mo-

biles.

The slide at the top of the next page

showsa typical layout to cover the

whole of France, with sound broad-

cast and with land mobiles. With
that size of antenna andthe size of

L-SAT, about a thousand trucks

could be coveredin that area. Thatis
not good enough at the moment,

but itis the way that we are working.

It is probably worth mentioning
whatyou haveto do to get the satel-

lites up. We are talking about the

geosynchronous orbit. The second

slide on the next page shows the

typical processofinjection into geosynchronous orbit, launching into
what is a circular orbit, above the
Equator, at 22,000 milesaltitude, in-

jecting the satellite with the central
apogee motor which lives inside a
central tube, de-spinning it, because

it is spun to keep it stable; when it is
de-spun erecting the arrays of solar

cells; getting the attitude right by

using gas; getting the station right; and then sliding round the orbit by going slightly above or
slightly below. If you are at exactly 22,000, you will circle the earth once every 24 hours and
remain stationary to an observer. If

you are below 22,000 you run too
fast, and if you are above you will
run late. So that whereveryou finish
up with your rocket in orbit, you

then go up or downjust a few dozen

kilometres. You slide round the
orbit, running late or early, until you
get your station. At the moment you

get your station, you fire into orbit

and then stop. From there on you
use your gas to keep you in orbit.

That is 22,000 miles, and that is
where misconceptions abound.
Ariane is the European rocket
mainly driven by the French. We
make large numbersofparts ofit,
but it is essentially a French rocket.

This is a picture of it on its launch

pad at Koufou, in French Guiana.
They have had some lousy luck.
Number one went off perfectly.
Actually it was not perfect. Looking
back at the telemetry records of the
motors, there were some fairly serious vibrations seen in the gas pres-

sure in one of the motors during
that launch; but in the euphoria of
the momentthe reaction was, Who
cares? It workedlike a dream ? How-

SYNCHRONOUS OREIT OPERATIONS

eed
r

ever, Ariane number two blew up
because of the same problem. They

had a combustion instability. They
now havea nightmare of trying to

stop a combustion instability in their
engines, and they delayed the next
launch. This is worrying the insurers

somewhat becausethe successrate
of Ariane is only 50% at the
moment.

Nevertheless, we intend to launch
an Ariane if we can becauseit takes

us to 22,000 miles altitude.

The idea is that you stuff your satellite up into the nose cone. The aim
of Ariane is to take satellites weighing up to 3 tons, which is an L-SAT
mass, to 22,000 miles and get you
into synchronous
orbit.
The typical costfor a total launch is $40 million, which i is nota large sum,
:
.
looking at whatit led to.

Itis said that shuttle will be more economic. It is built by Rockwell in California and it is a gigantic,
complicated beast which will work eventually. It is having terrible problems at the moment with
its thermal transfer. It will be carrying all sorts of payloads.

This slide showsan artist s impression of the shuttle, carrying Space Lab (whichis built in

Europe), and behind it all the experiments that are subjected to the outer vacuum of space. We

build the equipment thatlives at the

back. The problem with shuttle is
that it goes to only 300 milesaltitude. If you take up a satellite of
L-SATsize, you haveto carry with
you another big rocket motor. You

have to shunt the thing out of

shuttle, and then light up and get
out of the way quickly, to get this
thing from 300 miles to 22,000
miles. In addition, you haveto carry
up with you all the test gear that you

would normally have on the ground.
Wehavealwaystalked about ground
support equipment, we are now
having to talk about space support

equipment. Obviously when you are
preparing a satellite for launch it has to be right. This means a massoftest gear. So that when you

dofire via shuttle you must make allowancefor the costofall the extra equipment that you must

carry, and the rocket motor which is lost. When you do the sums you find that Ariane and shuttle
are roughly the same price. Eventually shuttle may be cheaper, but we aim to operate out of both,

preferably with Ariane.

L-SATis the end of a development line so far, starting with OTS whichis available soon, ECS)

MARECS, Telecom 1, and into the next series oftest satellites. This will give us test transmissions to Europe for television, to Italy and television; very high frequency communications for
Italy; and propagation experiments in the high frequencies.
And this leads to the essenceof the

whole requirement: business communications via space.

To summarise, it gives you the flexibility; the variable bandwidth on

demand. Once you are online you

can have a bandwidthofa few kilohertz up to megabits. You can have
a flexible network on demand where

your stations are. You can go point-

to-point; you can build up a mesh

network, a star network, or you can

broadcast multidrop.

Installation time is literally a day.
The PostOffice right now are ordering some stations from Ferranti for use with our ECS satellites
when theyare launchedin 1982. They will be mobile, on the back of a truck. Theoretically, potentially, you can order them from the Post Office nowfor trials with the ECS. They should be on-site
and online with the satellite in a day.

The economics are independent ofdistance. It should save money, but that depends on who
owns the system. But we have got the message across to the Post Office that it should be
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charged economically. The charging is proportional to your usage, not to the distance. The
quality via satellite is not dependent on wet, noisy, mechanical switches, or even electronic
solid state switches. That is the message of satellite communications as it exists in Europe
today.

SESSION D

AN INTRODUCTION
TO SPATIAL DATA MANAGEMENT
Professor Nicholas Negroponte,

MassachusettsInstitute of Technology

Professor Nicholas Negroponte is Professor in the Department of Architecture at Massachusetts Institute of Technology. He holds both bachelor and master degrees in Architecture

from MIT. Since receiving his degrees he has been responsible for undertaking and also supervising a wide range of research activities concerned with the use of technology in graphicsofall
kinds. Among his major presentations are ones on the future of television, computers in
architecture, spatial data management and the human interface. He is also the author of a
number of books and papers concerned not only with spatial data management, but also with

the use of computer techniques in architecture and urban design.

There is some misrepresentation in the title of my session in that Spatial Data Managementis
the name ofone project that we do in our laboratory and all of our projects are a big, fat excuse

to work on the human interface.. Spatial Data Management, which wecall SDMS, is certainly
our most comprehensive and largest system and | will show it to you in gory detail. But before|
do that, | should like to show you other things that are going on. | want to give you a slightly

broader panoramathan just that one application of an area of study that, as recently as three or

four years ago, people thought was cissy stuff. They thought it was not the real world of
computerscience, but was soft and notparticularly germane. lam talking about topics such as

computer graphics, voice synthesis, all of the stuff at the interface between people and

machines, which was tolerated but was not thought to be important. Today, four or five years

later, people are realising that in some senseit is the whole ball game and thatit is an area that
has been ignored for too long.

| have a story which, by analogy, is quite telling. If you do not believe me, you can try this

yourself. Go to a department store and watch people select hand calculators. Hand calculators

are rather interesting, because for between $6 and $12 you can buy a calculator that adds, sub-

but
tracts, multiplies, divides, and does the per cent sign work. Some of them have memory,

most people do not even know howto usethat, so the price from $6 to $12 is your basic
calculator. There are usually up to two dozenof those for sale on a counter.

If you watch people select these, it is an interesting process. They will pick up the hand
calculator, hit a few keys, and set it down. They will go to the next hand calculator, hit a few
keys, and set it down. Finally, they will make a choice and theywill buy one. You wonder why,
and there are usually twocriteria: the first is the feel of the keyboard. Thatis really very important. The second has to do with appearance. Thereare two parts to that. One is the readability
and the nature of the display, and the otheris the thing itself. There are thin ones and fat ones
and so on. Nowtheyeven offer fringe benefits: theytell you the time and do other things. Butit
has nothing to do with the function of the calculator.
What has happenedin the calculator marketis that the function of calculation has been reduced

to such a low cost that whatyou areselling people is the interface; and when you sell people the
interface you are, all of a sudden, selling them something very subjective. One person says,

This keyboard feels great,

and another says, No, this one is better. They are both right.
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| think that there is a message here for computer manufacturers, that in maybefive or ten years
from now
it does not matter which, the differenceis insignificant
that is what will happen
with computers. People will be buying only the interface with the computing system, and the
number of mips or bytes, or the number of gigabytes of secondary storage will be something

between irrelevant and meaninglessin the process of selecting a computing system. People will
sit downin front of terminals, where there are terminals to be seen, and say, Yes, that feels

good . Managers will buy them because they will say, Yes, that looks good. | will be very
happy to have that on my desk . If you talk to manufacturers and tell them things like that, they

think you are absolutely nuts to be worrying about the appearanceof a terminal. But it is things

like that which are becoming increasingly important.

| shall do four things this afternoon. First, | should like to position a new area that weare trying
to start at MIT, which is my ownpetproject and what | do most of the time now. Secondly, |
should like to show you a handful of experiments that have to do with different styles of
interaction and modesof presentation; things that | hope you have not seen before. Thirdly, |
will show and describe the evolution of the Spatial Data Management System. Finally, the piece
de resistance of this presentation, | will show you some of our latest work which combines

speech recognition and gesture recognition.
This is probably, intellectually, the

mostimportant slide | have with me.
What| am trying to do hereis to de-

scribe three industries: the publish-

ing industry, the broadcast indus-

try, and the computer industry, and

show areas of intersection. There
are obvious couplings between
print and computers that have been

going on for years, and other couplings; but there is very little at the

centre, at that white triangle. There
is very little intellectual activity in
that area. Worse, from my point of
view, there are very few people who
are trained in that area. It is a previously very well-formed compartment, with very well-formed intellectual pursuits.
People have

their own journals, their own conferences, their own technical communities
which really do not
overlap very much.

| am very interested in the white tri-

angle because| think that whatwill

happen over the next few yearsis
thatit will look something like that.

It will get bigger and bigger; and the

boundaries that separate those in-

tellectual domains will start to disappear.

There are some good examples of
what is happening, say, in the area

of Prestel. It is a publishing medium.
It uses the video domain, and it is
certainly a computer resource. So

Prestel is a specific example and
lives right in that white triangle. |

will argue later that optical video-

discs are another excellent example that are at the intersection
of publishing, broadcast and

computers. But what really worries me is that the style of thinking of these people is very
different and they cometo problems like Prestel and optical videodiscs with very different backgrounds and, in some cases, prejudices which are almost dormant and subconscious. It is an

area that we would like to fill and we affectionately call it

Media Technology .

Let me show you half a dozen small projects that have been going on overthe past three or four
years, which have to do with the stuff that separates people from machines. | should like to start

with touch sensitive displays, partly because we have been working with them for at least six

years now, looking at different ways of doing it and looking at different technologies for
achieving touch sensitivity on a display.

When westarted doing that we found a real misconception. We found people who had done
some work in this area, who assumedthat the finger as a graphical stylus of some sort was a
very low resolution device
rather like writing a postcard with a cigar. Thatis not true. It turns
out that it is a very high-resolution input device. Admittedly, at a couple of stages you might

touch the screen, but if you use your finger very gently you can position a cursor with greater

accuracy than any CRT can display it. In fact you have a very high-resolution input medium.

Wethought that we would explore that, and people posed questions about why it was so good.
Fingers turn out to be very good. They have a couple of properties that are interesting. One is
that you do not have to pick them up. You type away, and you point, and you type: it is an input

device that is with you all the time. Another thing is that you have 10 of them.

With 10 of them thereare certain things that you can do that you cannot do with other graphical
input media. The area of multiple fingers is one on which wearestill working. There are a

number of ways of doing it and it is rather interesting.

At this point | should like to share with you as mucha style of thinking, or at least what drives
our laboratory, as showing you a project. When we were working on touch sensitive displays

we found that the coefficient of friction between your finger and glass, if glass was the

substrate that you were touching, was such thatthere was justa little too much friction for you
to draw with your finger. You get an effect that precludes freely using your finger to draw ona

CRI

Weturned that

bug

into a fea-

ture. We made a pressure sensitive

display. We thought that it would

be interesting if you could not only

touch the display but introduce
forces on the face panel, and interact with a model; and when you

touched the screen you could pick
up forces in the plane of the screen
and in the Z axis, basically getting

five degrees of freedom.

The arrow on the slide represents
the direction in which he is pushing;
its length is how hard he is pushing;
and the sides of the square represent how hard he is pushing in on the screen; the XY location is at the tail of that arrow. | offer
this as an example of the kinds of projects that we do.

It turned out that this was useful for virtual face panels. There are a lot of industries which have
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a need for virtual face panels of one sort or another, because they haverun out of real estate.
There is no more room for the dials and knobs. With your average oscilloscope you either have

to poke at the knobs with tweezers
or havevery tiny fingers these days,
because there are too many knobs
and buttons. So people are inter-

ested in soft face panels, ones
where the right knobs and dials

come up for the occasion. But they
tend to be rather unpleasant to use;

the feel of those things is just not
there.

People like grabbing that

knob, turning it and feeling it go
click, click , and watching the
numbers. Sight, sound and touch

are all wrappedinto how the person
interacts with that control panel in
that example of an oscilloscope.

Let me show you a movie. All this movie showsis what | just showedyou in slides, in operation.

This is to show you X. X is the horizontal, Y is the vertical, and Z is the force into the screen. Z

cannot go negative. We havefigured out how since, but at the time Z could not go negative and
that is what is being shownhere. The nature of our laboratory is such that webuild things and

all they have to do is to work once. This was certainly one of thosecases. In fact this particular
machine was stepped on in a moverecently, and no longer exists.

This is a torque around a Z-axis which you can see down below. What happens
is that you can
feed back to the user physical properties that would otherwise be unavaila
ble to both you and
him
you as a programmeror designer of a system. The arrow is the direction
in which he is

pushing and with the size of the square here, you can track it over time; he pushesa
point and
the area he pushesjust follows. This is great for the games market!

This next one was the most important and goes by very fast. When
he touches an object he
pushesi
t, but the physical properties of that object now can befed
back to him. If it is

a heavy
object moving on a surface with a high coefficient of friction, then
it would be hard for him to
push. If it was a ping pong ball on a sheet of ice, he would just need
to touch it. You can feed
back physical properties to the user because it is harder for him to push.
In this case our sponsor
was military, and this is our token militarism. The number ofbull
ets is how hard you push and so
on. | was very disappointed in the programmer who did this
becausethe ducks did not even fall
over.

The next one is equally important. It is the feel of the knob.
There was a sound track to this and

the machine literally went,

click, click, click as you turned it. You start to get
a feel for that
knob or that square moving across, in a veryliteral sense.
(End of movie.)

It is amusing and it is nice to talk aboutit, but there is a
real message there that has to do with
actually giving people a sensory involvement with the
display that is significantly richer than
what weare accustomed to. As problems that wetac
kle with computer systems become more
and more sophisticated, we will need interfaces that
are equally more sophisticated in the
sensory domain. | am not trying to argue that we have
been incompetent in our modelling and
our simulation, but | think that the incompetence
and tragedy has been that we have dealt with
computer syste

ms that are parsimonious at best in terms of how they
interact with people.

| ought to digress for a moment to give you a brief statio
n identificati

on. We were an old
computer aided design group in the School of Architectu
re and Planning. Westarted in 1966.
Around 1970, computer aided design was a bad joke.
It was not computer aided design atall.

Designers would not touch the stuff. Wefelt that the problem was that there wasan intrinsic
incompatibility with the early design stages and what people had as computer systemsavailable

to them. We were much moreinterested in the human interface and trying to make that a
subtle, smooth and creative place to be. In 1972, we made a decision which everybody thought
was foolish: we movedall of our vector graphics into what is now commonly called

frame

buffers and we raster scanned displays. One of the reasons that wedid that wastostay in the
television domain. There are a lot of reasons to stay in the television domain which will
said, That's silly,
some of them still today
enumeratelater, but all of our colleagues
becausetelevision doesn t have enough resolution. You can t usetelevision properly because of
its lack of resolution .

Thatis a lot of nonsense, and it comes from the fact that people have not looked at it in the right

way. | think that everybody will agree that a common denominator of Prestel, Telidon, Ceefax

and all the others is absolutely ghastly text. It is so ghastly that it is absolutely inhuman tosit
down and read a Prestel display. In fact in the United States it should be an OSHA (Occu-

pational Safety and Hazard Administration) violation. It is an offence to ask people to sit down
and look at those fonts.

So wedecided to lookatfonts differently. This slide shows a standard
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what is on the monitor. This is a
colour monitor displaying black and
white text. We can get up to 125
charactersper line and it is still pergo into all that, but let
fectly readable. There are some tricks and some caveats. | do not wantto
no geniuses have
that
you is
me show you howit is done. What | should like to impress upon
professional
wasa
them
of
been working on this. Three people worked on this project. One
other was a
the
and
engineer;
graphic designer, in fact a typographer; one was a broadcast
idea. That
stunning
and
simple
a
computer scientist. Jointly, those three people came up with
off
do on paper: you can trade
was that you can do something on television that you cannot

the definition of a character
acuity for resolution. You can introduce purposeful blurriness in
and the net result would be a higher perceived resolution.

you do not believe that, you will
Thatis parodoxical, but it works. | will prove it by example. If
the way of thinking about the
have to come to MIT. To me, the interesting part of thatis that

er graphics community. | can be rude
problem wasvery different. Let me talk about the comput

thinking squarewaves. They are
about that because | am partof it. People came to the problem
zeros to have sharp rises and
squarewave thinkers. They like crisp edges. They like ones and
not want.
falls. Television hates that. It is exactly whattelevision does
take this O shown on the
tones
If you introducein the definition of a character purposeful grey
lide and shown you that
madeas
had
|
If
er.
comput
the
on
thisis what our Q lookslike
next slide

noteven have recognised itas
blown up fullsize, that funnylittle atray of greys, you probably would
s. It does not scintillate; it
a Q ", But in its actual size downhereit is a beautiful "Q"". Itis gorgeou
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getsrid ofall the artefacts of television. The way it was done wasto look at the Q in terms ofa
sampling theoryinstead of character matrix and introduce grey tones, not one-to-one, but let us
assumefor the sake of brevity that
the grey tone is reflected by the percentage of coverage of that area.

This is not absolutely new. People
have been trying to do this for vectors, and there is a long historyofit.
It turns out to be quite fantastic for
characters. In the horizontal direction it lowers the bandwidth of the
signal because you do not go from
black to white; in the vertical direction it gets rid of scintillation becauseevery part of each characteris

in both interlaces. So you get a

pretty nice character. These fuzzy
greys do different things in different

directions. It is a small piece of work but, again, it is an example ofthe kinds of things that we
do to try to pay attention to the quality of that interface.

| believe that, as people start using management information systems, you will find a new class

of users. This will also be true in homes, with children, who will not tolerate the junk that our
computer programmers have been tolerating, who are much more amenable as they see the

advantagesin a different perspective. We are nowgetting to a point
maybenotthis year but
very soon
whenusers will be distinctly concerned about the quality of displays and the
comfort of using a system. This sort of thing will surface as a very serious problem.
| will not dwell on these, but it works

for colour, and it works for the Jap-

anese. This slide shows some of the
Japanese fonts showing the grey
tone.
Whatis shownon the first slide on
the next page is much older. There

was a memorecently that wedistri-

buted amongst our various friends
in the ARPA community called
Don t throw away the message
with the media . It was a plea for
paper and to go back to look care-

fully at some of the qualities that
paper had before we discarded it

completely. Not that we should go back to doing everything on paper,
but let us look at some of
the messages and signals that are on paper. When you geta letter and
there are twocreases in
it, you know that it has probably come in an envelope, through the
mail. So you have a couple
of bits of information there, namely it came through the mail.

You can look at other things. Annotations on paper are a wonder
ful example. When you make
annotations andyoufile a paper documentand retrieveit, it turns
out that whatyou really look
at more frequently is the annotations than the documentitself.
You can tell something about
the reading habits or the occasion, from a whisky stain versus a
coffee stain on the piece of
paper. If you have ever tried to uncrumple letter to put it in a file, it is
pretty hard to do; and
that tells you something again.
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Welooked at this problem in relation to terminals which scroll text. In reading text that scrolls

whether it scrolls and then you read it, or whether you try to read it as it is scrolling, you
really tend to have no sense of

place, and you do not know where
you are vis-a-vis the whole. Yet
when you buy a cheap paperback
book and you read it, you have a
random access medium which has
built into it a wonderful sense of

place. When you are reading the
book you can tell whether you are at
the beginning or the end because
the pages that you haveread are in
your left hand and the ones to go

are in your right hand, so you know

where you are. A page is in fact a

syntactical chunk that should not be

discarded as carelessly as we seem
to have done it. Frequently in language you will say, l received a three-page memorandum from so-and-so , and that means
something to the person you are talking to.

So we decided that maybe whatwe could do in text and character displays is to reintroduce the
page as a primary chunk, or at least as a modular page. Weintroduceda little bit of animation,

which you will see in the next film, where the next page actually followsit. It flips by, it does not
scroll by, but you get a page 1 that is revealed, and then you get your second page. This
happens smoothly and floats by, and you see page after page.

Weare not very good at doing any psychological testing that would validate this as the right
way to display text, but again it is an attitude to the problem, at least to try to be concerned

about things like this. Whether or not you agree with the solution is in some sense less important than agreeing that the area needs some work.
Another project we haveis to look at television as a display medium for books without pages.
and
| am thinking of videodiscs
Asyou start getting a lot of storage capacity in your home
as you start getting computing capacity, how can you best use a standard 525-line television
economically and still come up with reasonable images?

The map shownon this slide is a

standard television image and the
memory bit-map is being used to
support this. We lookedat this pic-

ture in a very different way from the
way that anybody had ever looked

at image compression before, by

basically doing the opposite oftelevision. For those of you familiar
with television technology, you will
know that most of the bandwidthis
an illuminant signal and then a small
amount of bandwidth is overlaid
and applied to the two colour components.

Here we have sampledthis picture and taken something that approximates a three-dimensional
histogram of the population of colours in the colour space. We have 2¥ colours but we want
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to pick 2 or 28 that are the most indigenous tothis picture, and use those, hence reducing our
memory from 2% to 2 or 28. This works quite effectively. In fact we have not encountered a
picture that needs more than 2° colours, and it has worked quite successfully. It works for maps
and a lot of other things.
Another area that we work on is printing colour hard copy from computer systems. This is

motivated from a number ofdifferent directions. First, we would like to work morein colour soft
copy. Thereis a story that | used totell a lot. It is about the Xerox Corporation, and then | heard
them tell it publicly and | thought maybe| had better stoptelling it.
Wegot what| think was the first or the second Xerox 6500 colour copier. At the time that Xerox
put this colour copier on the market they could not lease them, and they could notsell them of

course. They went back and asked themselves why they could notsell a colour copier. The
answer was simple: in the world of business there is no colour copy to copy. Then they puzzled

and asked themselves,

Why is there no colour copy to copy?

Obviously one of the major

reasons is because of Xerox. That is being hoist with your ownpetard, in the sensethat their
technology has contributed greatly to making the world of business practice very much a black
and white world. There is indeed very little colour copy to copy and verylittle justification to
have a colour copier.

Then they inventeda slide adaptor because there were a lot of colour slides to print, and so on.
Having said that, it is clear that people are working more and more online. | agree with the
comment that people are getting much more comfortable at typing and working in
front of

displays. Whatis alsoclear is that these displays in a few yearswill all be colour; it will not
be in
anybody's interest to install a black and white display. A few years beyond that it will
probably
be more expensive to put in a black and white display, because you will have to
buyit from an
antique dealer. Basically people will have high-resolution shadow-mask displays
in all of their

terminals, and whether it is five years or ten years from now doesnot
matter.

But when you workin colour soft copy, if you want to go out on futuris
tic limb, you can argue

that you will not need any hard copy whatsoever; and that wewill
come up with flat panel, thin,

flexible, waterproof displays that can be used in the shower. Maybeth
atis the case, but inbetween, and for various reasons, to take it seriously and really work
in colour you need colour
hard copy. Our project started way back when we got the copier.
We can now produce

direct
Xerox originals that come directly out of the system, not with a
laser but with a CRT. This was
work done under contract to Xerox. They Promptly went off and
did exactly the opposite, and
came out with the dreadful laser option which produces,
in my opinion, very poor images.

Again, this project shows you the kind of experiment that wecall
Media Technology.

Let me go on to a favourite example that has to do with the
use of optical videodiscs.

They are
very much in that triangle | showed at the beginning,
unbeknown to some of the manufacturers, including Philips. People like Philips turn out
to be their own worst enemies, because
there has been serious failing in looking at this as a new
information medium that can store
digital data as well as picture in the same domain. In the
long run it will all be digital, but in
between why notjust hide some digital data in the analog
ue signal and put this out as a new
publishing medium? But that is not being done.
If you look at optical videodiscs

environments

and this will be particularly true in future office
and home

disc playing time is not necessarily a good measure,
but let me use it for a
moment. With disc playing time as one axis and viewi
ng time as

another, a 45° line is a movie as
weknowit. Because of focusing on that 45° line,
there will be people like RCA who will soon

introduce the world s worst product. When that partic
ular videodisc hits the market
if it does
sell which it should not
it will set back the real Opportunities by about five years.
That
will be
a majortragedy. It will serve people right because they
have been verypoor at understanding
what they had invented. That applies to all the manuf
acturers, including IBM, MCA, Pioneer,
Sony,

Philips, etc. They have beenreally delinquent. There are
new movie types and new

book types that have not been explored. One of the reasons, with all due respect to these giant
corporations, is that there is nobody who knowshowto think about these problems. Thereis

no culture of people who are at oncein the business of authorship, but on the other hand have
made films, and also know something about computer programming. Weare missing that kind
of person, so this is quite explainable.

SDMS is deeply dependent on videodiscs. Let me refer to them as a new book type. Before
doing that | should like to show you some new movie types. | could not bring them because
they are all on video tape. One of the international problems right now is that our video
standards are not compatible so that | could not bring you current video tapes of some work in
that area. But | can show you statically and you can try to image them. Theyall have to do with
videodiscs connected to computers. You have an absolutely incredible storage medium. If you
hide digital data on a videodisc, crudely you get 1 billion characters per side. That is 10" bit and

you get an error rate of 10 . If you useit as a video storage medium it is 54,000 frames, which is
alot of data. Ironically, you have this beautiful storage medium that is controlled by a handheld

panel, which is a disgrace.

The first thing we do is to connectit to a computer because the computer in it is limp, to say the

least. We add a touch-sensitive display to the monitor and some other controls. Then wefind
that, lo and behold, you have to mix computer signals, so we add a second player. Then you

have a sound system. This is basically the configuration of what we are working with. Let me

now quicklyillustrate two projects.

One is a movie map. It has received

a lot of publicity so you may have

seen it reported or discussed. It was
avery simple idea. The task that we
were funded to do was to get involved with the experiential aspect
of mapping. One of the things
about maps and cartography in
general is that it is focused on structural relationships. You look at a
map and you know what is to the
north or south, but you have no
sense of whatit would belike to be
there. Could we make a system that
approximated to being there?

in every
Wetook a small town and we photographed every10 feet, travelling downeverystreet,
images
The
day.
and
night
season,
every
direction, taking every turn in every direction, during

as if
reside on an optical videodisc. You have twoplayers. Player Number1 is playing for you
The user ofthe
you are travelling downa street, and the numbers are purposely superimposed.
touch sensithe
screen
the
touched
has
he
so
system hasindicated that he wants to go left,

to go left. Player Number 2 which is not being used right now has
tive monitor in this case
it just
gone ahead andis waiting for him at that intersection, so when he getsto the intersection
doing
is
Number2
Player
While
left.
the
to
through
cuts and smoothly showsthe turn going
that, Player Number 1 is free. It goes and gets the street, and waits for him; and when he comes
out of the turn, cuts to that, and the userfreely drives around the town.

In fact you freely drive around the town and the two players take over. There is a cutelittle
and
detail, which is that when you getto an intersection you have three options: straight, right,
Player
play
you
right
go
to
decides
person
the
if
so
tail,
to
head
spliced
left. But they are just
these
Number 2 forward, and if he decides to go left you just play it backwards. You can playall

things backwards as well as forwards. You haveall the options sitting there simultaneously, and
the person travels around.
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There are also side views. You can look out of the side window. On our TV set, instead of
having a channel select knob we have a season knob. You can dial-in in winter, summer, ellis
spring. We have a special season called animation, which is typical computer animation. wish
that | could show you a videotape ofthis, but the season knob is quite spectacular because one

of the things about any kind of experiential mapping system is that seasons make a dramatic
difference, in some places.

| remember as a child going to a school that had a campus in the winter that was up ina ski

resort. | went back there, a few years later during the summer, and | could not recognise the

place. The skating rink was a tennis court; trees were there that | never knew about; and it was a

whole different place. | have two slides that show the same housein winter and summer. When
| show these slides, there are people who swear that it is not the same house. It is a whole
different place in winter. We even have it now so that you can have 50% winter and 50%
summer, which is an amusing trip.

In some places, where we could, we put in a time knob where you could wind back, and see
what the scene lookedlike 70 years ago. The computer database behind that is enormous. It
constitutes a new kind of movie in the sense that there is more footage out there than you
would ever look at. There is no way that a single user would explore that whole space.
The next project | want to mention is the use of the medium to make personalised movies. This
is funded by the United States Navy to do some innovation in maintenance and repair.
The
United States Navy has a problem in that their equipment is getting more and
more
sophisticated and their personnel are getting dumber. Theyare very frank about
it. They have
stopped preventative maintenance in many situations because people did more
damage than
good. Theyare really concerned about it, witness our helicopters most recently.

Whatwe tried to do was to makea personalised movie with two axes. One
has to do with the
user s previous experience, and the other has to do with the user
s cognitive style. Previous

experience can probably beillustrated best with an example from cooking
. | do not know how

many of you have seen the Larousse Gastronomique which
is printed in English. It is an
incredible reference cook book. It has the most complex recipes
in it, and then the lastline is

Cook until done . That is what we would call an unexpandable macro,
in the sense of what

do
you do with it. To an expert cook that is perfectly complet
e information. To me, and | suspect

most people here, you would say, Cook for an hour at 350°
. For a beginner, you would say,
Preheat the oven, put the shelf at this location, wait for the
light to go off, then put it in .
What you see there is a degree of elaboration that is
a function of the person s previous
experience, and henceit has to do with the model of the user

The other axis is one of presentational means. If you show
some people a plan or a section, they
are just hopeless; they cannot read them and they do not
understand them. Yetif you showed

them a perspective drawing with shaded surfaces,
they would find that much more understandable. Other

people are the reverse, and so on. So there is an axis
of presentational means.

What wetry to do is to make very interactive movie
s; and make the film media, which is
historically, and almost bydefinition in people s minds
, a sequential one with a beginning and
an end, into a very random access, interactive medi
um where you expand macros. You can
have alternate sequences, which is changes of mode.
You can combine those. Wedid it for the
maintenance and repair of a bicycle.

This is the beginning of the advertised topic: Spati
al Data Management. It is just one of our
programmes, and was a nice

excuse to work on the human interface. Back
in 1975, we were
asked to build a management information system that
senior Management could use, and

would want to use; but most importantly, that the senior manag
er could learn how touse in less
than 10 seconds.

We have little jingle in the laboratory that says that we build computers for generals
presidents, companies, and six-year-old children. One common denominator between a sixyear-old child and a senior executive is that they wantthings immediately. If there is something
on the screen, you touch it and out it comes. Thereis a directness and simplicity. If it is too
complicated they will get frustrated; if it is too simple they will get bored. Thereis a very delicate
boundary, and to capture the person s interest and enthusiasm is, to say the least, challenging.

Somewhere along the line, | am not sure how, wediscovered that there was something about
spatiality that had not been explored as an organising element. There are twoincidents that
illustrate this. | get to the airport and | have forgotten a telephone number. So | telephone back
to mysecretary and say, Beth, I ve forgotten a phone number, but if you go to my desk, just to
the left of the telephone, underneath the calendar, there is a pile of papers about three inches
deep, and two-thirds of the way down thereis an orange sheetof paper, and on the back ofit,
in the lower lefthand corner, in blue Pentel pen is written a phone number. Can you read it to

me?

That may be a bit extreme, but even people who are not what you would call visual thinkers or

people who are very attuned to spatial memory, still are very good. You see examples of this on

bookshelves, how people tend to organisetheir books. If you put the book there, there is even
more reinforcement and you rememberwhereit is

it is to the top of such and such, or it is to

the right of such and such. Most of us rememberthe colours on the spines of books or how
thick it was. There are lots of cues that wewill useto retrieveit.

A real incident that we uncovered was an admiral who was selected for a test site of a very

he had a bulletin
complex command and control system, and he refused to useit. Instead,

thumb
board with his ships on little thumb tacks; and the enemy s ships were also on little
on
ships
the
putting
there,
sat
He
blue.
were
his
and
red
were
theirs
tacks. You can imagine that
then he would stand
the thumb tacks on the bulletin board. He kept moving them around, and

sing his very
back and then moveothersover. People tried to discuss with him why he wasnotu
came up with
advanced, full colour graphics display command and control system. Everybody
he wasintimidated, or it did
different reasons that had to do with the standard reasons such as

there was a modal
not work well enough. But what nobody really considered was that maybe

important to him, and when he
memory reinforcement. Maybe his own body movements were

display in a way that
picked up that ship and put it down there, he was interacting with the
as part and parcel of
should be taken seriously. That is what brought us into the idea of making,
words, a room that
other
our work in the Spatial Data Management System, a media room. In
u sit, but a terminal into which
was a terminal. So it is not really a terminal in front of whichyo

in it, this terminal has the
you go. Call it an office of the future if you want, but when you are
y to interact withit.
authority to engage every sense, and you have every opportunit

ive of it, quite directly. The
The first media room no longer exists, but the newer one is a derivat
some measure a simulation of what
floor-to-ceiling, wall-to-wall display in the current one is in
cuous absence of a keyboard in
weare expecting to happen in the near future. There is a conspi
anything else. | am certainly the last
this system, probably as much for metaphorical reasons as

typewrite postcards. The absence of
person to hate keyboards. | cannot write any more, | even
weare

metaphorical than anyposition
a keyboard and any settheoretic type of retrieval is more
taking on the topic.

page has three monitors. One allows the
The new media room shownon the slide on the next
which wecall Dataland. The other, on the right, is a

user to keep track of his information space
types, and then on the large screen is
key map which allows a person to explore particular data
whatthe person is attending to.

be difficult because we will be looking at
| will now show you a movie ofthis in operation. It will

talk you through it.
just one screen and moving between these. So let me

by

This is Dataland, which | shall describe in more detail in a moment. These are key maps which

come up. In this case it is a telephone that happens to be routed in Dataland, because
he needed
moment.

a

telephone at that

Hereis little window. Dataland is

the fabrication of the user. In very
much the same way that you put
Papers on your desk or put books on

a shelf, you put data in Dataland.

You can create neighbourhoods.
This neighbourhood is non-technical reading; there are four books

stored here. There are five books
stored up there, which are technical

documents. There is some electronic mail in that neighbourhood.
There is a personnel file down here;

there is a calculator and a calendar.
There is a telephone missing from this picture. There are some TV sets which arelive broadcast
or recordings. There is a zoo, because the guy whoseDataland it is has a child, so thereis a very
large zoo storedin this section. Then there are some maps; some satellite imagery; some maps
of Suez and the Far East.

It looks sparse, but it is not. What is happening is that there is a Z-axis to this world. As you
helicopter over it, you can go down and gain resolution. SDMS is very much like an Advent

calendar. Once you get to a book or a document, you can open it up and look in. When the
monitor on the right gets engaged, you are into that key map.

Dataland is created by the user so he remembers wherethings are, because he put them
there.
Everything is up front, nothing is hidden around the edges ofthis bezel, thatis the
full extent of
Dataland. However, there is a Z-axis. Think of the Z-axis in the following example.
You are the

personnel officer in a company. You are going to build up Dataland;
you are going to have a
neighbourhood, which is all the companies that you buy and sell electroni
c components from.

You will have another neighbourhood which is the furniture and office supply
people. You will
spread out on your surface, as data, the various companiesthat you deal
with as a purchasing
agent, and your Dataland is scattered that way. Then for any-single company,
maybethe recent
three years of purchase orders with them is the Z-axis of that data.

Somebody else may bethe president of this corporation, and that
person, as president, will
probably havein his Dataland just one little box called purchasing
office . All of your data as
purchasing agent which wasspread out over your X-axis and
Y-axis, in his world is in the Z-axis.

So Dataland is not only enormous in extent, but things go into the
Z-axis a s a function of your
:
.
immediate needs and interests.
If this picture represents 3,000 miles of physical extent
the current system can

get downto a
picture element of 10 feet. So you have an enormous extent.
You can keep zooming in tothis
thing. If that were the United States you can get down to
images that are smaller than streets

and not exhaust morethan oneoptical videodisc. You have built
into this an assumption that
facsimile-style data types will become increasingly easy to deal with,
so not everythingis stored
as structured data.

There is a sub-theme, which you will see in the film, which
has to do with the richness of data
types in general. You will get movies stored in there, operab
le machines, dynamic processes of
one sort or another, colour photographs, text and so
on. So let us look at the film.

Our userwill travel over Dataland in three different ways. Atfirst, we will see him movethe joysticks which are pressure sensitive and allow youto fly over the surface, and also to go downin

the Z-axis. As he is moving, there is a window moving over Dataland. As he goesoveran area,

it appears on the large screen at increased size and resolution. First, he will go downtothis
personnelfile and what wewill see in a momentis what he sees onthelarge screen, whichis

this array of people drifting by underneath his window. As he zooms in, at a certain point, the
chunkiness is replaced by a higher resolution image. So now he is even closer down into the

personnelfile. If he now wantedto look up his records, he would address the righthand monitor
to which | referred. It now becomes the Adventcalendar, and you go through the face and find

out what you want on the other side.

Here, with a double exposure, it may bea little clearer. He is driving due north in Dataland and

going to look at someelectronic mail, which will appear here. This is what he sees on the large
screen, totally unreadable. But the logo tells me that | had better read it, as it is my sponsor; and
| read my sponsor s correspondence. It is a bad example because theyreally do fit on the
screen.

All you have done, to this point, is drift over the surface and go up and down. Wehave flown

overthis information space, we have flown north/south primarily in Dataland, but now weare

going to poke through. Weare actually going to go in and look at a book, in this case. As soon
as we do this, the righthand monitor will appear with a table of contents. This lookslike a book.
it has chapter headings. The whole thing is touch sensitive. You touch a chapter heading and it

tells you the sub-heading. You touch the sub-headings and, if there are any, it will show you the

sub-sub-headings. This red line is a marker of where you are in the book. When that display
comesup, the thickness of the book reflects the numberof pages stored in the database. So we
have gone to every extent possible to build in cues to help you randomly access, in this case, a

book of 150 pages.

The artefact of page flipping may be a bit extreme, but it certainly works. Here he goes back to
the title page. He flips through pages by stroking the side of the chair. Again, this is sort of on

the lunatic fringe, but it reflects interest. If nothing else, appreciate it. Here he is just reading
a
pages. One student wrote a program so that as a page is flipped the room actually made
fluffing sound, from upper right to lower left. You heard the page float through the air, because
there is an octophonic sound system in the same room.

SHOW ME THE FOXES (from the film soundtrack).

He is talking his way around Dataland.

TAKE ME TO THE MUSEUM" (from the film soundtrack).

There is a whole museum that is stored there.

(from the film
GO TO THE MAP ABOVE AND TO THE LEFT OF THE CALCULATOR

soundtrack).

This is a calculator which wewill see later, and that is the map aboveit.

\'D LIKE TO MAKE A PHONE CALL, PLEASE (from the film soundtrack).

has a key map that
The please is clearly unnecessary, but up will come this machine which
l.
phonecal
the
place
and
phone
the
dial
to
lookslike a telephone. He is going
(At this point in the film, the user makesa telephone call by

touching the push buttons of the

telephone on a touch-sensitive screen. This is followed by a telephone ringing tone.)

This telephone has a relatively intelligent roller deck, one of thoselittle rotating address books.

You can find names, pull up theselittle cards, automatically touch telephone numbers, and it
placesthe call for you. Again, this is not particularly interesting. Whatis interesting is that it is

buried in the same medium.

(There then follows a dialogue on the film wherethe user is using the SDMS asan intermediary
to make a telephone call.)
Whathe has been doing up till now is talking through the system, but now he is going totalk to
the system.

(There then follows a dialogue on the film where the user asks the SDMS several questions, and

as a result of the spoken replies, the user asks the system to placea call to someone soffice. In
this case, the call is not dialled
the system already knows the number to call. The scene
concludes with a telephone busy signal being heard.)

Wedid not know howto get out of that scene, so we had it ring

busy .

The third way of going around Dataland is just touching it, which is a little boring; you just
touch the surface and go round. So | want to take the Opportunity of the slow partofthe film
to
describe this. What started to happen there is absolutely critical, because a new
notion
emerged. We are very accustomed to when this window in graphics moves around and
we
think of a graphical window. What we developed here was, to my mind, very
significant: we
developed the idea of a vocabulary window. As the person drives over Dataland
and gets near
the telephone, we load words that have to do with dialling telephones
into our speech
recognition system. As he goes near the calendar, we load words that
have to do with January,

February, Monday, Tuesday and so on. When he goesto the calculator,
we load words that

have to do with plus, minus, divide and so on.

So on the one hand you can say that here is the world s most expens
ive hand calculator, but on

the other hand it is one that can be driven by both voice and
touch. | agree with the question to

Frederick Jelinek this morning, namely that mapping spoken wordsi
nto typed correspondence
is maybe notthe correct motivation; but to use that channel
of communication when you need

to use it might be a more noble beginning because, if
nothing else, it is easier. What you are
seeing

here works. The reason that it works is because there is so much
redundancyat the interface that you can disambiguate. | have another movie which
will show you that in somedetail.
Let me hold the rest of that paragraph in abeyance
and go back to SDMS

whereall of a sudden
the data itself is spatial. The only reason to show this,
except for the fact that that is MIT and
that is Logan Airport and one gets homesick, is that these
picture elements are 50 metres on a
side. That is about 400 miles and represents a tiny
bit of Dataland.

This is the last thing on the film where the

data typeitself is a movie. If you are at all
into
videodiscs you will have seen this movie many times
and are probably nauseated byit.

(At this point of the film, a sequence demonstrat
ed how the user can react

with the system to
show the same visual sequencetwice, using
a different soundtrack on each occasion. In
other
words, multi-lingual films.)
This key map is important. One revolution of that
clock is the duration of that film. What
happenedthere with thatlittle wedge is that at the instan
t he touched it he put a markerinto the
database, so that by touching that marker he can get
back to that exact frame. We refer to that
frequently as film dog-ear in the sense that you
can fold these Pages and get back to them
accurately. That is the end ofthe film.

There were a lot of things that happened in thatfilm, even though the databaseillustrated is
sparse. Wecertainly did not look at what could bein all of the books, all the letters and all the

correspondence. But probably the single most important thing is the cohabitation of these
different worlds. So often people say,
Oh, that s television technology or, That s a movie
or, That's text . Here they areall in one place and all in one medium. Whenthe user in the film
switched from looking at the satellite photographs to data or to a film or to a letter (whether as a

facsimile image or as ASCII data), it was all transparent to the user. You get thesedifferent data
types that are mixed, very conveniently, in the video domain. | think that is a very important part
of the system. It has nothing to do with spatiality per se but has a lot to do with the future of
using these kinds of computer systems.
When wefinished SDMS, which was about 18 months ago, there were many frustrations. One
of them was how could weinteract with the large format display. How could we engage the
user more with that display? You had the twoon the side that you could touch, but what could
you do with the other? That was where westarted working with speech and gesture. We
wanted to point at it and talk to it.
Our experience in speech recognition is only about two years old. We used the Nippon Electric

connected-speech recognition system. Wecertainly have made no contribution whatsoever to

the state of the art of recognising words in the way you heard this morning. What we have

made a contribution to is a very simple addition, which is not to try to work with just speech and

processit, or just graphics and processit; but to try to work with them together so that one

mode of communication disambiguates the other mode of communication. It is so obvious. We
do it all the time as human beings when wetalk to each other.

Wesay things, and sometimes you do not even hear what the other person has said, but you
know what they mean not just because you know them, but because you know in which
direction they are looking. Without even going into the world ofartificial intelligence, which

unjustifiably seems to scare people, but just staying with the surface problems, the interface,

you can disambiguate a great deal.

The Nippon Electric speech recognition system is the top of the line, and you pay an arm and a
leg forit; but one ofits strong points is that when it fails, it fails gracefully. It does not crash. It

will say,

Can t quite understand that,

and it returns what it cannot understand. What | want

to show you in this next film is a program that has been completed and now works quite
successfully, which combines a magnetic technology which we implemented and advanced
from where we found it, which allows you to track six degrees of freedom, X, Y, Z, azimuth,

elevation and roll, with magnetics instead of optics or acoustics. It is nice because it goes
through people; and unless you march into the room with an anvil you will not disturb the

system. It is extremely accurate. We can track the arm movementwhich, sinceit is six degrees

of input, is literally a vector; so we extend a vector from the person s arm to wherehe is pointing
to on the screen and the screen knows wherehe is pointing.

The speech recognition system can deal with up to five utterances concatenated. An utterance
it disamis defined as anything less than two seconds of speech. When you concatenate these

biguates them in a way that is rather interesting. On the film you will see a very limited

the
interaction that has to do with moving objects around. But when you look at the film, notice
hear
not
did
you
and
that,
me
pass
Please
say,
|
free use of words like this and that . If
jug. So
the word that but you saw me pointing to the water jug, you might pass me the water

my pointing is literally quite redundant with the word that . If | say, Please pass me that,
and | am pointing to the table, you might bea little taken aback bythe factthat it is a rather large
thing to be passing around. At that point you might ask why. There is nothing wrong with

asking. It is a very interactive system. It does not go off and process and come back a few

minutes later. If you cannot disambiguate, you want to ask the right and timely question. If you
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ask the right and timely question, the whole scenario is extremely comfortable. We have a
system where these people come and sit down, move ships around and so on. The speech
recogniser in connected speech mode does not work more than 85% of the time. That is a good
performance. But with the gestures combined you get a perceived response of 95% to 96%,

because it does the right thing; not because it has understood what you said, but it has
understood enough of what you have said combined with what you are pointing at and little
bit of knowledge about ships, land and so on, to enable it to respond, and its performance looks

pretty good.

Then when it fails, it fails gracefully. It says,
Where? or Which object?
It will ask you
questions, which is much lessoffensive than its just going off and doing the wrong thing; thatis
whatreally gets offensive.

The user wearsa little magnetic sensor. The transmitter is on the arm of the chair. It came out of
helicopter head-mountedsiting systems where it was mounted on the top of the cockpit and on
the helmetof the pilot. Obviously, azimuth, elevation and roll are very important when you
are
siting; X and Y are almost meaningless; and Z is meaningless. So that is what weare using.

Let us look just at the beginning of the next film. Remember the Spatial Data
Management
System and think of the person shuffling things on his desk.
(The film showed a user seated in front of a wall-sized screen, pointing
at the screen and

speaking instructions, such as:

CREATE A YELLOW CIRCLE THERE.
CREATE A RED TRIANGLE THERE.

LAY A BLUE DIAMOND THERE.
MOVE THAT THERE.

MOVE THAT BELOW THAT.
MOVE THAT WEST OF THE DIAMOND.
CREATE A LARGE GREEN CIRCLE THERE.

The images on the screen appeared and moved
in responseto the spoken commands and
the
pointing gestures.)
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Before | came to Torquay, | was hoping to entitle my talk today

Trends in Voice Switching

During the 1980s , but after Professor Negroponte s performance| decided that any such title
would be extremely mundane in the contextof his futuristic views. So instead | will take you
aboard my space/time travel machine for a guided tour of Voiceland.

Moreseriously, the telephone is a very important part of our commercial lives. It is a device

which has hardly changed its characteristics in the last 50 years, but despite this it is worth
serious attention today. So | should like to review the background to what| believe will be the
major events and developments in voice communications in the 1980s. Then, having looked at
the background to these developments, | want to give you a personal view of where | believe
voice switching and voice communications may go in the 1980s.

lam concentrating my talk around the PABX, the private branch exchange which | believeis the

at
key element to voice communicationsin a private, corporate sense. The PABX is the device

the centre that provides the switching between all the telephoneinstruments. In Europeat least,
it is the one box which is subject to the greatest degree of change, barring the telephones and
the wires themselves.
place.
Butit is at the PABX that | believe the major developments and changeswill initially take
PABX.
the
about
talk
my
te
concentra
to
That is why | should like

I should also like to extend the geography of my talk not only to Europe but to the USA,
because | believe that any talk on this subject has to include the developments that are now
taking place in the USA. By and large what happens today in the USA mayeither happen in
Europe or have a direct influence on whathappens in Europe in five to ten years

time.

When| have given you the widest possible geographic view over the next ten years, I will then
conclude my talk with some positive forecasts about what| believe will happen in Europe. I

hope that these forecasts will be of some use to network planners and to people in this room

who are concerned with large, corporate networks, and will give them some guidelines or a
feeling of confidence when they begin to lay downplansfor the next ten years.

The logical place to start my talk is
to review the last 50 years of PABX

technology. If we look at the first
slide, we will notice that in consecu-

tive decades we have witnessed
fairly major changes in the technology and the fundamental design
of the PABX. In the earlier part of

the century all systems were entirely

The progressof voice switching

Pre-1940 Semi-automatic only
1940s
_Strowger systems offering automatic features
1950s
Crossbar technology introducing commoncontrol

1970s

Stored program controlandsolid state

manual. The manual systems were
paine
originally replaced by Strowger
qaets
:
switching equipment that provided
automatic switching not only within
the public telephone network but
also within the private telephone
network. Although it was automatic, Strowger switching provided only the very basic features
and facilities to the telephone
user. Progress in technology hastried to improve the speed
and function of the telephone exchange, to give a higherlevel of service than was available with
the traditional Strowger technology. So in the 50s we witnessed a change to crossba
r switching, which, although itstill
used electromechanical technology, provided faster dialling
and push-button dialling, but it did
not provide a great deal more in terms of features and facilitie
s.

But by the 70s we sawthe introduction of computers
to the telecommunications field and, for
thefirst time, we began to have some degree of power
and sophistication in the switching of
traffic
in the voice network. As a consequence, the
facilities available to the user and to the
management of the network were becoming
more sophisticated.

the user seesat his desk. It is still the same old
telephone. | suspect that very few of you have
become accustomed to using the new facili
ties that are provided by a modern telephone
exchange becausethey are only a small add-o
n to the very basic and fundamental function
of
the telephone. The real question today is: will
technology in the 1980s take us in a fundamenta
l
sense
beyond the tradi

tional telephone function that weare all
accustomed to and to which all
these technologies were directed? | believe that
the answer is Yes and | shall provide some
pointers today to just where that technology will
take us.

To provide a perspective on the developments
of the 1980s, | shou

ld like to look at the various
factors which are now building up to
promote change in the telecommunic
ations industry. |
think that there are two pressures provi
ding the momentum for change. One
is a straightforward commercial pressure
a marketing pressure; and the second
is technology.

70s. Unfortunately, it rather dries up the marke
t, and in the 80s the market is approach
ing
saturation. Those suppliers who have built
up enormous revenues on first-generatio
n SPC

exchanges are now scratching their heads and looking for a genuine new productwith which to

approach the

80s, and which theycansell into the installed base of SPC exchanges.

Europe is little different. We started five to ten years after the Americans in the introduction of
SPC technology, and therefore Europe is really an embryonic market. Perhaps 20% or 30% of
organisations throughout Europe now have SPC technology exchangesin one form or another,
but thereis still plenty of scope for selling morefirst-generation SPC exchanges.

Given the different stage of development of the American and European markets, there are two
options available to suppliers. In the USA, the mostlogical option is to develop a new generation of electronic telephone exchange, which offers fundamentally new features and facilities.

The hopeis that all first-generation SPC PABX userswill throw them out into the garage, and
immediately race out and buy the new technology. However, in Europe that option really does
not provide us with a logical strategy. Although the market is young in Europe, the competition
is very fierce. There are a lot of SPC PABX suppliers. Naturally they are all looking for a technological lead and for some way of getting ahead in the competitive race. They maybe able to do
that by bringing out second-generation SPC technology. However, given that the marketisstill
young and that relatively few organisations havefirst-generation SPC PABXs, it is perhaps
morelogical that the suppliers would look for some degree of addedvalue to their first-generation products that will put them little bit ahead of the competition in a market which is still
growing and which is still intensely profitable. So, even in Europethereis a need for suppliers to
look ahead and to try to provide new products.

The commonality, therefore, between the USA and Europe is a commercial driving force to find
new products or new functions within existing products to put the suppliers out ahead in the
marketplace.

Telecommunications usedto bea little island in a very large sea of information technology. It
was a verytraditional industry and rather segregated from all the other industries. But | am sure
that the major characteristic of the 80s will be an awareness within the telecommunications
industry and within the surrounding industries that telecommunications should fit into this
jigsaw puzzle much moreclosely than ever before. If we ask ourselves, Whatis this total
environment in which telecommunications is placed? the answer mustbe the office systems
market. Anyone looking to add functions, or to come out with a new generation of technology

in the PABX market mustsurely be looking to the office systems market as the overall target for

their product plans.

If you ask anyoneto define office automation or the office systems market, they will have a
great deal of difficulty. The easiest place to start trying to define that market is to look at what
people are doing now and try to imagine what they may be doing in the future. Recently, | spent
some time with a large, multinational companyat their headquarters office. They provided me
with a down-to-earth and very common picture of just what office systems means to a large
number oftraditional European companies.

In the slide on the next page we have a fragmentedpicture. In the far left, upper corner we have
the telephone exchange and the PABX. This maystill be a manual system, but it is a separate
system providing telephone facilities. Down below, in the lefthand corner, we have a few local

minicomputers or terminals linked to computer bureaux, or even mainframe computers, but

nevertheless they are used for specific data processing applications, in isolation to all the other
information needs of the organisation. In the far, righthand corner we have the communication
of text and images. This organisation had traditional telex machines located in the basement,
which were fed by a manual courier service taking pieces of paper from offices to the basement.

Theyalso had facsimile machines, again fed by people taking pieces of paper down to the base-

ment. That was their electronic mail system, so to speak, which again operatedin total isolation

to all the other systems. Finally, in the bottom, righthand corner we have new developments
such as word processing, and communicating word processing, which again are growing
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up in isolation to every other system in the office. So the total picture is very much a fragmented
one of a variety of different systems handling separate needs of text communication, image

communication, data communica-

tion and voice communication in

very different ways, and without

any thought of co-ordination.

The office systems market

Naturally enough, people are trying
to look for a centrepiece to bring
this fragmented picture togetherin

ee

;

the 80s or the 90s. From telecom-

communicatiot

munications perspective that is
where| believe the office systems
marketlies; it is a coming together
of these functionally and physically
separate systems, to try to build a
more coherent office systems approach around these systems.

That sounds wonderful in theory, but if | designed a box and took it round to many of your

Offices, saying, I've got a means ofpulling together all your fragmented systems , you would
probably show me the door. It does not really do anything for you until you can talk about
payback. In this respect, IBM are one ofthe leaders; if IBM can find some way oftalking about
payback, it can justify the sale of virtually any type of hardware for any application.

Wedo not needto look too far to see just where the payback may come. First, if we were to

bring thesedifferent systems together, perhaps using common wiring and common switching
equipment, weare saving physical resources. There is a cost saving in termsof internal
wiring,

space, air conditioning and all the rest. That is one payback. Thatis a fairly unsophisti
cated area
that everyone is aware of. The more intangible and exciting area of payback is in staff
productivity. So how can weachieve payback in that area?

Looking at this rather overcomplex
slide | should like to direct your
attention
to the lefthand- side. Acts

cording to SRI, the office worker
spends twohoursof his day in non-

Improved communications: the pay-off
8-hour day
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ee
communications activities, shut
awayfrom the world. For the other
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Let us see howefficiently the office
worker uses that six hours of his
day devoted to communications activities. On the righthand side of the slide | have broken downthe time
wastedat present due to
Source: SRI

inefficiency in the communications systems, in particular,
the telephone communications
system. | am sure that the examples that | am going to quote
are commonplace to you, even

though you maybe surprised at the actual time spent in these various
areas.

The first 30 minutes of the six hours is spent making abortive calls.
For example, you ring some-
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one andhis number is busy; or you may ring someone and he is outof the office altogether; or
someone else will say that he is going to call back, but he never does. So you have 30 minutes
of your six hours already wasted becausethe telephone exchange and the telephone switching
system itself is not doing its job properly.
The next 60 minutesis rather moredifficult to eliminate, becausethis is much more of a human
problem. You havecalled someone and his secretary has answeredthe phone for him and said,

He's in a meeting but I'll go and call him , and you aresitting on the line while he hums and

hawsabout coming out to speak to you. So 60 minutes can be wastedjust trying to get hold of
the right person and to induce him to come and talk to you on the phone.
Again, if you are in the middle of a very intense piece of work and the telephonerings, that
creates a disruptive problem for you. The interruption creates an inefficiency in your own

timescale, because you have got to respond to someone outside, and possibly search around in
your office for somepiece of information which you have hidden in Dataland. You have got to
come back with a sensible answer, satisfy him, and then go back to your work. It can take you
five or ten minutes just to remember where you were and to regain your line of thought. So
there is a major wastage factor in that element of communication.

Then there are some fairly trivial aspects such as taking messages for other people, or going

from a telephone to a telex machine to confirm a telephone call. Those aspects are to do with

shifting from one communication media to another, but they constitute a waste of time. So

evenif you do notbelieve my figures here, | am sure that you will all acknowledge that thereisa

major case for improving the efficiency and productivity of communication. | know that manyof

the first-generation SPC exchangesweresold on the basis that they saved six minutes of execu-

tive time per week because of the speed of abbreviated dialling. We are nottalking about that

sort of saving but about something much more fundamental. We are talking about the basic

nature of the telephone system

its interactive nature and the problemsthat it poses in terms

of disruption on time and inconvenience.

So that is one very interesting area of payback. If we can provide products, and functions within
products, that can tackle those areas, then we are talking about a major impact on office
productivity.

To beable to tackle such complex and sophisticated aspects of office behaviour wewill need a
lot more power and technology than the traditional PABX provides us with at the moment.

Yesterday we were told about manyof the developments in component technology and voice
processing technology that could give us economic processing capability in the next 10 years.

First, | should like to look at the PABX as it is today and to see just where the impact of
component technology and the reduction in the cost of components will affect today s PABX.
Then | should like to describe where new functions could evolve from. If you pull off the front
covers of your PABX and look inside, you will probably see a massof spaghetti; but if you are a
discriminating observer, you will notice that it breaks down into four different components,
which | have illustrated on the next slide on the following page.

There is the component that | have called an interface. It is the interface that takes the signals
from the outside world, the analogue world which connects to your telephone or to the public
telephone exchange, and brings those signals into the inner world of the PABX. In fact, today,
increasingly that inner world is a digital world, quite different from the outer world of analogue
signalling. Once inside the PABX you have the big box in the centre called the switching

circuits. That may not consist of a whole lot of physical relays or selector switches asit did with

Strowger technology. Today, it may be something much more akin to the bus or highwayof a
minicomputer. Nevertheless, that box provides the basic switching function that connects one
subscriber to another within the exchange, soit is a fundamental part of the exchange.
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well.

If we look at the relative costs of

these functional components in exchangesdesigned during the 1970s,

we will see that the cost compo-

nents break downquite evenly between the costof the interfacecir-

cuits, the switching circuits, and the
control circuits
approximately
30% for each of those elements,
with the remaining 10% accounted

Switching
circuits

Relative costs of
ie
sce

See
Power
10%
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least is the powerand the ironmongery that keeps this PABX alive and
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Supervising those two componentsis the common control circuits. These arethe circuits that
allocate switching facilities to incoming subscribers, monitor the level of traffic in the exchange,
and generally supervise the running
of the exchange. It is a very imporPABX hardware components
tant part of the PABX. Last but not

oes
70%
soe
10%

for by the power supply element. The shift from analogue circuitry in traditional space division
switching to time division technology, which exploits the digital world, means that we can
expecta rapid decreasein the price of the switching circuits and the control circuits because of
the impactofdigital circuitry. The forecast by one major PABX manufacturer for machines designed in the 1980s leads us to believe that the cost of the switching circuits themselves
which may become just a digital bus
will virtually fall to zero. Also, the cost of the common
control element, which will probably be a number of microprocessors, will begin
to fall
dramatically from a hardware point of view (the cost of developing the software
is another
matter). Compared to the switching and common control elements, the interface
circuits will
stay at a very high price because they needto interface to a very messy, analogue world,
which
has high currents and requires a considerable amount of circuitry.

What are the implications of these cost changes? One obvious implication
is that it does not
really matter if you over-design your switching circuits. Why not build the
switch to handle as
much capacity as could possibly be forced through the exchange? Tradition
ally, PABX
designers have designed them to handle an activity level of about 10%.
If your telephone is off
the hook for about 10% of the day, the PABX will cope withthat traffic.
But what happens if we
have our telephone off the hook for 100% of the day? This could happen
if we are using a data
terminal through the telephone, or if we have a four or five-hour
conferencecall? Today, such
usage ofthe telephone by everyone in the organisation would totally
disrupt the traffic patterns

of a PABX. But, if you increase the switching capability
of the exchange to the point where
there is unlimited switching capacity (what wecall a non-blo
cking switch), then we can cope

with as much traffic as you care to push through any particular
terminal.

So, it makes a lot of sense to provide a non-blocking switch
, and the incremental cost of
building such a system will be smaller and smaller, to the
point where it really will not make
much difference. On the control side, we have built
our exchanges to handle simple voice
communication patterns. Why not add some extra proces
sing power there, just in case we need
to makeuseofit for, say, the processing of non-voicetra
ffic? Again, the obvious consequence
hereis thatit will not cost us much more to double thesiz
e of our processor or the main memory
in the processor. Wewill add little bit of cost to the total
PABX system, but on the other hand
wewill have
a lot moreflexibility and, as a consequence, weca
n begin to think about handling

notjust the traditional voice traffic but other traffic as well.

| have now lookedat the traditional PABX. If we look at
the more far-reaching aspects of voice
processing that have not yet revealed themselves in the marke
t today, we notice that voice,
when it is turnedinto digital signalling, is fairly messy and
requires a large number ofbits for

representation. The number of bits required is rather overwhelming if you are used to the data
processing world. Therefore, you need a lot of storage and a lot of processing power to be able

to handle voice in a digital form

The first thing that weare in sight of

doing todayis to take digital voice at

64,000 bits per second and compress it down to a more manageable
bit rate. As you can seein the slide,
we can compress 64 kilobits per
second (which is the the top level of

toll quality voice communication)

downto 16 kilobits per second without any loss in the quality of the
speech. 16 kilobits per second isstill

higher than our traditional data pro-

cessing transmission rate, but it is

more manageable. This compres-

to processit, to file it, and to transform it.
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sion can be performed by single
microprocessor in a telephone so
that the cost of doing it will become almosttrivial.

If you combine the compression ofdigital voice into a slightly more manageable bit rate with the
rapidly reducing cost of random access storage, then you have an increasingly attractive

formula for store-and-forward voice systems. During the 1980s, the economics of voice storage
and, ultimately, of voice recognition and of voice synthesis, will gradually move nearer to what

wecan afford.

To give you an example of where voice store-and-forward is rearing its head as a service, we
need to look at the United States. Bell Telephones, who provide the majority of the public

telephone facilities in the States, have just introduced a new service called advancecalling. This

is based on the digital storage and compression of voice. | should just like to give you a feel for
the facilities that they are offering, and the price.

The facilities are divided into two parts. The first part is either a business or a domestic facility
where, as you leave your house or your premises in the morning, you ring up the central public
exchange and leave a voice message in the exchange. When you ring the central exchange you

are talking directly to a computer. You put the voice message into the exchange, and you then

to be
tap out on your push-button telephone the destination numberto which that message has

delivered. Finally, you tap out the time at which the message has to be delivered, and you then
put your telephone down and go off to work. The computer takescare of the rest. It makes the
call for you at the appropriate time, and it delivers the message. If the line is busy or there is no
response, it keeps on trying until it has delivered the message.

You can also ring the public exchange from any different telephone that you want (for example,
when you have reachedthe office), and check on the status of the call delivery. The exchange
will respond and tell you whether the call has been delivered.
The second example is much nearer to home. It is really a telephone answering machine service,

whereby somebodycalling your home or office when you are out can leave a simple recorded

message at the central exchange. You can then collect that message either from your home or
office telephone or from any other telephone.

You would think that those twofacilities, given the cost of storage and digital voice compreses are
sion in the 1970s, would cost a fortune. But | should like to point out that those twofaciliti

providedvirtually on an unlimited usage basis for $3 per month, which is a fractional increase in
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the monthly telephone charge of about $20 a month. So you can see that the economies of
scale and the voice processing technologiesreally have brought new functions into the realm of
the domestic and businessuser.
| said that | would provide you with a background for the developments of voice communica-

tions in the 80s, and | said that that background really consisted of commercial and technical

forces and factors that would influence change. | hope that | have convinced you, first, that the
markets both in the USA and in Europe have reacheda fairly critical stage in the PABX voice

communications area, in that they are both hotly competed for. In the States, the market is
approaching saturation; in Europe it is still almost embryonic, but there are a lot of competitors
looking to move into the market. Everybody is looking for a new product alternative, or a new
strength to their productline. At the same time, from a technology point of view, we are rapidly

approaching the time when the cost of voice processing
actually manipulating voice
information
is coming down to an economic level that we can exploit in the design of new
equipment. So wehave a need and a solution that are coming together to provide us with the

tools to do some exciting things in voice communications during the next 10 years.

Whenlooking at what is happening in Europe and in the States at present in the development
either of second-generation PABXs or of new product ideas associated with voice switching, |
havetried to sift out two fundamental trends. | should like to use examples todaytoillustrate
those trends sothat| leave you with a picture of two particular directions in which suppliers are
beginning to move. | think that these two trends form a useful basis for discussion of just what

will happen to us in Europe in the next 10 years.

The first noticeable trend, which is coming out of the USA, is that some of the suppliers have
grabbed the bull by the horns and are involved now in designing second-generation SPC
telephone exchanges from scratch. You may ask, What on earth doesthat look like? | would
be loth to recommend any particular supplier as being the ideal example of a
second-generation
SPC PABX, but | do want to use one particular company and one particular
product as an
example of what | believe a second-generation PABX may contain.

The product may be familiar to some of you. It is called the Integrated Busines
s Exchange.
Notice that is an IBX not a PABX, and wecan seethe subtle change from voiceto
information,
or integrated business. But there is a subtle change of emphasis there, even
in the name. From
the point of view of design and technology, naturally enough weseeall
the latest components
of technologyincorporated in the system

for example, ample use of fibre optics. Voice is not

switched in the traditional circuit-switching sense, it is packet switched
. Again, that looks very
much like getting on to the voice-plus-data bandwagon, and making
the switch compatible not
only with voice communication but with data communication.

The cost of switching and of Processing is coming down,
so naturally enough the

|BX is
designed as a fully non-blocking switch. It can handle unlimit
ed traffic from all terminals,
regardless of duration or activity. It has a massive processor
compared to anything that has
been built into a PABX before. It has two 32-bit microprocess
ors, 4 megabytes of main memory
and a lot of distributed memory around the machine

Functionally, the first thing to notice is that it covers a very
large range of lines, 100 lines to
4,000 lines. | prefer to call these ports because, again, we
are not talking about a traditional
telephone exchange. For reasons that| will demonstrate soon,
a port can handle both voice and
data and is no longer specific to an extension line or to
an exchangeline.

Every port on the IBX can handle both voice and data
concurrently. In fact, each

port has a
transmission capacity of 128 kilobits per second, which
accommodates 64 kilobits per second
for voice, so that one single voice conversation can
be made downanyof these ports, and at
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the same time a data conversation of up to 56 kilobits per second can be carried out concurrently from the sameport.
The IBX is functionally equipped to handle all sorts of data communication and can process

data on thefly to provide data facilities that are much more at homein data networks than they
ever were in PABX networks. Finally, the IBX is not just a box that gives you a front window to
the public telephone network; it also provides you with a front window to the public data networks that are coming on stream, both in Europe and the USA.

Looking at the IBX in little more

_tearated business exchange

the basement. In fact, it is a whole

&

detail, we find that it is no longer

one big box that fits downstairs in

kit of parts consisting of small

modular units that can be assem-

bled floor.by floor, across the building, and that provide local switch-
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ing, rather than wiring all the way
down to the basement.

However, what it does have is one
master control unit that represents
the nerve centre of the exchange.

The master control unit is a packet-

switching unit that will handle voice
or data transparently. Modular switching units, which each handle 256 ports, are bolted on to
the master switching unit. The modular switching units can be assembled around the building
and arelinked to the master control unit by using fibre optics.

The
The IBX is also modular in the sense that it will accommodate both voice and data.
This
t.
equipmen
terminal
d
integrate
called
is
but
telephone
a
called
telephone is no longer
for
equipment provides you with a handset and a variety of data features and data ports
tradiout of
accommodating different types of terminals. So with the IBX you really are moving
can see data access
tional voice-only systemsinto voiceplus data in a big way. On the slide you

to the public
ports to provide communication into a variety of public data networks, as well as

for specific
voice network. The IBX also provides a variety of different terminal interfaces
unit,
modular
a
is
the IBX
applications such as telex, word processing, computing and soon. So
handle
to
intended
much
and is quite different from the traditional single-box PABX. It is very

voice and data together.

What the suppliers of the IBX are
trying to achieve is a coming to-

gether of the separate communica-

tions systems that| identified earlier
into one unified network. It is
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or non-voice) that you arelikely to find in the near future throughout the office. Obviously, an
office configurator requires ample traffic handling capacity to connectall these devices together
as and when required. It also requires the processing capability to undertake the delicate transformation between one terminal type and another. For example, when a word processor logs
into the configurator, the configurator recognises that terminal as a word processor
in factit
is recordedin its class of service

and then provides the appropriate transformations, say, to

the telex network, so that you can use a word processor to talk directly through the private
network to the telex network as though the two were entirely compatible. The office
configurator, therefore, provides the maximum amount of connectivity, and it provides a

physical integration ofall types of terminal.

What| havejust describedis rather like a sledge hammer approach to the integration of voice

and data: just put it all together into one massive machine thatwill handle everything that you
like to throw atit.

The other, more subtle and conceptually more exciting approachis the functional integration of
voice and non-voice systems. Instead of thinking about the physical wiring and about bringing
all the traffic together in the same terminals and the same pieces of equipment, let us try to

think now more about the way in which weusethe terminals, the telephone, the telex machine,

the data processing terminal. Let us try to make somefunctional links between these systems
which could improve our productivity and the efficiency with which we use these systems.

Now | should like to pass on to youa
conceptual model of a commercial
organisation to show just how
important the telephone is, and how

well related the telephone is to a
number of other information systems, which may at present be manual systems, or may already be embodied in data processing equip-

ment.

Sesive: the key do Bostness commons
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If you look at this very simplified
company, incoming calls may be of
a variety of types. They come to the
switchboard operator. The operator
then decides who topass thesecalls
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enquiries
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[----|

Manager

Messages

Fell

Orders

on to, and then, in some way, shape or form, those calls
are dealt with. For example, an
incoming call may be to a senior manager. The operator has no
way of knowing who is making

thatcall; it may be an advertising agency or a salesman
trying to pass on some information, or it

maybe a high-level contact that the senior manager needs to
talk to immediately. The call goes
through the switchboard and is automatically Passed on to
the secretary. In many organisations
the senior manager, from the point of view of minimising
the disruption of the telephone, will
prefer his secretary to interview the caller initially, to screen
the caller, and then possibly pass
the caller on to
the manager. To do the screening properly, particul
arly if the

secretaries are
transient temporaries, the secretary needs to have some
form of database, beit just a list of
namesor an information system thatgives her a list of importa
nt clients and contacts to whom
the senior manager must talk. So already we are involved
in some related information system
that will
help that secretary to process the call and Pass it through
to the manager. Again, if the
caller does notreally have totalk to the manager,
that same information system can be used to
record a message (for example by keyboarding it into
the system), which can then be Passed on

to the manager for his later attention. This screening of
calls does not need to be handled bya
One-to-one relationship between secretary and manager.
It could be one secretary for a whole

sales department. For example, the secretary can
perform the job of Operator for many different
people

and, with an information system by her side, she is much
better equipped to be able to

respondto the caller.
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Another call arriving at the switchboard may be a general enquiry for a product of the company,
andit will be routed to a general enquiry office. This office may be staffed by somespecialised
staff, or it may be staffed by some uninformed people who need a very elaborate database to
provide them with accurate knowledge of the company s products and services so that they can
respond effectively to the telephonecaller. So again, if you want to achieve a high level of
service, you have a link between an information system and the caller.
Last but not least, a large number of calls of a general commercial nature arrive at the switch-

board. These calls might be potential sales coming into the company, or you might havetele-

sales girls making repetitive calls out of the company. You are in a dialogue with someone who

wants to place an order, so, ideally, you require a data entry system in front of you so you can
enter that order immediately into an information system. The information system will then
pump the order through at maximum possible speed into the commercial organisation to get the
order out on time. So there is a definite linkage there between the enquiry that comes through
the telephone, and some form of data entry system that will enable the order to be processed

and acted. on.

If all that soundslike a scenario of the future or double Dutch, it is not quite so because people
are genuinely looking at and implementing related systems that provide a link between the
telephone and the commercial information systems in a company.

| should like to exemplify these trends by looking at three positive examples drawn from Europe.
The first one is the Pharma Bauer Pharmaceutical Company in West Germany. Five years ago,
they had 40 telesales girls sitting at manual switchboards, making repetitive calls each day to
obtain orders from thousandsof retail outlets
pharmacists. All they needed to do wastoring
the following day, record his response on a
for
needed
he
what
him
ask
chemist,
the
up
computer terminal in front of them, and pass on that information. If you think about that
process, two-thirds of the girl s time was spent getting through to the pharmacist and copying
down his order. One-third of her time was spent in saying, once she hadthe order, How would
you like to take advantage of our new bulk offer on Disprins today? or,

buying some Senecot?

Have you thought of

Then she would be able to expand the order and really do her sales talk

rather than just act as a sales clerk.

Surprisingly enough, it was possible to eradicate two-thirds of her work through a very simple
form of automation. The company had just bought a new SPC PABX. The companyalso had a
mainframe that was used for entering the orders and had customer files. It also had the
telephone numbersof the pharmaciststo help the girl when she was making the calls. Someone
said,

Why not ask the PABX to dial thosecalls automatically?

So a link was made from the

mainframe through to the PABX, to initiate automatic dialling to each customer on the

customerlist. At the same time, each customer wasgiven a terminal in his ownsales outlet
where he could enter his daily requirements on to the terminal, early in the morning or late at

night. When the automatic call was made to his shop, the computer was immediately
connected to his terminal and read off all the orders contained in the terminal before involving
the telesales girl. As soon as the orders were read, verified and placed in the customer file, the
computer instructed the PABX to link the call to the telesales girl whois sitting at a telephone.
In front of the girl was a VDU that provided her with full list of this particular customer s
requirements for the day. The customer is givena little shout by the computer to tell him to
come to his telephone, and the telesales girl can then negotiate with him immediately on bulkdiscount packages or new product opportunities. The net result is that only one-third of her
time, the productiveselling time, is now utilised. In this way Pharma Bauer produced a 200%
improvementin the productivity of their telesales girls, merely by adding a wire to the control of
the PABX. There wasno clever physical integration, just a simple link between the two systems
and little bit of systems thinking between voice and data.

A second simple but effective example of voice and data systems coming together is the
telephone answering service, which is underplayed in this country but in the States is a major
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way oflife. Traditionally, you have a girl sitting at a manual switchboard with a lot of little
pigeonholesin front of her, one for each subscriber to the service. As a call comesin, she gives

the single number belonging probably to the answering serviceitself.

She then responds to the enquiry, writes out a message for the subscriber, and putsit in his

pigeonhole until he rings in to collect it. These services were very expensive, because they were

labour intensive with girls sitting at manual switchboards. Also, the telephone systemitself was

very inefficient, and the level of service was poor because the operator never knew which

subscriber was being referenced as the call came in.

What has been achieved recently is the linking of a much more modern telephone system

automatic call distribution board

an

with an information system. A call that is forwarded from a

subscriber's telephone to the telephone answering service bureau initiates a request from the
information system for information about the particular subscriber being called. That
information is displayed in front of the girl, on a VDU, and, as she takes the call and talks to the
person, she can respond immediately with the salutation provided by the subscriber. She knows
all about the subscriber, his hours of work, perhaps even wherehe is today because herang in
earlier to leave a message. She can makea veryintelligent reply to the incoming caller. She can
record the message quite simply, and put it back into the information system. Later in the day,
when the subscriber rings in, she puts in his personal code, and up comesthe information. In
this way, you have notonly radically improved the efficiency of the girl because she is able to
handle more calls per day. You have also improved the quality of service that you are providing

to your subscriber, by personalising it, by exploiting the information system to
improve the

amount of information available to the incoming caller.
The third example of functional in-

tegration is the elusive area of elec-

tronic mail, which everyoneis plan-

Functional integration: electronic mail

Messagecentre

ning to introduce but has not quite
done so. How can electronic mail
possibly link up with the telephone

system? This slide does not show a

real live example, but it is an ex-

ample which is being worked upon.

There is one common element that
an electronic mail system should or
maybe could have with the telephone system, and that elementis
the physical address of each subscriber within the organisation.
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That address is where his mail goes
and that is wherehis telephone calls also go. So the logical link
between these two systems is
the telephone directory. If the telephone directory is shared
between the telephone exchange
and the electronic mail system, it does not matterif you
are using either a voice electronic mail

system with voice store-and-forward which can be accessed
by the telephone itself, or a
terminal which
is sitting next to the telephone but addressed by the
extension of the telephone.
In either case, the telephone directory defines the subscriber.

The other common point of reference shown on the slide
could be
and this is just a
hypothesis
some form of message centre within the building. An externa
l call that is made
into the building which is unable to reach a particular person
can bere-routed to the message
centre. This centre may be one girl at a keyboard. She
will take the call, record it in the
electronic mail system, either verbally or by typing. The messag
e then sits in the electronic mail
system, and when the person returns to his desk, he either Picks
up the phone or looksin his
electronic mailbox and the message is waiting for him.
So the whole problem of abortive call
making

, both external and internal, could be overcome by a simple
conceptual link, rather than
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by a major physical re-work of these two systems. This link can be a shared database, which
may be shared physically or conceptually, together with a telephone located next to a data
terminal and keyboard.
| hope that those three examples show you that by providing some sort of control link
nota
major physical link but a simple control link
and some system unification between the
telephone network and the information systems that are already available in most commercial
organisations, you can, in general, improve the productivity of individual functional groups or
staff by a substantial amount

up to 100% or 200% in the examples that we have seen.

Productivity improvements of that order are something that you can go out and sell without
having to produce some form of elaborate new PABX design.

To review the blue-sky product opportunities in the 1980s | have talked firstly about the secondgeneration SPC PABXs. Second-generation PABXsthrow technology at the switching problem
and, in doing so, create a vast amount offlexibility, with great reserves of switching and
processing capacity that you can channel into the handling of non-voice communication as well

as voice communication. But | have also tried to show you that you do not needto take this
heavy-handed approach. By merely linking systems in a control sense you can achieve not a
physical integration, but a functional integration between systems which will give you equal, if
not greater gains in productivity, without a dramatic change to the hardware and software that
you employ in your organisation.
| emphasised the blue-sky approach. What happens in the marketplace in reality is somewhat
different. | will now take you quickly through the US and the European marketplaces to form a

perspective against which we can gauge possible trends in the 1980s. The USA is a market
dominated by one single carrier
AT&T or Bell
which, rather like the PTTs of Europe, has

been the traditional supplier of PABX and voice-switching equipment. In the 1960s, the interconnect industry emerged with licenses granted to private companies to provide voice-

switching equipment for private use. You had a sudden surge of commercial activity and some
real get-rich-quick boys got on the bandwagon. One interesting aspect of the interconnect
industry is that it has demonstrated just what the US market is looking for. Bell spent many
years pondering that question but never really came up with the answer, judging by the
spectacular success of some of its competitors.
To give you an example ofthe inter-

connectindustry and what qualities

these people have built into their
products

to

achieve

success,

The Rolm Corporation
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should like to take the Number 1

company in the US interconnect
industry, Rolm, and show you its

$121

staggering success. From 1976, this
company which had been ruggedising

minicomputers

suddenly

turned its hand to telecommunica-

tions, and clothed its minicomputer

$35

$55
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with a few analogue interfaces, and
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called it a digital PABX. As you can
see on the slide, it did the company
no end of good becauseit has increased its revenue bytenfold in the last four years, and there are not many companies around

that can do that. It has since gone public, and everyone is laughing. Rolm did not baseits

miraculous rise to power on fantastically modern pioneering technology like the IBX that I have

demonstrated to you.

On the slide on the following page you can seethat deliveries, in terms of systems, are now up
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to 3,800 systems in the USA. All Rolm has done is to carefully package up a very simple box

which they call a CBX (Computerised Branch Exchange) and that box did not go wildly beyond
the expectations of the users.
Rolm s strategy, which was a direct

responseto Bell s traditional offerings, said
We can do all that Bell
can do. We can do it at the right
price. It is 100% reliable. It will not
throw you into a great spin of technology and confusion. It is simple;

Re

Cunuiseve asieme shipped

weinstall it for you; and you can for-

get about it . In fact, their success

was really commercial packaging,

not technology. If you look at the

technology used in the CBX, it is
hopelessly out of date and Rolm is
probably going to redesign the tech-
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nology. But that does not matter

«1976S

too much; it is the commercial suc-

cess that really counts and Rolm has certainly achieved that.

If you look at that staggering number of 4,000 units delivered, and compareit to the IBX, which
has been around for a year or two
there is one IBX system installed and one on order. You
begin to wonder who is making progress in this world. That is the reality of the American

marketplace. There are no points for pioneering; it is just good commercial commonsense that

brings you ahead.

Europe is little different. We do not have an AT&T, but we do have the PTTs
British
Telecom and its associates around Europe. They have produced an entirely different

environment for telecommunication products to the USA, and it is important to understand that
whenyou consider the possibilities in Europe. The rules that govern the European telecommuni
-

cations environment are essentially decided by the PTTs, becauseit is the PTTs who install and
provide your telephone. They provide the internal wiring to a building, and they provide the
public telephone service. They are therefore very interested in the PABX, its function
and its

design. They maintain the PABX, sologically they have to approve every new product that
comeson to the market. It is this approval cycle and the cost of approval that determines
the
European market environment for voice switching technology. This is the major obstacle
that

every supplier coming into Europe must negotiate and comprehend. Each
supplier must change

and mould his product strategy to accommodatethis important constraint.

It is the uniformity of type approval procedures that has produced todayin the UK
about six or
seven SPC PABX suppliers, all of whom produce very similar products in terms of
state of the
art technology, features and facilities. Type approval procedure is a powerful
levelling force in

terms of technology, and a very sobering force in terms of technolo
gical innovation. It

constrains suppliers to a very cautious, slow progression in technology. Theresul
t is to be seen
in the European market, where you have a number of well-matched, uniform,
large companies
competing in the marketplace. There is no opportunity for the entrepreneur,
as there was for
Rolm in the USA, becauseit is only the large suppliers who
can play the cautious, slow,

deliberate game that the type approval processdictates.

In contrast to the USA, the European marketplace is not fast-moving; it is not
highly commercial, it is well controlled, and it is very uniform. If we review the different ingredie
nts of success
in the USA and in Europe, the US presents us with a very fast-moving picture
wherevirtually
anyone in a garage can design a second-generation PABX and be on the market
within a year
with no problems. In Europe, however, you need to have lot of moneyto be
able to negotiate
the PTT approval cycle just to be able to establish your product
not just in one country, but
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perhaps in seven different countries. This costs many millions of pounds, and is obviously a
disincentive to escalating the process of technology.
Whatdoesall of this say to us about the future of PABX developments in Europe? | have given
you the background of, and an introduction to, the two fundamentally different areas of
developmentthat | believe are beginning to take place in the market. The first developmentis an

emphasis on building a new generation of switches that address the question of physically integrating all your information systems together into one uniform networkthat will handle all sorts
of traffic, and will provide the maximum connectivity.

The second aspectis functional integration, which doesnotreally begin to address the physical
wiring problem, but looks at the way in which one system is usedin relationship to another. For
example, how is voice usedin relationship to data processing, or in the generation of text or
images.

Also, how do weusetelex in relationship to the telephone or to facsimile, or to a straight-

forward data enquiry or data entry system. Functional integration is a much more subtle
approach. It is less dramatic in terms of technology, but could be more dramatic in terms of

productivity. That is the background.

From a commercial point of view in Europe you havea lot of suppliers fighting for a share of the

market, but they are all evenly matched and they are desperately keen to provide their products

with a leading edge. So they are beginning to unjumbleall these product opportunities, to try to

grab for themselves some partof the office systems market of the future, which theycan indivi-

dually exploit and build, hopefully to their own advantage in the marketplace. European
suppliers are constantly looking over to the States, seeing all this rampaging new technology,
and saying, Is there anything in this for us, or do we haveto set our sights in a different
direction?

| have tried to summarise for you the basic options in Europe, the first being the simple option of
throwing technologyat the traditional PABX, as we have done in the past. Decade by decade
wehave progressed the design of the PABX. But now weare beginning to realise that the cost
of throwing technology at the problem is so enormousin terms of PTT approval that the gains
are not necessarily worth making at that price. If you look at the announcement of the IBM 1750
telephone exchange, it caught quite a lot of people by surprise because wewereall assuming

that it would be some fantastically new advancedfibre optic switching box, and that, ratherlike
the IBX, it was going to do and say everything there was to be said about telecommunications.
In fact it was a scaled down version of the 3750. When you sit back and think about IBM's
telecommunications product strategy, the 1750 was the cleverest thing that IBM could have
done, because to have brought in a totally new technology would have undermined the credibility of the 3750, and also would have caused IBM innumerable problems (and a five-year
procedure) to get the new technology through the type approval procedures of British Telecom
and its equivalents overseas. So IBM settled on the practical, commercial realities of Europe,
and brought out a product that was very much compatible with existing technology, and that
IBM
provided no cause for concern as far as maintenance and type approval were concerned.

were therefore able to get the 1750 into the market immediately.

you
As a contrast, the alternative option in Europe is to makethe bestof the situation in which
ration
first-gene
find yourself. Most of the major suppliers in Europe have now launchedtheir
y
SPC exchanges. None of those exchanges represents scintillating, exciting, new technolog

ration SPC
it is all pretty standard, down-to-earth technology. But now thattheir first-gene
next step
obvious
the
up,
PABXsare in place and their customer bases are gradually being built
improveal
increment
This
is to incrementally improve the capability of their existing PABXs.

other
ment can be achieved either by establishing the sort of links that | showed earlier with

formsof information system, or by improving the effectiveness of the PABX itself (for example,

by providing a greater emphasis on networking). If a supplier has brought out a medium-sized

Td.

a small switch and a very large switch,
switch he can then bring out a couple more switches
to existing or to new customers.
either
tosell
with the appropriate software that enables him
he is still selling to his existing
whilst
revenues
his
The supplier is then in a position to improve
customerbase.

If you are a supplier, you can take advantage of non-voice communication, possibly in the functional sense, and you areat liberty to add on hardware modulesto your existing product range
to accommodate non-voice functions outside the PABX, unlike the integrated approach of the
second-generation exchange, which causes you too many problemsand frustrations with the
PTTs.

Eventually, a supplier has to take the difficult plunge into second-generation technology as
events speed up in the States. | know that Rolm, Northern Telecom, Itel and all the major
suppliers will bring out second-generation PABXswithin a year, and there will be some pressure
on European suppliers to do the same. But | cannot see this being a viable commercial proposition in Europe for another five years, mostly because of the cost of type approval. Also, in
Europe we makea careful separation between voice and data, since the voice networkis heavily

controlled by the PTTs and the data networkis, to a certain extent, free of PTT control, at least
for the moment. Those two networks have been developed almost with total indifference to
each other, because of the fundamentally different effects on the marketing of products in
these two areas. So there will be an inducement to the bitter end both to keep voice and data
separate in a physical sense, and to prevent the data communication markets coming under the

scrutiny and careful control of the PTTs.

What a supplier has gotto do to steer his way through the type approval processis to bring out
new systems which incorporate, to a large extent, existing technology and existing design
criteria, but which also provide improved functions by adding new boxes, new software and
new capabilities, without causing a major disruption in the type approval procedure.

So whatdoesall that mean to the network planner who leaves this conference today, and has
another look at his private voice communication network? | have emphasised that in Europeitis

myfirm belief that the European suppliers have got to maintain a slow, cautious approach
towards enhancing technology. So you are unlikely to find your IBM salesman greeting you at

the door, saying, Now about that 1750 that you've just installed
| can sell you fantastic
new 4750 that completely obsoletesall the technology that you've bought from us in the last
five years . If you do notbelieve that IBM would do that on the voiceside, you have plenty of
evidencethat it is already doing that on the data side. Why cannot IBM do that for voice as
well? There is one simple answer: IBM cannotaffordto do it. They just cannot afford to take on
the PTTs again so recently after they have gone through the painful and costly first-generation
type approval process. | think that also applies to all the other established telecommunications
suppliers in Europe. So the suppliers have got to provide an incremental approach to upgrading
their present systems. They have got to provide you with new software, new add-on bits and
pieces to improve the voice function, to provide low-activity data functions that will not disrupt
the traffic handling capacity of your existing installation. Thus suppliers are likely to add on data
support boxes, and they will also become moreinvolved in the total environment in which the
telephone finds itself. In other words, telecommunications suppliers will involve themselves
with the office systems environment, so that they can plan and understand the relationships

between the telephone and non-voice systems. As communications specialists, their aim will be
to really address the wicked problem ofinefficiency that the telephone has always represented
in the office, and that no one to date has ever been able to tackle and overcome.

So, it is an incremental strategy thatwill allow you, the network planners, gradually to improve
your voice communications, based on your existing investments, or on the investments that
you are about to makein current day technology. It is my belief that you are not about to be
unseated by some frightening news of new technologiesthat will make your existing investments obsolete, despite all of the pointers that we see in the USA.
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So | end my presentation on a note of confidence and reassuranceto you thatthefuture will see
a cautious, gradual change that will be to your benefit, rather than a quantum leap into the
future without any pre-knowledge or warning of just where that leap will take us.
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DEVELOPMENTSIN
ELECTRONIC FILING SYSTEMS
Gregory Peel,

System Development Corporation

Gregory Peel joined System Development Corporation in 1972, after receiving his masters

degree in Business Administration from UCLA. After three years as a systemsanalyst in both
military and commercial areas, he served for two years as the corporate assistant treasurer.

Since 1977, he has held positions in the electronic publishing systems market area, first as
divisionalcontroller, then as managerof operations, and currently as marketing manager.In this
position he has responsibility for marketing, sales, and planning worldwide for productlines for
the publishing industry.

One of the problems in talking to people about electronic filing is to define the problem that we
are trying to solve. Technology has got to the point where weare able to offer a variety of
different devices for storing and retrieving information, but how will those devices be used both
in the office of the future, which is one of the things that people talk about constantly these
days, and in the office that exists today? | will start by defining the problem as| seeit, and | will
then examine the useofelectronic filing in the automatedoffice.

| will follow that by a look at the origins of electronic filing systems and at the particular technologies that have evolved into the currentfiling systems that are available electronically. | will
take a deeper look at some of the current technologies which | believe will be useful to you and |
will try to evaluate the systems that are available today.

| will also take a look at future developments. It turns out that most of those developments have

been covered in previous talks in terms of voice processing, increased storage capacity, and

image processing, but | will delve into them little as they particularly apply to electronic filing.
Then | will summarise what | have been trying to put across today.

| should mention at the start, and then not mention it again, that the reason | wasinvited to

speak at this conference was that my company and myself have been involved, in some depth,
with electronic filing systems for the past few years. We have a new product that we shall

introduce shortly, and webelieveit is the state of the art product. | will try to avoid the crass
commercialism today and deal with the subject on a more general level, but | invite any of you
who areinterested in electronic filing systems to join the session tomorrow morning when| shall
be happy to give you a preview of what the system will belike.

The problemthat weare trying to addressis today s information explosion. One of the key buzz
words now in the United States is the problem of management productivity. Booz Allen &
Hamilton have just come out with a major, multi-thousand page report on that topic. They have
said that there are indeed increases in productivity to be had in the management world,

although a lot of them are verydifficult for people to put their finger on. But they believe thatin
the next ten years various technologies will come along that will allow at least a 20% improvement in management productivity in that time frame. | should like you to keep that in mind as
we go through the rest of my presentation.
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There are twoparticular areas that | believe will make both the cost and the results from electronic filing systems particularly justified in the next few years. One area is the ease with which

managers run these systems. Ease ofuseis essential to overcome any resistance that managers
currently have to using the technologies available.
The second area is the reducedcostoffiling or data storage. This was talked about during a
numberof the presentations yesterday. The cost of data storage has come down significantly.

However, it hasstill not reached a point whereit makesit cost effective for businessesto put in
filing systems that can store massive amountsof data.
Let me nowrelate the useofelectronic filing systems to the way in which current office procedures work. Word processors are becoming quite widespread in the United States and are
starting to be used in Europealso, but even sothere is normally a draft created by a manageror
professional, which is then input by a secretary or an administrative assistant on a word
processor. However, once the documenthas beeninput to the word processor, we go back to
the usual manual functions of running off eight to ten copies of individual documents. Those
copies are distributed to various people throughout an organisation, and then filed in long rows
of filing cabinets. The problem comes six months later when you try to find the information.
If you take a look at the cost trends

over the last 20 years shown on the

slide, this does not make a lot of

sense.

The

average

annual

Profiles of cost trends

in-
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creases of paper, of supplies and of

people have been between 7% and
9% per year, while the cost of com-

munications, data processing and

memory have been dropping at an
extremely rapid rate.

The real use of an electronic filing
system is to replace the manual
functions with digital storage of information in the form in which it
comes out of either stand-alone or
shared-logic word processors. For
the next few years, managers and
professionals will probably, in most
cases, continue to prepare a manual
draft. But from the word processor
onwards, the document will be retained in an electronic form in filing system. This will allow automatic distribution of documents within
an organisation, with the storage
and retrieval functions hopefully eliminating the lost and misplaced
documents. Also an electronic filing
system can incorporate an electronic mail system. As Roger Camrass

mentioned, electronic mail could be
handled by the phone system
by
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an automatic PABX. However, another potential way of handling electronic mail is through an
interface to the electronic filing system. From there, information can be accessedeither by word
processors, or by executive terminals which would be fairly dumb terminals that managers and
professionals could use for electronic mail and for the storage and retrieval of information.
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| have examined the requirements for an electronic filing system. We believe that the storage
capacity would have to be 100 million characters or more. This is equivalent to 20file drawers
with 3,000 sheets of information per drawer and an average of about 1,500 characters a sheet.

Storage capacity of 100 million characters would be a minimum size that would be really useful
within an organisation. The system should be capable of retrieving documents on full text
search in less than 20 seconds. If the retrieval times are more than that, managers and professionals will not use the system to the extent that it should be used. Automatic document
indexing would be an absolute necessity within the system, and the storage offull text would be
required. The system should accommodatespelling variations, and the capability to specify
synonyms for search terms by particular individuals should be available, so that a constant
researching ofthe file is not necessary for particular words and particular variations in words.
The system should also permit additional terms to be added manually to documents. For

example, in the United States, if you had documents that referenced Ronald Reagan you might
want to go back in the last couple of months and add President to some of those documents
so that you could still access the documents that you are looking for. The system should also
provide for the easy retrieval and modification of stored documents so that documents can be
hopefully in an online situation.
retrieved, have changes made to them, and be restored

| also see the availability of electronic mail, or at least the interface to electronic mail systems, as
being a requirement for an electronic filing system. Also, | believe that a filing system will need

to provide back-up capability. This will vary depending on the application, but some back-up
capability will be necessary for archiving and retrieving systems, for example when computers
go down, which unfortunately they always do. Electronic filing systems will also require the
ability to communicate with a wide variety of devices.
On this slide | have shownthe types
of storage devices, retrieval devices
and electronic mail devices that

electronic filing systems will need to

communicate with. There are a
number of different word proces-

sors on the market today, and we

Electronic filing systems communication requirements
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system. Electronic filing systems will also need to communicate with communications networks. One network that is prevalent now in the States is Ethernet, and various other com-

panies are developing communication networks which it will be necessary for filing systems to

communicate with. Also, electronic filing systems will need to communicate with electronic

mail networks, of which General Telephone s Telemail is an example.

For storing data and particularly for archiving data, by far the cheapest methodisstill magnetic
tape, and communication with magnetic tape would be an absolute necessityfor filing back-up.
Finally, electronic filing systems need to communicate with other electronic filing systems, so
that organisations that are located in various countries around the world will be able to communicate with one another through electronic filing systems, and also use thoseelectronic filing
systems for electronic mail.

Talking to a number of people interested in the office of the future and in electronic filing, we
have found that a much wider variety of applications is being discussed than we had ever
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believed possible when westarted looking into this area. Work group filing, project management, and activity managementare all areas within an organisation that will be applicable to the

future uses ofelectronic filing, in addition to personal filing and-electronic mail.

This slide shows that practically

every area within a major organisa.
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| want now to look at the origins of electronic filing, so that you will have an understanding of
wherefiling systems are coming from, why theyexist in the forms that they do today, and hope-

fully that will indicate the path they will take in the future. There have been three separate
developmentsthat haveresulted in electronic filing systems: database management systems
those systems coming from traditional data processing applications over the last 20 years; from

word processing whichhas been a fairly new development, particularly in termsofproliferation,

having taken off only in the last two or three years; and from micrographics which | will touch
on briefly. Although in many ways micrographics is an antiquated technology, it still offers
many cost advantages over other technologies that are available. These three different technologies have resulted in electronic filing systems, and the filing systems based on each of these

technologies have different advantages and disadvantages, on which | will touch briefly.
Let us look first at database man-

agement systems and the develop-

ment of electronic filing within

those systems. One ofthe first, and

biggest developments that hap-

pened in my company, System De-

velopment Corporation, was the in-
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portant in the development of
electronic filing. Bibliographic retrieval systems started to be offered about 1969 bya variety of
organisations, primarily headquarteredin the United States. | have listed a few exampleson this
slide. Most of those systems still exist today, essentially in their original form, and they are
available worldwide. The system that is offered by my company is Search Services, which is
offered all over Europe as well as North America and Japan. Most of the other systems that|
havelisted are also available worldwide.
The first real full-content retrieval system was the STAIRS system, which was developed in

1971 by IBM. It was developed by IBM for internal usein their law suit with the US Government,
the anti-trust suit thatis still continuing and for which a court date hasyet to be set. Back in 1971
IBM had already accumulated such massive amounts of data that the lawyers could notpossibly
cope with all of it.So IBM had their software development people put together the STAIRS

system which is based on the inverted file system that | mentioned earlier. STAIRS turned out
to be a very good system for a number of IBM s customers who had similar problems. IBM
started offering STAIRS as a customer package in 1973, and they arestill offering it and
supporting it today.
Today, in 1981, a variety of bibliographic retrieval services are offered. Most of the onesthat are
mentionedon the slide are offered around the world. There are a numberof different software
packages that are offered in the database managementarena. These packages tend to run on
large mainframes, and they practically all use the inverted file system that | mentioned.
If we examine the strengthsof data-

base management systems, there

are many advantagesthat primarily
come from the fact that you are
usually running these systems on

large mainframe computers. They
provide the ability for multiple databases, due to very large storage
capacities that are capable of being
accessed

by

large

mainframes.

Most of them allow full search on
content through terminals from the
various databasesthatare available.
STAIRS and the other software

Data base management systems
Stren

Weaknesses

Most allow search on content

Expensive: Requires medium to
large mainframe computer
Limited access to information
byappropriate individuals
Requires structured files

Multiple databases on-line

Offers full text retrievalon-line
Powerful query language
Allowsverylargedatabases
Extensive available

communication

Data processingorientation:
Requires specialized language

Off-line storage and updating
from centralfiles
Noelectronic mail capability

packages that listed on the pre-

vious slide offer full online text retrieval. They tend to have powerful query languages which have been developed by programmersto allow access to data, no matter how obscureit is. They allow very large databases due
to the range ofdisc drives that are available today from most manufacturers. Also, because
they
are on a mainframe, there is extensive communication available with all kinds of
devices.

However, there are also a number of weaknesses. One is that because these packageswere,
in
general, developed by programmers as part of a database management system, they
often
require a specialised languageto be learnedby the user. This has largely restricted
the use of
these packagestoeither libraries within organisations, or to very specialised users who
havethe
need to learn that language to retrieve documents. As| mentioned, this is one of
the two key
areasthat will be dealt with in the next few years
simplifying the language and encouraging
managers and professionals to use systems. Because a medium to large mainfram
e computer is
required, these systems tendto be fairly expensive, although the cost of large
mainframes has
come downdramatically in the last five years, and will continue to do
so. If an organisation

already has a large mainframe available within its environment, it tends to make
the installation
of a software package cheaper, but there is still an inherent cost in using
that mainframe
computer.

Another weakness is the limited access to information by the appropriate
individuals. This is
primarily due to the specialised language that is necessary. Becauseof the
technologyutilised
by these systems, a very structuredfile is required. This may not be such a bad thing
for people
to start using. They will become as accustomed to using structuredfiles within
an electronic
filing system as they are to using structuredfiles in their manual filing system. However
, in the
future as technologies develop, | believe that unstructuredfiles will become the everyda
y norm
that people will be dealing with.

Off-line storage is the way in which these systems are used and so updating from central files is
particularly difficult. Files or particular documents have to be deleted and then re-entered with

updated information. The final weaknessis that, although some electronic mail capability is
available on large mainframes, it is generally of a limited nature.

| would like now to look at the word processing industry. A number of developments have taken
place in the last couple of years which have enabled word processing manufacturers to surpass
the electronic filing systems that are offered by the large mainframe manufacturers. The first
real storage device offered on a word processor was magnetic card storage, offered by IBM in
the mid-1960s. There arestill thousands and thousands of these devices out in the field, and
they still have quite a bit of use left in them. The next development, which also came from IBM

as well as from Wang, wasthe useoffloppy discs for storage from typewriters. This occurred in
the early 1970s, followed by hard disc storage being offered as an option on word processors.
This wasfirst developed by Wang Labsin the mid-1970s.

In the last couple of years there have been somevery interesting developments. One example is
AIM (Associative Index Method), offered by Datapoint. AIM is an extension of the hard disc
storage device and it is able to retrieve data in various formats from word processing input.
Practically all of the major word processing manufacturers nowoffer a variety of hard disc and
floppy disc storage systems that interface directly to their word processors.
On this slide | have shown the

strengths and weaknessesoffiling

systems based on word processing
devices. One of their major
strengthsis their orientation to the
5
office. Most word processors require a much less specialised lan-
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guage than the database manage-

data processing capabilities
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believe that the language is simple
enough for managers and professionals to use easily. Most of the
word processing manufacturers

prnceees Capelli
Some
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communication

Weaknesses
Currently require specific

manufacturer's equipment

Limited database size due to
available word processing

Limited query eapabity

equipment

Electronic mail available

offer data processing capabilities on
their word processors, as well as
word processing, so that both data

and text would be available through the electronic filing system. Automatic filing is accomplished on the systems through the word processing interface, and that enablesfiling to be
carried out as an automatic part of the word processing environment. Some of the manufacturers are currently offering integrated communication. This means that in addition to the disc
storage and the word processor, a number of other devices can be communicated with, either
directly through the word processor or through the electronic file. Also, electronic mail facilities
are now available from most of the word processing manufacturers in some version or another,
so the electronic filing system has accessto electronic mail facilities as well.

The slide also shows the weaknessoffiling information in word processing systems. One of the

evaluation criteria that | mentioned for communications devices was thatit will be absolutely
necessary to communicate with a variety of different manufacturers equipment in the future.
All of the current offerings from word processing manufacturers require the useof their specific

equipment. | believe that they haveintentionally designed their systems so that it makesit very
difficult for users to try to access somebodyelse s equipment. Thelimited size of database is
another problem. This is due to the available word processing equipmentand the fact that the
retrieval mechanisms are fairly slow. Increasing the database size would slow down those

mechanismsto an intolerable rate. Word processing storage systems also have limited query
capability, although some ofthe latest offerings are starting to expand significantly in this area.
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Let me nowtell you briefly about the developments in the micrographicsarea. | believe that, in
general, microfilm is a fairly antiquated technology. However, it does havea lotof uses, and for
the next few yearsit will continue to be particularly useful in systems whereit is necessary to
store an extremely large amount of data. Microfilm was invented by George McCarthy in 1928,
and after that there were very few developmentsin the basic microfilm technology until the late
1960s. In the late 60s people started linking computersto various microfilm devices, and Stromberg-Carlson developed the first computer-output-microfilm system so that computer-stored

data could be output on microfilm. The microfilm was then storedin its own mechanism, and

the data was retrieved using that storage system.

In 1977, 3M introduced their 715 COM device that greatly reduced the price of computer-

Output-microfilm and made it applicable to today s environment. Now, in 1980, about 65% of

the marketis in 16mm film, and 35% in 35mm film. There are computer-assisted retrieval units

available from a variety of manufacturers. All of these units have the capability of accessing a

great deal of stored documents.

Indeed, that is the greatest advan-

tage of micrographics: it offers the
least expensive storage per document, and probably will for a few
more years. | believe that optical

:
: probably
videodisc
technology will
do awaywith a good deal of that ad-

vantage of micrographics, but cur-

rently micrographics does offer the

least expensive storage per docu-

ment. Another strength of micro-

graphics is that an extremely large
numberof documents can be stored
while still retaining relatively good
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In taking a look at micrographics, one of the interesting stories that
| heard from one of the
manufacturers was that the Three Mile Island disaster in the Pennsyl
vania area, a couple of
years ago, was really the result of people not being able to get at data
fast enough. It turns out
that after the nuclear plant was built there, all of the documentation
that went along with it was
delivered in several trucks to the plant on the day thatit was turned
over to the people who were

going to run it. Of course, they had no wayof Processing all of those
documentsand storing

them in a system that was adequate for retrieving them on timely
basis. On the morning that

the accident at Three Mile Island happened, they werejust not able
to get to the proper document in time to find out exactly what was going on in the system, and
within an hour they had
made the decision to close the plant down. If they had spenta little
extra money, even on a
micrographics system, to have the builder of the nuclear plant store
those documentsproperly,

they probably would have been able to contain the incident,
and we never would have heard

ofit.

The other strength of micrographicsis that it answers the proble
m of handling non-digitised
information. Thatis particularly difficult right now with images. On the
other hand, it also has
an inherent weaknessin that when you want to work with digitised informa
tion you haveto find
a way ofre-inputting the documentsto transform them to a digitised
form.
Looking at some of the other weaknesses of micrographics
initial documentinput for use in a
computer-assisted system has to be a manual exercise, which is very expensi
ve. Also, micrographic systemshavelimited communicationfacilities, although someof
the manufacturers are
now making available the ability to transform the microfilm into systems
that can be easily
communicated through a facsimile methodology. Finally, queries to a microgr
aphics storage

system are normally limited to manually-input information, which means that full content

addressed queries are. almost impossible.

Let me now spend a few minutes reviewing some of the current technologies that are used in

electronic filing systems. i want to deal particularly with invertedfile systems becauseit is used in

practically all of the full text retrieval systemsavailable today. | will also give a brief overview of how
the bibliographic retrieval systems work and also take a brief look at micrographic retrieval.

In the invertedfile system methodo-

logy, which is illustrated on this
slide, there are three different files
set up within the computer system:
an indexfile; a file which contains a

list of postings; and the files containing the documents themselves.
The index files, broken down into
several fields within each docu-

pinesied fue yaametodoour

Field 1 index

Field 1 postings

ment, contain a list of every word

thatis likely to be accessed by the
users. Each of those words then has
a pointer to the postings list. The

postingslist contains the indices of

Field 2 index

Field 2 postings
Postingslists

Indexfiles

Document files

exactly where each of the documents contains each of those
words. The documents are filed in a digital form within the system. The inverted file

methodology requires documents to be duplicated a number of times, and since the words
generally exist once within the documents themselves, most of the words will exist again within

the indexfile. In addition, there will be the list of the postings, again containing pointerstoall of

the documents. One of the weaknessesis that quite a bit of storage is required for invertedfile

systems.

There are several types of inverted
file systems. If you were talking to
particular manufacturers, or to software package vendors about systemsavailable, they might use some

nuerted ile systems types:
Full inversion

postingslists contain every term (word or number) in documents

of the terms shown on this slide.

Partial inversion

Full inversion means that the post=

=
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entire documents are stored, but postingslists contain only

partial information (e.g. no location within document)

ings list will contain every word that
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is in the documents. The advantage

Incomplete inversion
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of full inversion is that you can retrieve documents using full text
keys. However, the disadvantage is
600 to
that a number of words
800 usually in the English language

appear manytimes and have very

little meaning within a document.

Partial inversion is when the entire documentis stored but the postings list contains only partial
information. For example, you will not be able to retrieve documents with key wordsin a particular order; you only know that those words appear somewhere within the document.

Incomplete inversion is when the vocabularyis limited by excluding some of the 600 to 800
words that | mentioned, which are usually called a stoplist or stopterms . Those stoplists

would then be excluded from the indices and the postings lists, and this greatly reduces the
amount of storage that is required for the invertedfile technique.
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This next slide shows the strengths and weaknesses of inverted file systems. One strengthis

that theyoffer full-text search on text. The technology allowsfairly fast querytimes since you
go directly to the list of fields, find

the locations of words in various

documents,

and

retrieve

those

documents. Generally, even with

very large files, the systems can
offer retrieval times of about 15 to
25 seconds and they are much
quicker for smaller files. There is

generally a powerful query capabi-

lity. This varies from package to
package but the software capabili-

ties that are put into the system determine how powerful that queryis.

Inverted file systems
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Multiple databasesare allowed due
to the technology that is available
and the fact that inverted file sys-

tems run on large mainframes. There is also extensive communicatio
n facilities available with
those mainframes.

Turning now to the weaknesses of inverted file systems
between 1.5 and 4 times the
documentsize is required for storage. 1% times would
be required when partial inversion is
used. Full inversion would require up to four times the size
of the document, depending on the
number of vocabulary words in the documents themselves.
Invertedfile systems do not allow
real time updating. Updates have to be done through a process
of deleting documents and then
re-entering them with the updated information on them.
Invertedfile systems are expensive. They require
a large mainframe compu

ter. In general, there
is no electronic mail system available as part of the syste
m itself, although some of the mainframe manufacturers nowoffer interfaces to electronic
mail systems.

| want now to look briefly at bibliographic retrieval syste
ms. Both full text and abstract searches
are utilised by particular packages. Mostof the early
bibliographicretrieval systems that came
Out in the late 1960s offered searches merely on
abstracts, looking at key words to retrieve
documents. Someof those early vendors, and some
of the newer ones, have converted now to
full text so that full text search is available, genera
lly done on a key word environment. The big
problem with bibliographic retrieval is that it
is really only a partial solution, and an
Organisation's ownfiles are not easily put into the
system. Somelarge companies now ask the
vendors that offer bibliographic retrieval systems
to input their ownfiles, but this is a process
that takes a certain amount of time, and generally
the files will not be available on a real-time
basis. The bibliographic retrieval systems usuall
y are charged by the various vendors on a
connect-time basis so that you are charged
for the actual time that you are connectedt
o their
mainframe and accessing information. This makes
the initial cost of getting into bibliographic
retrieval very small and makes it attractive to a
variety of types of users.

The third methodology is to use a computer-assist
ed micrographicretrieval system. Generally,
a central processor is used and in mostcasesthis
is a minicomputerwith software prepared for

it such that an inverted text type system
is used. Index files and postings lists, as
used in
inverted file systems, are input into the centr
al Processor. However, it is necessary to do this

manually in the case of micrographics becausethe
termsare not readily available in digital form.
Usually the user will have two terminals in front of
him. One terminal will be for entering the
requests into the minicomputer, which will search
the index files, find the postingslist, and in
this case the postingslist will refer not to an electronic
ally stored document, but to a location of
a microfiche or micro
film unit. A microfiche cartridge or a microfilm
tape can beinserted into

the unit, and an automatic key will be sent across from the minicomputer processor to the

microfiche storage unit which retrieves the microfiche itself on a separate terminal. This does
have the advantage of offering the
user a very large number of docueteiae

ments

several millions of docu-

ments are available in some of the
systems today. Some of these are
very elaborate systems. However,

they tend to be very mechanicalin
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retrieving either fiche or film documents from a stored location.

Let me now take a look at some of
the future developments that are
going to help greatly the implemen-
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tation of electronic filing systems

within organisations. Two of these
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were covered to a great extent by
previous speakers so | will not
spend much time on them. Increased data storage capacity is one, and the other is voice
storage which wascoveredin a state of the art sense yesterday by Fred Jelinek.

Image storage is another area that| will talk a little about. This was touched upon by Professor
Negroponte, and it will become more and more important for electronic filing systems.
Storage costs have come downsignificantly over the last 20 years to
the point where it looks as though
they will almost go downto zero. Of
course, that will not happen, but for

the foreseeable future, at least for
the next ten years, there are developmentsin the wind that will continue to reduce the cost of storage

at almost the samerate asthelast 20

years. | imagine that by the end of
this decade other developmentswill

come along to continue to reduceit.

So within the next few years we will

still continue to see a dramatic reduction in the cost of storage. This
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will make the storage of documents for subsequent retrieval in the office an extremely attractive
proposition.

Even with current technology, there are a lot of new developmentsin disc drives. One of these

cost
is the Winchester disc drive which is a sealed disc technology. In addition to reducing the

of storage, Winchester drives also provide high reliability, since the disc drives are sealed and

disc
are not subjectto a lot of the things that happen in the computer room environment when

drives are removed, returned to shelves, and then put back into disc drives. Another developing
technology, whichis an extension of the current technology, is thin film technology. This technology will continue to enlarge the amount of data that is available on rotating disc drives.
Currently, products that provide up to about a gigabyte of data are available and, through the
use of thin film technology, this storage capacity will undoubtedly expand by many factors in
the next few years.

Optical disc is a very exciting technology that is currently being developed by a number of
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vendors. Commercial products are becoming available, although generally, in thinking about
optical discs, we are considering products made for the home, for online movies and so on. But
if you apply the same technology to data storage systems, the amount of data that can be
stored on an optical disc will increase dramatically. By 1983, | expect that computer manufacturers will be offering drives that can store up to 200 gigabytes. Currently, optical discs offer a
read-only capability once information has been stored, since the storage process permanently
alters the disc itself. However, with 200 gigabytes available you do not have to concern yourself
too much with having to re-write data when you want to updateit. That size of storage system
allows you to forget about the old document, so you can re-write the changed documentinto
an area where you can accessit.

| believe that the primaryinitial application for which optical discs will be used is mass archival

storage. For example, in the newspaper industry, newspapers are anxious to get several

numbers of years of newspapers online to a retrieval system. This requires storage capacities
that are beyond the easy means of today s technology, and optical discs will offer a quick
solution to that problem in the next few years.

A related area to optical discs is storage of images. The reason why optical discs will become
very important in image storage is the current requirements for storing an image. A single page

of 2,000 characters of data would take 2,000 bytes of storage, but a black and white
facsimile

image requires 20,000 bytes (even with the data compression techniques usedin facsimile transmissions). However, a single-page size grey-scale photograph requires 200,000 bytes of storage
capacity, and a colour photograph will require between 800,000 bytes and one
megabyte of
data. Using today s technology disc drivesit is very expensive to store that amount
ofdata, but
optical discs will offer a solution to that problem in the next few years.

The current retrieval technology thatis available for imagesis similar to microgra
phics, and it
will probably be at least into the early 1990s before the optical disc manufac
turers will be able to
offer an attractive alternative for image storage.

Finally, | believe that within electronic filing systems, verbal messag
e storage will be an offering
that will be available within the next year or two. The storage
of verbal messages within
electronic files would be an alternative to what Roger Camrass mentio
ned as a storage device
within the PABX system. However, another mechanism for handlin
g voice storage would be by
interfacing the PABX to an electronic filing system.
By voice communication | really mean the elementary
form of voice communicat

ion that Fred
Jelinek talked about as isolated word recognition .
But | believe that within five years
manufacturerswill be offering this so that, for example,
a manager could call on the telephone
or communicate with the office wherehis terminal to his
electronic filing system was. Instead of
having to sit down at the terminal, he would use the
natural modality of speech and say,
Please give me my messages , and the system would give
him any verbal messages that were
stored there.

Anotherarea that\ e are looking at is verbal document
storage where documents can be input
and stored as verbal messages. Initially, this will be
particularly useful for the visually
handicapped. However, there are several applications
that will expand significantly over the
next few years. Within electronic filing systems,
the storage of verbal documents will be
possible once

optical discs are in common usage.

Dr. Jelinek spoke of voice dictation systems as being
available in about ten years. That was a
little more optimistic than | realised, and | shall be very
excited if that happens in the next ten
years. But voice dictation is definitely another devel
opment that will be very useful within the

environment ofelectronic filing systems.

Let me now briefly summarise. There are two things which
| believe are holding up the use of

electronic filing. First, whilst the technology exists today, westill have the problem that storage
costs are high relative to word processing. Storage devices for the 100 megabytesthat | talked

about cost in the region of $50,000 or so, while word processors can be bought for under

$10,000 now, and prices are dropping every day. However, | believe that storage costs will drop

to a relatively low level in comparison to word processors within the next few years, and that

will help to enhance the implementation of electronic filing systems within organisations.

The second item that | mentioned several times was the availability of an easy-to-use, officeoriented interface. This is necessary so that managers, professionals and secretaries will require
very little training, so they will be able to use an electronic filing system which today requires
specialised training, and is useful as a device only with the assistance of computer professionals. By the end of this decade | believe that most businesses will be communicating by
digitised information, and the real mechanism that will enable that to happen is the availability
of electronic filing systems.
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The first problem regarding microprocessor applications is where to start and
whereto finish.
As the title of the talk is Future Applications for Microprocessors
| could say that the
applications are anything and anywhere, and then leave the stage. In fact
the problems are
much wider than that and | could spend all afternoon talking about
applications in depth.
However, what| will try to do is to look at the application trend and
give someindication of the

limitations to that trend.

In orderto try to look at where we should go from here or where the
technology will go, first let
us look at where we have been. Microprocessor technology started
way backin the early 1960s

when people decided that they
should replace a semiconductor
device by a package system. They

replaced the one device right at the
bottom ofthe first slide
a transistor
with a gate madeout of resistor/transistor logic. The RTL gate
consisted of something like four
components on a chip. That was
the start of integrated circuit tech-

Number of integrated components

nology.

Wethen advanced fairly slowly till

about 1964 and put four devices on

a chip, which was a quad gate. So
you had the same thing that you

had before, an RTL gate, but four
times over. We then expanded thisa little further and produced
the ability to store one bit ofinfor-

mation. This one-bit storage facility was called a flip flop and
required about 16 devices on one
gate. (Sorry, the quad gate came later).

So we had the ability to store memory on an integrated circuit.
The complexity of chips
expanded, until you get to round about 1970, when you had 1,000
integrated components on a
chip. Thereis a fair time gap between the quad gate and the 1k
bit RAM. I should like tofill in

some ofthe information on that gap and the reasons why the technol
ogy started to take off.
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You are all aware that, during the 1960s, America had a raceon its hands: Kennedy's race to get
to the moon. Computing technology then had a target to aim at. That target was to build a
device which was capable of processing computing information on a spacecraft, on the moon
rocket, which had high reliability, small physical size and did not consume much power. We
also had to try to make sure that the device would encompassall the surrounding activity. In
other words, if you can reduce the interconnections round your central processing device you
can start to bring up the reliability, becausereliability is very much dependent on the interconnections. Prior to integrated components, interconnections were made by human operators
soldering joints together. So round about 1970, primarily because of the space race, we had
1,000 devices on a chip.

There were two main reasons why wegotto this stage. First, there was the space race; so we
had the motivation. The other thing was that at that stage America was not aiming to try to

build a microprocessor; it was trying to getall the devices of a computer into a small package

to producein fact a minicomputer, not
and to build up a configuration of packages together
a microprocessor. The motivation of the spaceraceis an important point to rememberthroughout this talk, because | will make the point later that microprocessor technology as it goes
through the 1980s will be very much dependent on people s motives for increasing chip density
and so on, rather than the ability to do it.

If you look at the graph on the slide on the previous page you will see that once we get to around

is
1974 two separate graphs start to emerge. The upper graph is regular logic and the lower graph

more complex logic. The upper graph means thatfor a particular point in time you have a higher
packing density of devices. The reason for this is due to the number of interconnections. Regular
logic,
logic is typified by memory devices which havea fairly regular pattern of cells. Complex
ction
interconne
complex
a
has
ssor,
microproce
typified by the pocketcalculator chip or the 8080
structure. You pay for complexity, and the way you pay is in silicon area.

chip which
The UART (Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter) is a communication
have two
you
So
bus.
data
serial
a
outto
computer
or
cessor
transfers power from the micropro
much more device
trends. You have a memory trend or regular logic trend which will be

ing where we go
intensive than the complexlogic trend. These areas are important in consider
from here with micros.

y the beginning of
One device that is not on that chart is the 4040 from Intel, which wasreall
provided the first
microprocessors. Around 1970 you had a 4-bit microprocessor which really

line you get into a lotof difprogrammable function on a chip. If you extend the complex logic
controllers and so on. The
ferent areas such as microprocessors, TV games, floppy disc

complexity there is interconnection.

complex devices on
If we look at this trend for complexity, we can seethat the trend is for more
The Intel 8080 has
ways.
many
chips and, furthermore, the ability to bring the functions together in
-in 2©° different
program
can
76 different instructions. If you combine all these instructions you
combination of
the
with
ed
combin
ways. So the complexity is important, but the complexity
to combine
ability
the
is
getting
weare
devices andinstruction types is even more important. What
blocks for
building
into
devices
t
these instructions into building blocks and combine the differen
system development.

get more and more
Let us try to predict the trend. If you look at the regular logic line, you
lot of talk about 64
a
heard
has
e
Everyon
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to predict where
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s
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ions. Furthermore, we
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should be able to increase the addressing capability of the chip, and hopefully the speed. In the
early 1970s you could have predicted where microprocessors would eventually go, although you
could not predict when and in what way.
These four areas, that is increase in speed, increase in the number of instructions, increasein

the memory capability and increase in the numberof bits, have all been achievedin the last

decade

but increases in speed have been a little bit less than the others. So you now have

16-bit devices, typified by, first, the Texas Instruments 9900, which came out in 1974 or there-

abouts, and then Intel s 8086, Zilog s Z8000, and now Motorola s 68000. Memory addressing
for

these devices is in megabytes rather than kilobytes. Now we have single chip micros with
a lot
of these other functions already on the chip; you have ROM and RAM on the chip. If
you takea
devicelike the Intel 8022, you also have analogue to digital conversion on the
chip. You are
starting to get more and more functions inside the silicon.

An interesting side point about these devicesis that if you look at the Zilog Z8000,
although it
has less packing density than the 64k RAM, it has about 17,500 instructions. It is
an extremely

complex device and the interconnection of these instructionsis
complex. The 17,000 active

components on a Zilog Z8000 happens, by sheer chance, to be the same
numberof valves that

the old ENIAC computer started with.

| have put some ofthe information
from the previous slide in a slightly

The evolution of integrated circuits

different form. We have gone
through the different categorisation

of packing densities, from small
scale integration with one or two devices up to 100 devices on a

package, through medium scale
integration, right up to large scale

VERY LARGE
SCALE INTEGRATION

Seared eee

integration and very large scale inte-

gration, and into grand scale integration after that. | have marked the
areas where these devices were
used. There were military micropro-

SMALL SCALE INTEGRATION
(ssr)

cessors round about 1971/72; com-

mercial microprocessors coming out
about the same time. Then you havedifferent trends
depending on whether you are talking
about state of the art with respect to devices on a
chip or functions on the chip. So weare
beginning to see where wewill eventually go.
The top of that scale on the slide is 100,000
components.

What | should like to do nowis to try to get some
indication of where we are now and predict
where wewill go in the near future. One of the
difficulties in projecting is that this scale is not
linear, it is logarithmic; and it tapers off at the top.
Most people who want to use previous
information and predict into the future like to
put a ruler through the graph and project
upwards. We cannotdo that in this case. So let
us look at a different method of projecting into
the future.

On the nextslide on the following page wehav
ethe cost of processing functions ona chip.
You
have seen this slide in many forms in other prese
ntations, but in each case device cost is comin
g
down. The first line

shows a combination of chips and the cost of that
combination; and the
second line shows howthe price of a single chip
configuration is coming down. You will see
that the cost of the devicesis

getting to a stage where we can predict that
it will cost nothing in
the near future. But that is not really a good indic
ation of the usage of the devices, because the

testing and the development labour will be morecr
itical and more fundamental to the cost of
the systems than the actual cost of the devices themselves
.

of indicators here. |
So let us try something else and look at devicesales. There are a fair number
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processing capability inside the chip, but an 8-bit data bus which makes them compatibl
e with
previous systems. So we cannotuse that table as a prediction of trends.
Let us try to examine the trends ina

different way. If you look at how
computers were used from 1950
through to 1978, you can plot the
way the system was implemented
against the component technology.
On the vertical scale you havecircuit design, building block design,
sub-system design, and system architecture. On the horizontal scale
you start with discrete components

The semiconductor device manufacturers are becoming the small-system manufacturers

put together to form a solution;

then small scale integration, going
ie
r
through medium scale to large
(el
scale. The trend has been for the
traditional system suppliers share
of the total design and manufacturing activity to become less.
The system suppliers shareis
being eaten into by the microprocessor manufacturer. As the
microprocessor manufacturer has
put more and more devices on chip, he has performed functions
that previously had been performed by someone who glued things together with transistors
and resistors. So you getto the
stage where the device manufacturer is starting to take
over a lot of the systems engineering
functions that systems houses are currently doing; and the
systems houses are concerned with
systems design rather than circuit development.
Wecan extrapolate this curve into the future, and
if we go off the screen you will see that the
integrated

circuit manufacturerswill take over systems by 1985,
according to the graph. But I do
notbelieve that will happen for two reasons. One reason
is because of the law of diminishing
returns

it is just not worth their effort. Secondly

and this is very

important
as you get
nearer the problem-solving area, the activity becom
es very applications dependent, and
systems suppliers do not have that expertise. So unless
they can identify a market where they
can put all the functions on a chip, or a significant
amount of functions on the chip, and unless
this market is broad enough, theywill not get into that
area. The main problem will be with the
degree of applications knowledge of the systems houses
.

So where does the UK stand in

comparison with America? This
chart is for 1977 butitisa goodindi-

cation of where we are now because today the differences are
worse. On the lefthand side we

Value of electronic production USA and Europe
£35 bn

showthe annual production of electronic equipment production. In the

Annualelectronic
equipment production
Annual integrated circuit
production

middle is the annual production of

integrated circuits, and on the right
the numberofinstalled computers

Installed computers costing
over £15,000

costing over £15,000. The lefthand

columns show that the annual pro-

duction of electronic equipment in
America was10 timesthat of the UK
in 1977. For the righthand columns,
the ratio is 13:1. But if you look at the middle colum
ns
round about 20:1.
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integrated circuit production

it is

This brings me back to the point that | made previously: a large percentage of the systemssales

value will be from the integrated circuit manufacturers. So, in the UK, weare not doing too well

s0 far as that is concerned. One thing | should pointoutis that whereas the righthand columns

show the number of installed computers costing over £15,000 in 1977, we now ought to be

talking about £5,000 and above for the same powertoday.

Another problem is the cost of systems in the UK compared with the costof the same systems

in the States. It is very common for systems imported into the UK from the States to cost the
same amount in pounds astheycostin dollars in the States. Thatis a very significant factor for

the future, because the numberofinstalled units that we havein the UK will affect our ability to

expand the knowledge base of computing in the UK, and weare very bad at this.

Atthis stage let me just underline some of the most important points made so far so that we can

look at the next stage with respect to them. First, micros will be a systems module rather than a

component. Secondly, the semiconductor suppliers will provide more of each system. Thirdly,
present systemssuppliers will be chasing a lower volume market and they will require in-depth
applications knowledge, because the semiconductor manufacturers will take the high-volume
partof it. Lastly, systemswill be much more complex and more will be expected of them as the
building blocks become more complex.

| should now like to look at the
market for different microprocessor

types. First, let us look at the traditional computer market, normally

The market size

ae
nae

programmed by users or systems
houses. On the slide you can see the

20

growth for 8-bit, 16-bit and 32-bit

20

yet, but those devices will start to

0

applications. Obviously, there is no
significant usage of 32-bit devices

have an impact from this year
onwards. There have been 16-bit

devices since about 1977, but the

Large growth in 16 & 32 bit
application
Emerging epplications will
require complex hardware
and software design
Application expertise will
be a major limiting factor
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dominant area has been 8-bit devices. But the growth in the future

will be in applications for 16-bit and
to understand specific
32-bit devices. The limit to the expansion of these areas is the ability
ons.
applicati
the
be
will
it
gy
technolo
the
be
applications. The limit will not

shown last May
Anindication of just how critical this applications area is to the industry was
UK. Intel was very
when | attended a meeting arranged by Intel for major consultants in the
ions areas,
concerned at that meeting about the ability to expand into many of the applicat
lity is
Thatfaci
becausethey needed a growing facility between the applications and the devices.

It is an area which is not
very much dependenton individual knowledge of applications areas.

his sales. So
really worth a manufacturer's effort to get into, but he needsto do this to increase
they are very concerned about applications.

about 1975, very
Let us look a little bit more at trends in microcomputer applications. Round

extremely
early days so far as micros are concerned (although, even today, they arestill
, cash registers,
immature devices) applications were fairly basic, and included CRT terminals

ly limited.
scales and electronic instruments. The system requirements of the devices werefair

software
Today, in the early 1980s, the applications require more complex hardware and
rs.
processo
ations
communic
and
configurations for word processors, retail business systems
communi
network
include
and
extensive
The systems requirements of today s applications are
memory.
of
types
different
and
rs
cation, high level languages, peripheral controlle
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In the future, VLSI will find its way into many complex applications. In business data
processing, it will go into the small business computers area, database management systems
and graphicsdisplay terminals. Office equipment will include word processing systems, micro-

film systems, facsimile equipment and teleconferencing products. It will also be used in financial

systems such as automatic tellers, electronic funds networks and point-of-sale systems.

VLSI will also be used in data communication and telephone networks. We have covered some
of these areas already in the conference. It will also be used in process control applications, and
| will come back tothis later in the talk. Engineering and scientific applications will also use VLSI
technology. The spread is phenomenal, but it is applications dependent.

By 1985 microprocessor applications will be even more widespread. We havealready talked
about electronic offices. Perhaps, by 1985, there will be 10 processors per employee on the
factory floor
not under the control of the employee, but usedin different processes. What
these processors will need are things like fault tolerant computing, transparent multiproce
ssing

and fairly sophisticated network architectures. So we will be asking these microprocessorsto
do a lot more than weare asking at the moment. The systems are capable, but weareasking
more from them. So, tomorrow s applications will reach a crisis level in system complexity.
If
we cannot provide thesefacilities in the UK, then Germany, Japan and America will produce
them.

One of the problemsis the trend
with regard to the relative costs of
hardware and software. You have a

lot of hardware capability at an extremely low price, and now the
major cost factor in any system will

be software. Software will define
the identity of your product or

system rather than the hardware.

Many of the tools are already available in hardware, but the softwareis
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still far behind.
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Let us look in a bit more detail at
three different applications areas
byte handling, computation, and

low-cost control. Low-cost control

in the process control area is
handled by 4-bit and 8-bit devices
and it is a fairly significant part of

the market. Byte handling, word

The three major market segments for microprocessor components

processors and so on, account for
the same percentage of the market.

B-Bit
Byte handling
41%

Computation, which mainly uses
16-bit processors, is a small percen-

tage of the market, but that percentage will grow.

4-Bit/8-Bit

Low-cost
control
41%

Let us look (slide on following page)
at the 4-bit and 8-bit low-cost control market. As you would expect, it
is

mainly

industrial

applications

(40%). Telecommunications applications (25%) are important, and

you also have some computing usage (20%), although that is
largely traditional rather than
being the best wayto do it. There is a small consumer area
and a small military area.
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The second slide on this page showsthe 8-bit byte handling market. Once again, this market is

dominated by industrial applications, telecommunications applications and computer applications.
The third slide on this page shows

the breakdown ofthe 16-bit computation market (there is a mistake in
this slide: consumer and computer
should be transposed). 16-bit de-

The 4-Bit and 8-Bit low-cost control market (41% of world total)

ine
acs

vices are mainly used in the comput-

ing area. That pie diagram represents only 18% of the total usage of
micros. | said before that there is
only twoyears history of 16-bit de-

vices, so you takethe figures shown

with a pinch.of salt, becauseit will
change dramatically.

| want now to look into future
trends. The slide on the following
page showsthe trend in memory
bit-density, and it shows magnetic

bubblesstarting to be the dominant
area. Moving head disc drives are
important and will be significant in

The 8-bit byte-handling market (41% of worldtotal)

Eorignitee

micros, but we will see different

25%

trends within different technologies.

If we look (second slide on following page) at dynamic RAM trends,

;

a

throughout the 1980s we will get

more and more devices on a chip.
This is what people predict, and this

in fact will happen. The motivation
there is to provide cheap memory.

But if we look (third slide on following page) even further into the

future, we have to change our

whole attitude to prediction, because what actually happens will

The 16-bit computation market (18% of world market)

depend notonly on what people can

Telecom
34%

do with technology and particular
devices. It will also depend on what
motivates them to do it. So there
are threelines on this prediction and
it goes right on to the year 2000.

Computer
17%
Industrial
Mil/
aero
14%

7%

The middle line is the best prediction of what will happen from present knowledge. But there are two
bands on eitherside of the best prediction. One band depends on the
the top
industry having the motivation to reduce the cost of the packaging. The other band,
will go
one, assumesthat there is no such motivation. If the suppliers muddle through, they
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along the top trend. If there is something like another space race or, heaven forbid, a war, then
they will go along the bottom trend. These are the factors that will affect how dense memories will be, how much it will cost,

and the capabilities of particular de-

vices.

Trends in memory-bit density show magnetic bubbles as today s densest devices

The same arguments apply to the
future trend of the speed of LSI circuits. Again, it depends on how you
approach the technology. One line
of the slide on the next page shows
a trend that depends on new mate-

rials. We do not yet know what new
materials will be available round
about 1992. But we can predict on
the basis of what has already happenedin the last decade that thereis
likely to be a breakthrough where
the materials will cause an increase
in speed. But if we do not do anything the situation will be different.
So it is not so much what people

1 a a

(source: National Semiconductor)

Dynamic RAMBit Density for State-of-the-Art RAM s
Bit/mm?

can do, it is what motivates them.

The second slide on the next page
showsthe future trends of the cost

10,000

of random access memory, again

on the samebasis.

1=3.5
1.4mm?
Chip size

Long term trends in memorydensity

(shown on the third slide on the
next page) will also depend on motivation. Referring back to the space
race in the 1960s, the technology

would not have advanced at the
paceit did if there had not been the
spacerace.
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Expected cost per packaged gatein LSIcircuits
© cs == aes

That's enough about long term predictions
let me now look at what
will happen in the next five years.
The first slide on the page after next
is produced as a result of Intel publishing its plans for the next five
years. This is significant, becauseit

10"

Package mprovements

|

|

Cost/packaged gate. cents

is not very common for computer

manufacturersto publish their plans
for the next five years. But Intel has
ee
1872 7976 t360 «ast_ <is68- es?~ «tese 2000
taken this step because not only do
they feel that it is important to
identify where they are going, but
also because the problems associated with the usage of the deviceswill
be greater than the fact
that they can actually build them.
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The chart starts in 1974 with the 8080, and that device is the basis for all the other families. At

each arrowhead we have the processor of the family, and behind that are the supporting
devices. So we have the 8080 with
Speedper gate at constant powerin LSI circuits
an 82XX and 825X, which are de-

the slide you havesingle chip microprocessors with less capability. |
should like you to consider these

three devices on the righthand side:

[Average propagition dolay/gates) at constant powergate
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the micro-mainframe. There is some
information on the second slide on
the next page about them.

dard microcomputer and a microcontroller. The microcomputer is
the 8088 and the microcontroller is

|

Forecast of cost per bit for random access memory (RAM)

the micro-mini, the micro-maxi, and

What| have done on thatslide is to
relate the three devices to a stan-

LSI technologies
power/gate 10-"W

i
i

The 8085 has similar functions to
the 8080 but itis a faster device. The
8088 is a 16-bit microprocessor with
an 8-bit data highway. Then thereis
the 8086 which is a 16-bit device.
With the 8086 you have the 8087
and 8089, which are an arithmetic
processor and I/O processor respectively. Towards the bottom of

Se ae a

vices that have not been announced
yet. So the 8080 will notdie off, it
will expand in the near future, but
not for that long.
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the 8022. As the functionality in-
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creases the number of bits per de-
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vice increases, and obviously the
price increases also. The perfor-
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mancerelative to the microcontrol-

ler shows you that the micro-main-

frame has a CPU performance between 20 and 70 times greater, and

the 1/0 ability is 6 to 45 times
greater, depending on how you use
It.

If we look at the memory addressing
capability, whereas there is 1k ad-

dressing on a microcontroller there

is between 256k and 8 megabytes
of addressing on the micro-mainframe. Memory management types
and howthey are implemented are
shownon the righthand side. The
important thing to remember is that
the first member of that family, the

and sigmicro-mini, will be available this year. So you are now beginning to getfairly complex
nificant capability on silicon.
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On the third slide on this page | have a comparison of performance for the same price between
1978 and 1985.
| should like now to cover the other
factors that will affect the technology trends. | have talked about
the density of devices, the cheapness of devices, the speed and so
on. Peripherals will be an important

factor. During the early 1970s there
was fairly healthy competition
amongst minicomputer manufacturers to get a piece of the action on
peripherals. You had small compa-

nies

providing

discs,

magnetic

tapes, input/output devices and
printers. In fact a lot of the minicomputer manufacturers began to

1974 13781976 1977

1978 i973 1960 1Si 1982 1983 1994 1965
Yes
>

moveinto that market themselves.
DEC, for example, hasa fairly large

peripherals facility now. Wherever

micros were used, theseperipherals
manufacturers started to respond

with their products by extending the

Microprocessor functional classes

Performancerelative
tore

products downwards, both in price
and capability, to cater for the micro

Mio
eystom
class

functionality

To begin with, you could probably

Micromaxi

_|16 or 32 bt S100-S500

market.

best characterise these peripherals

as cheap and nasty, and there are

still some around today. Buta lot of
them have matured and are now
providing significant capability at
the microprocessor end of the
market, to cater for particular applications. There are people like Qume
and Xerox producing printers, pri-

marily for the word processing market; but now DEC, Data Products,
and Racal are starting to impinge on
that market.

Level of

Typeal

price

Micromainframe 32bit

$400-$3,600}

Micromini

szosiso

[16 bit

Microcomputer [Bor 16 bic |stosso
Microcontrtier 8 bit
$2820

System evolution, 1978-1985
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Traditionally the storage on a micro

Personal computer
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1978
16 KB RAM

Cassette

(bytes)
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At a constant price, performance greatly increases

Home computer

Tee

32 KB RAM
80 KB Minifioppy
cRT

|32x256x

Mae

Mensserers

dynamic addressing,

segmented or paged:
ee
structured addressing,
segmented or paged:
Gace
static addressing

segmented or paged

Zeerme mes
cect or shootute

1985
128 KB RAM

256 KB Floppy disk

cRT

Thermalprinter

512 KB RAM

has been via floppy discs. The cur1 MBFloppy disk
CRT
rent capacity of a floppy disc is
Thermalprinter
Impact printer
Work station
64 KB RAM
1MB RAM
about 1 megabyte on an in.
0.5 MB Floppy disk
10 MB Fixed storage
gaccoo
CRT
double-sided, double-density disc,
2 MBFloppy disk
Thermal printer
CRT
and about % megabyte on quadImpact printer
Smail business
128 KB RAM
4MB RAM
density 5% in. discs. Burroughs
computer
10 MB Disk
80 MB Fixed storage
CRT
8
MBFloppy disk
have announced an 8 in. drive giv$30,000)
Impact printer
CRT
Impact printer
ing 6 % megabytes. Floppies are important, but, for micros, Winchester discs will be really important.
They will be very significant because oftheir reliability, their cost, and the packing density. You
are now talking about between 8 and 60 megabytes on a Winchester, which costs between
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$1,000 and $5,000. That is obviously significant for the future of storage on small machines.
Theproblem with the Winchester is thatit is fixed and you cannotuseit for archiving. Another
device that has recently been announcedis a cassette that can store 35 megabytes in seven
minutes. Also, you are now getting removable cartridge Winchesters and 5% in. Winchesters,
so the technology is notstatic.
There are also improvements in communications facilities for micros. | will not go into the
communications area very much becauseother speakers have already coveredit, but there are

obviously things like ring networks, Z-bus and Ethernet.

Limitations to growth of the use of micros are dependent upon applications, and applications
are dependenton software. If we look back at the software developed to date for micros, it has
been pretty pathetic. Initially, the software was developed by engineers, using assembly
language when they developed microprocessor controllers for a particular process application.

Later on, Basic was introduced, then some micros provided Fortran and Cobol facilities. Some

microprocessor manufacturers now provide operating systems at, for micros, fairly expensive
prices. But there again we come back to motivation. If there is a reason for a particular product,

someone will provide it. A case in point is a company called Digital Research. It is not a
computer manufacturer; it is not linked to Intel, Zilog, or Motorola; but it produces an operating
system which will sit on any Intel computer and any Zilog computer, either 16-bit or 8-bit. The
Digital Research people estimate that there are 100,000 existing users capable of running their
operating system, and it sells for £200 or £300. It is not the greatest operating system around,
and anyone can dig holesin it. But it is transportable and there is now a complete software
package industry sitting on top of their CPM. It is a low-cost product designed for masssales,
and that is what the micro businessis about.

The approach taken byDigital Research cuts across the whole idea of committees for standardising software and hardware, that take years to come up with an ANSI standard. That company

found the needfor a particular operating system, produced it, and sold it to so many people that
people now haveto pay attention to it. Their operating system has now become a de facto

standard, and they have now produced a multi-user version.

The same thing happened with hardware. There is a hardware bus called $100 which is now a

de facto standard. Again, it is not the best interface bus, but so many people are using it that
the IEEE in America now has a committee working to produce a standard based on $100.

Others

ascal

:

20

processor devices are developing at
a tremendousrate and thereis an in-

Focal

20

to look at some applications, beginning with data processing. Micro-

Cobol

Assembly only

30

Fortran

| have now lookedat facilities, at

software, and at trends within the
hardware structure. | would like now

PL/x

8

momentBasic is the dominant language. Basic will continue, but the
language to watch is Pascal.

Basic

This slide showsthe percentage usage of languages on micros. At the

dication within data processing
circles that perhaps you oughtto be
considering them. However, there
is a problem because most people want to be sure that the systems they purchase are
mature. They do not want to burn their fingers on untried systems
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they want someone else

to use it first. But the incentive for using micros in data processing or, more likely, for
connecting data processing installations together, is price.

The trend in the technology is for devices to become obsolete in 2 to 3 years, and thatis your
first major problem. Wheeled transport existed for thousands of years. Then camethe industrialised society, and Watt's steam engine lasted for 102 years. Capital equipment in the 1930s was

written off in 30 years. Mainframes todayare written off in five to eight years, depending on the
installation. Micros will become obsolete in two to three years. An analogy with this is someone
who bought a pocket calculator in 1975 with an LED display and four functions, for £20 or
thereabouts. Nowadaysthey probably do not use it because they have to replace the batteries
every two or three months. It is not obsolete, it is still perfectly capable, but thereis something
better on the market, with more functions, with LED displays, and you replace the batteries
every 18 months.

The same thing is happening with micros. They are not becoming incapable of being used, but
something more costeffective has come onto the market. Thatis a difficulty for any company
which is basing a product on microprocessor development. One of the problemsis that you
have to get the product onto the market as quickly as possible to make sure that you come
within this two to three year period. That problem impacts on the whole development process
of the product. If you do not have much time to develop the product, you do not spend too
much time on designing for maintainability, or reliability, or testability. It does not happen in
every case, but there is a tendency to get the product on the market at all costs.

If you look at data processing, smaller machineswill affect the decision making processin
data
processing. You areall familiar from your trade journals of trends both in smaller machines
and

increasing capability. You have now to consider smaller machines as part of the
procurement
exercise. You may decide notto do it, but you really ought to consider whether
or not a small

machine is capable of meeting your needs. It is your decision whether or not to use
a smaller
machine.

Data processing people will have to be much more concerned with the technologyand
the tech-

nical abilities of systems rather than with resource management. If the
systems cost less, you

do not necessarily need to make sure that they are kept at maximum efficiency,
24 hours a day.
Technology will change the whole structure of computing becauseit is becomin
g cheaper. So
decisions will have to be made at a fairly senior level. That is an indication of the
way things are
moving. People can no longer basetheir activity on established computing
practice.

Let us look at process control. Process control is different from data processi
ng becauseitis
engineering based and is concerned with a morerigid discipline than is tradition
al with data
processing. With process control, we are concerned with physical interfac
es
pneumatics,
mechanics, or electrical interfaces

rather than primarily with information, although wecover

that as well. But processcontrol is very much concerned with real-time tasks.
This is where the
history of micros is important because they grew out of minicomputers
rather than batch
processing machines, so they have an inherent ability to deal with real-time systems
.
On the slide on the next page | have shown a typical block diagram
of a microprocessor usedin

an industrial application. You will see there is the chip in the centre,
connected to ROM and
RAM memory. ROM memoryis used for your program and RAM memoryi
s used for storing
intermediate data. The whole deviceis timed by a real-time clock. There
is cassette storage for
your programs and for storing data. There are a number of interfaces
for printers, for alarms,
and for serial and parallel communication. There is also the facility for analogu
e to digital conversion at fairly high speed, and you can multiplex your digital inputs.
The implication of microprocessors for process control is that you now
perform tasks in
software that you previously performed in hardware. One of the problems in process
control
applications is that the engineers who are processing the data need to learn about
software
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which they have notpreviously been involved with. If, however, the engineers have a structured

approach to hardware, then the transfer to softwarewill not be too bad for them. However, that
has not happened in many process
control applications. So many

people hire computer experts to

Bea

write the software for them and if
these experts do not know enough
about the engineering process they
will create all sorts of problems. The
capacity for error is phenomenal.
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With process control applications
you basea fairly critical process on
something that is fairly inexpensive.
If you have not engineered the device in the same way as you would
engineer a much more expensive
hardware solution, you can build a
device that does not work. A lowcostsolution is no longer low costif it does not work. It is low costonlyif it does the job that it
was designed to do.

One of the problems with microsis that there are a tlemendous number offairly young engineersin the industry, without any experienceof applications. They know lot about theinternal
architecture of a Z8000, or an 8086 and could probably discussthe differences much better than
| could. They are getting into senior positions and they do not appreciate the problems ofthe
total reliability of the application. The situation is getting worse. You seeplentyof job adverts in

the technical papers for microprocessor engineers, and if you can spell the word you can get a

senior engineer's position. Not only is the company losing out, but the engineer himself is losing

out becausehe is never receiving appropriate training. When | did mytraining in the early 1960s,

| started as a raw graduate in fairly big industrial organisation. | made lots of mistakes, as we

all do, but most of my mistakes were trapped by someone moresenior than | was, who knew
what | was doing, who understood what the problems were, and who shielded the customer

from my problems. With micros this is not happening. Today, companies employ a micro
expert at 23 or 24, who makes mistakes and probably leaves the company before they are
found out. | know that this is a jaundiced attitude, but it is a very significant problem with
respect to companies using microprocessors for the first time. If you do not understand what
the experts are talking about, do not assume that they are correct.

One way of overcoming this problem is to get help in the assessment of new applications. The

Department of Industry are helping here by funding thefirst £2,000 of a feasibility study for
most microprocessor applications. But there is another problem with that scheme, because the
DOI has notvetted its consultants very well, and there are a tremendous numberof people who
will be quite happy to take the moneyoff you. | am pessimistic about micros so | am not going
to give you a happypicture of the situation.

If you look at the trends in the data processing industry (which are shown on the slide on the
next page) you will see that only programmer productivity has grown less quickly than system
reliability. One thing that should be pointed out with respect to microsis that system reliability
may well affect the hardware and systems software, but it certainly does not apply if you put
applications softwareinto it.

Looking now at hardwarereliability, the second slide on the next page shows some phenomenal
figures for mean time between failure. Micros are small, cheap, consumeverylittle power and
they are highly reliable. People assume, therefore, that they must be able to workin their
application without any problems in the future. Without doubt, the hardwareitself is highly
reliable. But if you put the software in the hands of someone who does not know what he is
doing, or does not know your application, you can forgetall about reliability.
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My third slide on this page illustrates the softwarereliability problem. This is not specific just to

micros, but it is very relevant for micros. People may disagree with the figures on the slide,
but they are fairly indicative of
what happenswith software. Look
Data processingindustry growth trends
at that bottom line. The average
fraction of errors due to. programming mistakes is one-half. That
meansthat the other half was due
1955_| 1965 1975 1985
to incorrect understanding of the
inoleey
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so
320
problem, or to a badly defined speMeme eee
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cification. On micros where you do
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not understand the problem, where
people are much more concerned
with the technology, with the fact
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On a 16-bit micro, the potential for
error is phenomenal.

The first slide on the next page
shows the expenditure during the
life cycle of a normal fairly large
project.

| have split it into four

phases. The conceptionstage is a

Failure rates and meantime between failure Motorola MC6800 microprocessor
SS

eee

fairly small percentage of the cost,
not because there is not much effort there but because you are not
using processor time and you are
not using lot offacilities that you
have to uselater on.

During the development stage you

If you look at the second slide on

impact of the conceptual stage on
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ie

starts to cost a lot more. During the
production stage you use a lot
more facilities, and even more
during the operation and support

the next page you can see that the
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Softwarereliability parameters

the total life-cycle cost of the project is much higher than anything
else. So you makedecisions during
that first stage which will lock-in
your life cycle costs. You may be
able to increase the costs but there
is not much chanceof being able to
reduce them at subsequent stages.
This comes back to the problem of
micros. If you are too hasty in developing a solution to the problem,
you will miss out on this first stage; you will
actually going to do it.

faeoe

Average number of initial program errors

Oere

Average manpower to correct an error

Average computer time to fix an error
Average number of errors per new system software release
Average fraction of errors due to programming mistakes

anes
1 per 100

Sree ef source
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6 man-hours

2 hours
1,000

%

not spend enough time in defining how you are
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| have an example on the third slide on this page of the different time scales, depending on

whether you jump into coding your program or whether you design it before you code it. If you

spend a fair amount of time designing the program before you code it,
you will end up with less time being

taken up by the whole project. But if

Expenditures duringlife cycle

you jump in without designing the
program, it will cost you a lot more
time to debug it and to implementit.

The first slide on the next page gives

a graphical indication of the twodifferent approaches.

How doesthis affect micro development? The second slide on the next

50%

35%

Conception
stage
|

Production

12%

3%

Operation
and
suppor

Development

page is a fairly simple graph repre-

senting the reliability of most soft-

ware systems, but it can also apply

to failure rates on micros. You eventually get the system debugged.

Then you haveto change it. Coping
with change is one of the problems

with micros. If you do not think
about the changesfirst and about

how you are going to bring out

version 2 or version 3, it will cost a
lot. It will also cost you a lot of fai-

lures. The point indicated by A

on

Effect of early decision onlife cycle cost
100

Percent of locked-in
incase

95%

i
End of conceptual design review

50

the slide is where the system was
scrapped and transferred to a new

machine, and the problems have
started again.

Systemlife cycle

| should like to finish by reviewing
the trends in the single chip compu-

ter market between 1979 and 1984
(shown on the third slide on the
next page), and relate these to a for-

midable force that is entering the

field. The first three slides on the

End of critical design review

Endof system design review

Years

Effort applied in poor and good programs

page after next show the dollar

value, the average selling prices and

the number of units shipped for

4-bit, 8-bit and 16-bit single chip
microcomputers.

Program design
Program implementation
Debugging
Subtotal:
Maintenanceover life
Modification overlife
Total:

The 16-bit market has changed
becauseit only started recently.

The fourth slide on the page after

Coded
5%
45%
50%
100%
25%
50%
175%

Designed
35%
10%
35%
80%
5%
10%
95%

next shows the important thing,
and that is Japanese production of

electronic devices. The top line

showstotal production, and the line

below showsimports to Japan. The

bottom line shows the Japanese exports. Round about 1984, Japan will be a net exporter of

electronic devices, and the States will take 60% of these devices. So the emphasis of semicon-
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ductor manufacture is changing from the States being a net exporter to becoming a net
importer.

Remember what | said at the start

that the people who manufacture
devices will be the systems sup-

"Finish

pliers of the future and they will get
the major part of the total value.
Finally, let me look at Japanese pro-

ducts. The final slide (on the page
after next) shows some of the

"Coded"

Product visibility

fa"Designes

Japanese manufacturers and their

involvement in the market, either as

a major vendor, or entering the field
with a strong capability. As you can
see, the Japanese manufacturers
cover a wide variety of products.

That

is

the situation

with

Elapsed time

the

dominant country in the business.

They have better CAD facilities than

the States, and they now have set
their minds on software. The Japanese have always known where
they are going, and they will be very

Reliability of most software systems

dominant within the first half of the
next decade.

| should like to finish by quoting

from a recent article in the journal
Management Today, which started:

Failure rate

Systemlife

The UK is on the vergeof the biggest technological change since

the Industrial Revolution, and it

presentsall the confidence of an

old lady trying to cross the road.
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Worldwide 4-bit single chip microcomputer market (excludes calculators)
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Major Japanesesuppliers and their products

Source: Most & More Inc., Tokyo

Fujitsu Hitachi] Matsushita] NEC |Ricoh

PABX

Facsimile

Small Business

Wordprocessing
Personal

computers

Data

Copiers
Legend

Major vendor, good reputation, strong market position

RN Enteringthefield, but not strong in market
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SESSION H

THE FRENCH ELECTRONIC TELEPHONE DIRECTORY
AND THE TELEMATIQUE PROGRAMME
Roy Bright,

Intelmatique

marketing of the
Roy Bright's earlier career was in the British Post Office and included the
the world s
became
he
that
1970s
experimental packet switched service, but it was in the early
he
division,
ional
internat
Prestel
the
first viewdata commercial manager. Later, as head of
e.
elsewher
and
Holland
,
Germany
negotiated the series of software agreements with West

to set up a non-profit making
Since his more recent appointment by the French administration
leads a

. As managing director, he
commercial subsidiary, he has established Intelmatique
for the promotion of the French
ibility
respons
multi-disciplined team of experts and has global

foreign organisations planning
Télématique programmeand is already collaborating with several
to use this French technology.

tion on previous occasions, wearing a
| have addressed membersof the Butler Cox Founda
of some use to you, to inform you about the plans in

different hat. | hope today that | will be
ned with videotex, although that
France. The first point is that my mission is not just concer
isa
tique programme. The programme
naturally is an important feature of the French Téléma
inc Report, a couple of years before |
Nora-M
the
in
lly
generic title. Its title was coined origina
,

as the convergenceof informatique
wentto France, to describe what could best be described
. Having been coined, the term
the French term for data processing, and telecommunications
word than

it was a much more attractive
tended to lapse. But | found, on going to France, that
past
clumsy words that have been bandied around over the

compunications and other rather
the focus for this French programme, so
year or so. | suggested that we might adoptthe term as
Weare quite happy if people want to spell it
we have now the French Télématique programme.
witha k . | have asked people to feel
with a c instead of a que or, in the case of Germany,
that trips easily off the tongue.
free to do that, but atleast it is nice to have a word

se | believe that in the coming years
| think that it is important to have this title, becau
businesslives and in our

antto us, both in our
Télématique will become more and more import
a
key features to bring out. It is one thing to have
private lives. However, there are a numberof
.
ations
implic
s
reit
s and whata
term, it is another to understand whatit mean

oped in France as a national programme. It
First, the programmeof Télématique has been devel
and
t
l marke opportunities have been identified
is only more recently that the internationa
des later, but essentially it is a dynamic
addressed. | will come back to this with some of mysli
cts to add to
einherited at least three produ
programme. Eversince| have been in France wehav

there.
those which were first mooted when | went over

with apologies to a well-known American
One wayof defining the Télématique programme
and it is multi-application. To
is the 3M's. It is multi-product, it is multi-supplier,
company
becauseit is also multi-national. Those
avoid embarrassing 3M we might call it the 4M's,
French Government's ambition to create
objectives of multiple application have at their root the
is not to say that every home, or every
an information-based society during the 1990s. This
all day, tapping to each other. Whatis
person in every homewill be sitting down at keyboards
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important to recognise is that the Télématique programme asa first objective, and yet a very
vital objective, seeks by economies of scale, by mass production, and by the useof the everdecreasing cost of LSI, to bring the price of these products and services downto a level which
initially will penetrate much more into the small and single man business sector, and later even

into the home. One important initiative that the French are taking

service

is addressing that goal specifically.

the electronic directory

the opportunities that have been

USsreerm

ucts. Unlike many countries

~ USE OF SEMI-CONDUCTOR TECHNOLOGY

The four factors that | have identi-

fied on this first slide are an attempt
to encapsulate all the objectives and

described for the Télématique pro-

gramme. First, acoherent R&D programme ensuring compatible prod-

and

to someextent| include the UK in

this

there has been a very serious

attemptin France to coordinate the

R&D work for the Télématique programme. If you look at the most obvious and striking examples of the
broadcast teletext systems and the
interactive videotex systems, known
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TWENT TO ACHIEVE
JISATION WITH FOREIGN NEEDS

fondly as Antiope and Teletel respectively, they havetheir origins
in a common research and
development centre, in Rennes. Both the telecommunications
authority and TDF, the French
broadcastdiffusion authority, jointly fund that research centre.

This coordinated R&D also takes advantage of the favourable
trends of the price of technology.
| suggest that, without that, many of the things that we havedi
scussedin the past two days
would not have been possible; and naturally that
applies equally to the Télématique
programme.

The next factor is a modular design philosophy to maxim
ise adaptability. That

is a bit of a buzzword phrase, but what it means is that each produ
ct has been developed essentially to create
the maximum Opportunity, or synergy, to which
these products can lend themselvesin various

applications. When welook at the electronic directory
you will find that the technical compatibility between it and Teletel is a striking example of that
goal.

The fourth factor is a commitment to achieve harmonisat
ion with foreign needs

. Those of you
who follow closely the videotex discussionsin
CCITT might smirk little at that, but the fact
remai
ns that a key objective in France is to create ultimately
a world standard, but certainly a
European standard in such matters as videotex, facsim
ile and so on. It also means that products
designed for the French home market will not necess
arily be readily adopted
or even suitable
for overseas markets. So there is an attempt
here in some of the

design options that are
being plannedinto the French national system to maxim
ise the opportunity to relate them more
closely to foreign needs.

So the first of the Télématique family is the
videotex system development, which is called
Teletel in France. There are a number of impor
tant, fundamental points of a non-technical
nature to

make about this development. The first and most striki
ng point is the objective of the
French PTT not to become an information database
manager. That puts it in a nutshell.
Essentially what it means is that the PTT will, following
the Velizy trials, back off completely
from database management and that activity will be condu
cted by the industry itself
be it
private industry, government agency, or whatever form
they represent.
That has important implications, not least of which is that
the industry, including the supporting
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industry, the software houses and the hardward manufacturers, has to be much moreversatile
and flexible. A centrally-managed videotex system has some strengths. For example, every-

body knows which way he is going,

and, provided someone gives a direction, it is easier to conform.

However, in conforming, you perhaps lose some of the benefits and
someofthe striking features of the

development of that videotex ser-

vice.
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type of index
base should use, and the type of
security level that should be im-

posed within the database operation. That is a complication which |

is a key one,
am sure many of you, as users of videotex and like systems, will appreciate
user.
ed
untrain
the
and
market,
mass
the
is
particularly if your ultimate aim

that if |amina
The French objective does, however, bring some benefits in its wake. It means

myself with the
banking operation and | wish to make use of Teletel, | do not have to concern
are available for
factthat it will take X months, or maybeyears, before certain levels of security

misuse. Because the
me to exploit in order to allow my banking operations to be free from
whatlevel of security | require
responsibility is mine, as the operator of that system | will decide

and whether | should invoke somesort of

smart card.

about trying to transferall my
Similarly, if | am a mail order operator, | do not have to worry
| operate my own system and|
inventory, all my database material on to someone else s system.
to have certain passwords if
decide who | allow on to that system. | decide whether they have

system. Maybe tree
they are agents or the end user, and | decide how | update and index that
French approach has
the
So
structure is not the best way to handle a particular application.
in
ity. | would suggest that,
strengths and it has its penalties, but one thing it does haveis flexibil
different types of indexing
is
vis-a-v
many cases, the concern expressed about market confusion
make his own decision.
to
allowed
is
structures can be overcomeif the operator of the system

they can best comprehend
He knowsbetter than any PTT who his customers are and what
where it

thatit is putting responsibility
when they wish to access his system. So in a way| think

best belongs.

non-tree-structured indexes, is
Another key point that it brings in its train, having referred to
keyboard. Otherwise we
umeric
alphan
full
a
have
that you have to assume thatall terminals will
technique and 80% of
search
tive
associa
of
sort
some
will be in real trouble if we try to offer
ramifications of that original
your users have numeric-only keypads. So again there are certain
manager. These ramifications
decision that the PTT, in principle, should not be the database

noting when you are tempted to ask
haveto be taken into account, and | suggest they are worth
nces

are some fundamental differe
what is the difference between Teletel and Prestel. There
more concerned with features,
which are not technological differences per se but are much
attitudes and policies.

responsibility on the industry, on
To summarise on thisslide, firstly | have referred to the greater
d to the fact that to serve the
hardware suppliers and on software houses. | have also referre
two
the Velizy trial, which starts in
growing number ofservice providers planning to take part in

interest. For instance, a standand a half months time, there are different types of customer
er reason, had decided
alone devicetypically would be needed by a company which, for whatev
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to go into Teletel without any existing commitment. Maybe they do not have a computer
already, or, if they do, they do not want to disturb that side of their business. Whateverthe
reason, they want a separate application because of the advent of Teletel. Whereas, as|
mentionedearlier with the mail order example, if | have an existing database and | wishtoutilise
that, then | am interested in a front-end solution. The particular example that | have in mind here
would be two of the major mail order companies in France. Both have IBM 370s which carry

their present database. So they have been offered a solution by the industry which would

involve an IBM Series-1 emulating a 3270 looking into the database, and matching the Teletel
standards and protocols looking out to the network.

The Portabase is a trade name ofa particular piece of hardware developed in France, but it
represents a range of options, which essentially is a mini-videotex system. A number ofsimilar
developments have already occurred in the UK, becauseit is recognised that thereare certain

applications where a modest-sized, low-cost, stand-alone videotex system could be
of use

within an organisation, and if that organisation is geographically dispersed it does not matter,
The Portabase range is an indication of those types of developments.

Finally, there is the concentrator. You will appreciate by what | havesaid earlier that if you
have
a distributed database
which is essentially what Teletel envisages
and an equally widely

distributed customer base, the networking becomesa very important feature. In
fact, one of the

benefits in France that has enabled the PTT to take this rather more transparentrole,
is the
existence of Transpac, which offers distance-independent tariffing. So in France you will
have
the appearanceoflocal concentrators which will handle the interface between the local
population of Teletel users and, if it is over a longer distance, link you in to Transpac, which
will then
act as a main highwayto the distributed databases.

The other form of concentration should not be neglected, because the
very nature of the
system puts much more onus on the need for a menu

a menu of information or topics that

are available somewhere in that widely distributed system. So there will be
a need for some

form of concentrator, but working more in a commercial sense. Indexing
and maybe centralised
billing and tariffing and other features can be incorporatedin it, as distinct
from the communica-

tions concentrator to which | referred in the previous example.

To give one angle on the approach

to Teletel, this model represents a

Thomson CSF device which is
based on an existing TV display.
Underneath the display you will ob-

serve the rather smart plinth on

which it stands, which contains as
you would expect the decoder,

modem and so on. The lady in the
photograph is holding the full alphanumeric keypad rather than the numeric only keypad to which | referred earlier.

| should add that since January 1980
the French TV manufacturers have
agreed that all sets produced will incorporate a special interface
for such things as video
cassette recorders, but which includes an external adaptor for videotex
systems. That means
that anybody buying a TV since January 1980 automatically has an interface
built into the set
which overcomes one ofthe criticisms of external adaptors
namely the slightly poorer quality
image that one gets if you go in through the antenna.
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The second member of the Télématique family, electronic directory systems, generates more
interest than any other single product in the Télématique programme. It is worth spending a
few moments on it here, then we

will come back toit later with some
application examples. Essentially it
refers to the ability, as you would
expect, of any electronic directory
system worth its salt to meet the
needs of PTTs and carriers. That
was the main reason for the French
development. The intention is that
there will be a supply of low-cost
terminals to all telephone subscribers, enabling them to access the

electronic directory databases at no

cost to themselves sofar as the terminal hardware is concerned.
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This system has already started a

sinvolved,
series oftrials. One took place last June through to September, with about 50 customer

primarily to address the questions of man/machine dialogue

the user friendly approach thatisso

1,000
importantif it is to succeed. Later this year, in June, another trial will start with about

of this
terminals, and this trial will refine some ofthe lessons learnt from last year. Inthe last quarter

In that location
year, the 2 million usertrial will start. It is scheduled to take placein Ille et Vilaine.
be mounted, and
the complete database of directory entries for that department of France will
one ofthe electronic
every telephone user in that department of France will be equipped with

directory terminals.

e Teletel
For non-technical reasons, during the trial the terminals will not be allowedto accessth

that the reasons are nondatabases, which by then will also have been established. But | stress
r attitudes to the
newspape
technical. In other words, there are certain implications vis-a-vis

classified ads/ Yellow Page greyarea. (This areais the focus of attention in many partsof

the world,

ical. Technically, those
including the USA.) Nevertheless, | stress that the reasons are non-techn
readily.
very
terminals and the network could allow that access to happen

My next heading

commercial applications

is to remind metostressthat although the system

whyitshould notbe usedin
wasdeveloped for an electronic directory, there isabsolutely no reason
(and indeed the softpublicity
the
ofall
non-directory areas. This is an important point because

if you stop to consider
ware), whichis designed to emphasise the directory application. However,
built into it
the terminal, with a low-cost monochrome screen, with a Teletel decoder

itis equally

is that the software
happy working with othertypes of information. Less obvious, but equally true,

of commercial applications in
developed for this system can be exploited for many other types

the software uses for the
waysthat are not apparent atfirst sight. For example, the basic fields

number, and maybe profession if
directory mustinclude initials, name, address details, telephone

four or five fields and you
we are looking at the Yellow Page side. If you think of that as a set of

e item for telephone number
replace some of those headings with other topics (such as catalogu
that there is a certain
visualise
to
begin
can
you
details),
and item descriptor for name and address

applications. It is worth
transparency about this software that lends itself to non-directory

you start to see some of the
considering this as second-generation videotex, because once
e. It uses full alphanumeric, it
demonstrations and the capability of this software, itis very impressiv
we have taken someterms from
uses inverted file techniques, and it allows you to have focusing
up a telephone number ina
photographylike autofocusing and autozoom . If you are looking

havethe full name and
strange town, one ofthe first things that the system will ask you if you do not
Would you like a list of districts? Answer: Yes , and up
address details is, Which district?
angle if you prefer.
comesa list of districts. Now you can start searching from that

in any non-profesAll these techniques and the software to support them have tremendous value
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sional area that you like to envisage.
Another important example would
be in the problems of misspellings
and phonetic problems of that nature. Again, the software has been
designed to cope with those problems. So | would argue that this is a
very useful example of second-generation videotex software.

Some of the hardwarefor the electronic directory system has been developed. The French PTT placed research and development contracts

for the terminals with each of four
major manufacturers: Thomson
CSF, Telic, TRT (the Philips subsidiary in France) and Matra. The PTT
defined the characteristics of the
service in the form of a facility specification and allowed the manufacturers to work out the technical
solutions and the packaging. These
four slides show an example from
each of the manufacturers, al-

though most of them prepared four

or five different versions just to
show the variety of treatment that
they each applied to the problem.
They are very neat, and could look

something like the final version that
will be used in the trials at Ille et
Vilaine. One of them is interesting in
the sense that it has an integrated
handset. This is another interesting

feature, particularly when we look
outside of France in terms of the use
of these terminals in other countries
for non-directory applications.

The next item (seefirst slide on next

page) on the Télématique list is

mass facsimile. There is nothing
newin facsimile, and nothing particularly new aboutfacsimile over the
normal dial-up network. Whatis interesting, however, is the key word

low-cost . Typically, US$500 is

the target cost per unit, and the
production envisaged to reach that
target would be a million units over
a ten-year period. As you will appreciate from those numbers, we are

not now talking of penetration into
every home, but rather penetration
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throughout the complete strata of
business organisations right down
to the smallest shopkeeper. Mass
facsimile units could provide small

businesses with the added benefits
of a low-speed photocopier and
hard copy videotex output, where,
for example, a shopkeeper uses
videotex and wants some hard copy

occasionally, yet does not wish to

~= HARD eeeyBs

afford the price of the dedicated
hard copy device.
Of all the Téleématique family, mass
facsimile is the trickiest to give timescales, objectives and dateson. It is
not as advanced in somerespects in
terms of commitment from industry, in terms of definition and so on.

Later this year a pre-production

model should appear for evaluation,
but if someone said to me today,
I'd like a thousand of those massfax units in the next six months, |
would be embarrassed. But we
would try.

Here (second and third slides on this
page) are two examples of the
manufacturers products that have
been developed along theselines.
The first one was Thomson, and
this one is Sagem, the Safax 2000.

As you can see, it is rather battered
looking, becauseit has been carted

around many placesin the last few
months. So massfacsimile is an ob-

jective and will be appearing in the

next couple of years as a viable,
low-cost product.

Moving now (fourth slide on this
page) to Telewriter
this needs a

little more explanation because it

has not been around for long, al-

though the principles and the technology are well established. It is
an interactive graphics / manuscript
service provided over the PSTN.

The history of Telewriter is that
the audiographics teleconferencing

commitment in France is quite big

indeed part of the Télématique

programme is to promote that development. To support it
that is
to add the graphics element to the

OUReyGetta
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main audiographics
the Telewriter has been developed, and for that reason it is fairly high
costin termsof its comparatively low-volume production. However, | have taken the view since
| came to France that Telewriter does have some interesting capabilities in its own right
ona
station-to-station or person-to-person basis rather than an audio studio-to-audio studio basis
over a leasedline. Indeed, provided the PTT in any particular country give their blessing to the
actual modem, there is no reason why simultaneous speech and telewriting should not be
achieved between two people talking over a normal, dial-up circuit.
The last item on the slide refers to a second-generation development, the prototype of which
appeared in 1980. The prototype hasthe ability to create a mixture of videotex information and

telewriting graphics, such as a signature, on the same screen. This development has some

software implications at the videotex level because you haveto link maybe four videotex frames
together to carry the mix of videotex data and the telewriting material. Nevertheless,

technically, we have shownthat this can be done.
Let me move on to the current version of the telewriter. It is limited to

the colours that you see on the
slide, red and green, and itis limited

in terms of the size of the writing

area to not much larger than a sheet
of toilet paper. However, the next

edition does have a much wider
writing area. It relies on capacitive
techniquesin order to sensethe writing and it uses a probability curve in
order to create the speed ofthe circuitry. In addition to a larger writing
area, eight colours will be available

on the next edition. The next edition

will also have the ability to combine

videotex and telewriting.

From my point of view | think that telewriting could be a useful development. Several American
companies have their head office on the East coast and their R&D centre on the Westcoast.

These companies have looked at Telewriter and said,

This could be just the answer to some of

our needs . At present they are on the phone every daytotheir colleagues, trying to describe
something they would like to see done with circuit design, or discussing a management
problem, or maybe discussing an advertising logo. Telewriter lends itself to all those sorts of

applications very nicely.

| mentioned earlier that the chip
card could be conceived of in a
number of applications. The first

PEet

focus at the moment, as you will

| eaescaeoe

one

point to makeis that the technology
can be applied in many ways. The
gather from this slide, is in the finan-

cial area for point-of-sale and home

transactions. But the chip that appears in the plastic card has intelligence. It is powered from the reader. It has the ability to have what
we might call a non-secretfield and
a secret field. Information in the
non-secretfield can be accessed by
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any terminal, whereas the second level of information is accessed only with the full agreement
of the user, who has to key in his or her own PIN number before any accessis available.

The interesting feature of the chip card is the technology of the card rather than the terminal. It
is a rather thick plastic card, but otherwiseit looks like a conventional credit card. (Ed.: At this
point Roy Bright held up a chip card.) In this corner you can see the actual chip with the
interface leads. There are eight interface leads here of which six are currently used and two are
there for future possibilities. The chip card is definitely still under early development, let me

stress that straight away.

The plans in France are quite interesting. There will be trials of such a card in one or morecities
in France
Lyon hasalready been selected as one testbed
towards the end ofthis year or at
the beginning of next year. There are four manufacturers involved, each doing their own
development work on this subject
Cll-Honeywell Bull, Electronic Marcel, Dassault and

Flomic Schlumberger. Dassault have been concentrating on an intelligent magnetic stripe card
which takes care of debiting and crediting, but now are working on a second version which will
combine a magnetic stripe on one side of the card and a chip on the other. Dassault are taking
this approach because for a number of years there are bound to be twotypesof terminal living
alongside each other, and they want a card that can be used in either type of terminal.

The technology of the smart card not only offers greater security
hence the excitement it is
arousing in the banking and money market areas
but alsoit is a very versatile computer. In
fact the name given to it by Cll-Honeywell Bull, CP8, is an abbreviation of computer-in-thepocket 80, anditliterally is that, and it has somevery interesting possibilities.
To give you one example other than banking, it can be used for medical information, where the

bearer of the card has on the non-secret area of the card such statements as allergies, blood

group and so on. On the protected area of the card, where only his PIN number can open the
door, there would be a lot more privileged, confidential information which he must agree to
disclose only to an authorised person. Similarly, chip cards could be used for security access.
Another application that has been developed in France is that of TV subscription. In North

America Cable TV and other people are anxious to broadcast programmes, someof which they

do not mind who sees them provided that the viewer pays a monthly flat rate fee, and others of
which you pay on demand or pay on use. The chip card with the appropriate reader would allow
that discrimination. For example, only those people who havepaid special fees for this month s
box office release would be allowed to see it and they would paybyinserting their card into a

reader.

The first piece of hardware to use
the chip cardis in the retail industry.

The card allows the merchant to

operate the terminal itself, but with

the handheld keypad it allows the
userto invoke his own PIN number.
This can be used both on-line and
off-line. You will see from the slide
that it is a magnetic stripe card
rather than a chip card. It will be on
trial later this year in France, at St.

Etienne.

The magnetic stripe card will eventually be replaced by the smart
card. On the first slide on the next
c
page is a mock-up ofthe configuration that might be envisaged whereby one ofthe electroni
could
users
The
keypad.
directory terminals could be used in conjunction with that handheld
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notonly do their browsing round the best buys but could pay for those best buys, or inspect

their bank accounts, or check the value of that card. One of the features of the card is that it

will give you a read-out of a value. It
has many waysof being usedfinancially. Not as a credit card, | stress.

One of the more popular usesis that

you literally buy a card worth, say,

$100 andit is debited each time you

use it. You can get a read-out on

any terminal of the amount of
moneyleft on that card at the time

you wish to check that.

| said earlier that | should come back
to the electronic directory. It is one

thing to talk about terminals, but it
is another to talk about what the

user can do with the terminals and

how meaningful the service may be
to the user. What | have done on
this series ofslides is translate some
of the typical French screens into

English to illustrate the principle of

the electronic directory. | go no further than that. First, it offers the

user a choice either of alphabetical
(i.e. White Page) listings or Yellow

Page listings, or at the bottom of
the screen, emergencies, doctors,
fire service and so on.

TELEPHONE DIRECTORY
bee 13)G0,(coe a3)a

Let us assumethat the user opts for

a White Pagelisting. You will see
that on the screen he is invited to
key in,

lam looking for. . .

You

need the name of the person and
the community, with as much detail
of the address as you can provide.
The grey areas at the end which display the control commands NEXT,

SEND, SEND AGAIN, or PREVI-

OUS, indicate the control buttons
on the keyboard which the user
would operate to invoke the next
step. Let us assume that the user

has, in one-finger fashion, typed in

MORVAN, and for community he

has typed in the name PARIS,

which is a fairly open-ended search
area for any computer. This is
where the system gets moreinteresting.

ae

_REPMABETICALLISTING
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IN WHICH COMMUNITY ?:
ES
WE HAVE 19 ANSWERS. HELP US!!

Nae reat yee)
OR THE ADDRESS-~~-----FOR THE COMPLETE LIST
ING

The example (third slide on this

page) is rather artificial, for | am sure that there are more than 19 MORVANs in Paris, but for the

purposesofillustration it is claimed that there are 19 listed with that name in Paris. If you
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had this in real-time on the screen, the top half stays available and the bottom half
is erased, and
a new entry made on the bottom half of the screen alone which says,
We have 19 answers.
Help us! If you know the first name
or the address press SEND, which
means that you would type in whatever you know; or alternatively, if

you cannothelp us any more,
We
can give you a completelisting in
which casepressthe control button
marked NEXT.
We assumed (first slide on this
page) that the enquirer has been a
little more helpful and entered the
name CHRISTIAN, and is now able
to ask the computer if it can be more
specific itself.
The answer is Yes and we are
supplied with CHRISTIAN MORVAN s full name and addressdetails
and his telephone number. If you

have further enquiries for other tele-

phone numbers, you are asked to

press the button marked PREVIOUS. Alternatively if you do not
agree with that offering, you can
press GUIDE and the system will
take you to a guide section. That is
important because you will appreciate two things. Some users may be
very expert but not have full infor-

mation all the time. Other users will

be beginners and, whether or not
they havefull information, they just

do not know how to use the system.
So the system offers three levels of
skill for beginners, intermediate
users, and advanced users. The advanced level means that the user
types in right at the beginning as
much information as he can and bypasses a lot of the slower steps. On

the other hand, the beginnerwill be

very happyto go to the guide and be

led by the hand through the system
for the first couple of occasions. So

that is one example based on White
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Here (third slide on this page) we
have an example of Yellow Pages. It
has listing whichincludes this Yel-

low Page businesscard entry. If this

were a live screen thelittle arrows on the left next to the numerics would be flashing. That
indicates to the user that there is at least one more supplementary frame of information sup-
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plied by that company

the user can inspect.

and this is where wegetinto a more commercial environment

Let us look at an example of a sup-

plementary frame. This frame is inviting the user to use this particular

areed

Cal
ws

that
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VISIT JERSEY WITH OR WITHOUT YOUR CAR.
geAkeieee
WE OFFER YOU A PLEASANT TRIP

company s car ferry to Jersey. Let
me draw your attention to the use of

le

graphics. Remember that this is

typically a monochromescreen, al-

though if you were accessing it with
Teletel you would get the benefit of
colour. All frames are designed for
both colour and monochrome, or
for both types of representation.

This frame is really an advertising
page.

Weare invited to press NEXT, so
there is a second supplementary
frame, and on the next frame we are
given morefactual information such

as timetable material and the like.
The important pointis that we have
used the electronic directory terminal. We have shownthatthe ability
of the user to use a full alphanumeric keyboard is there. We have

shown that the graphics and other
features associated today with
videotex are available, and there is
absolutely no reason why that ter-

minal could not be usedin a variety
of applications which have nothing
to do with electronic directory.
The third slide on this page shows

the networkfor the electronic directory. Working from the top lefthand
corner we have a terminal and we
have used the dial-up network to
access one of the concentrators
that | mentioned earlier. Through
that concentrator we haveintercepted an interrogation centre. The first
point to make about the interroga-
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ELECTRONIC DIRECTORY NETWORK

tion centre is that the interplay between the user and the system takes

place at that level. The next level
the orange boxlabelled documentation centre
is where the inscriptions are held and the complete
database for that area is located. All that dialogue that we saw just now wasthe userinteracting
with the interrogation centre.
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Coming down the page you will see the oblong shape that is labelled Transpac. That is to
indicate that in addition to your local service directory enquiries you can get into a national
environment. Each of thoselines at the high level are labelled X.25 and are involved with packet
switching. Off to the left you have the management centre which is responsible for both the
Yellow Page and the White Page activity on the system. On the right there is another orange

box to show that you could have accessed a remote database enquiry centre. The green box on
the top right represents operations and updating. Naturally there has to be somesort of
spooling operation and updating of entries of inscriptions between the system. In the case of
the White Pages, the PTT will have that responsibility, because the PTT has the existing sales
office and all the advice notes that are issued go through this office. The PTT already doesthis
for its present directory system, which is accessed by the directory operators when they handle
enquiries from the public today.
For the Yellow Pages, the contractor in France is a company called Office de Nance, which is a
subsidiary of Abbas, the largest advertising agency in Europe. They have done a remarkable job.

When | went to France | was surprised to see how much work and how muchskill they have put
into this Yellow Pages subject. | mentioned earlier the photographic terms. They have created

almost a science on this subject and are becoming a very powerful influence on the design of

the system, and the value of their experience can be considered outside of France.

Today | have shown slides on or referred to videotex, the electronic directory, mass-fax, telewriting, smart card, and audiographics teleconferencing.
So what is happening outside of
these developments? Essentially Intelmatique, which was the name
that | coined when | went to France
for this operation, has been set up

anelvielephone.actninististion:s

as a commercial subsidiary of the
French telephone administration, of

histor Tetras
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are not a department within the PTT
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owned by that organisation. Our
mission Geliernaiccd on the slide.
It is to promote the Télématique

TH FRENCH TELERATIO

:

:

programme internationally; to stimFrench
ulate customer interest worldworld; to assist customer experimentation; to advise the

the point | made earlier about matching the needs of foreign
administration on harmonisation
to liaise with the French Télématique industry. | have
finally,
and
products;
markets to the

situation in
invented yet another phrase, the French Télématique industry. It is a multi-supplier
CSF or
France. You have heard me mention some of the larger companies, such as Thomson

have
Matra; software houseslike Stéria, and CAP-Sogeti, and others, which are very small, but
are
Intelmatique
found little niche to develop editing terminals or specialist modems. Wein
have
what|
From
representing their interests worldwide in terms of the Télématique operation.
of
said today you will appreciate thatit is a tall order for any one company to have a perspective
are
which
and
happening
whatis
all these products and to know wherethey are going, to know
talk about other
the leading edge activities. It would also be naive to expect one company to
whatIntelmatique
is
that
way
a
In
companies which maybe their rivals in certain product areas.
when a client
has been created to do: to promote and create an awareness, up to the moment
in
beinvolved
might
we
then
Even
organisation wishes to get down to commercial negotiations.
is drawn up
the discussions. We then hand over to the end supplier. Eventually, a contract

between the customer and his supplier or suppliers if we are into a system environment.
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ent regard their
| think that will illustrate to you the seriousness with which the French Governm
went into the
Télématique efforts. They are pouring a lot of money into it; US$27 billion
c plan.
telephone system, including all this work, in 1975 in the seventh five-year economi
been
has
llion
US$23bi
and
ed,
announc
was
plan
eighth
the
s,
Recently, just before Christma

big
devoted to such matters as telecommunications, microelectronics and computing. Thatis
with you.
money, even in today s terms. So | think that is an important point to register
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CONFERENCE
CONCLUSIONS
David Butler,
Butler Cox & Partners Limited

The title of our conference was

Newapplications, new technologies

and | believe that during

the past two days what we have heard from the speakers has been a series of extremely
interesting, well-prepared, challenging and stimulating presentations, and that they have amply
fulfilled the mission which we entrusted to them.

The thing that sometimes puzzles me, going away from a conferencesuch asthis, is the sheer

multi-dimensionality of the whole problem. You can look at it down the economic axis and think
of it in terms of trying to extract profit from business operations or to improveefficiency or
effectiveness. You can look at it along the technological axis. You can look at it along the

human factors

axis. You can look at it along the social axis. There are so manydifferent axes

along which you can look, and you see the same picture from totally different viewpoint.
What puzzles me is how we can reach a stage where we can get some roundedview of the

whole area at which weare looking; some roundedview of the whole area of information technology and its impact on our way of work, our way of earning a living, and our wayoflife.

For two or three years we have been struggling to move towards such an understanding of the

areas that weall discuss together, but | believe that in the last year or so we have made signal
progress towards such an understanding. | believe that from this meeting, and from otherslike

it in the last year or so, have come atleast the beginnings of an understanding of that global

picture which it is so important to understand.

Some of the inputs that have been most valuable to me came from a meeting which manyof
you attended, the one that was addressed by Professor Stonier in London, when he talked

about the way that as technology advancesit has the effect of turning garbage into wealth. The
oil, the coal and other garbage werein the ground long before we knew how to extract them

and use them. It is technology which turns that garbage into wealth. But along the road it also

means that more and more people get shaken out of traditional occupations, as technology
advances. | am sure that those of you who weretherewill rememberthe very graphic term that
Professor Stonier used to describe that process. He calledit the ratchet effect, because the
technology turns in one direction, but you find that when the cyclical boom comesalong the

ratchet does not turn back more than one or two notchesin the opposite direction, so that, of

the many thousands of people who fell out of occupation as the technology moved, only a few
thousand move back into occupation as demand rises.

| have been looking recently at the work of a speaker who wehavenotyet had to a Foundation
conference, but who | should very much much like to have at some stage in the future, whose
work similarly contributes to such an overall understanding of the problemsthat weare trying to
resolve. | refer to Professor Daniel Bell, the author of The Post-/ndustrial Society. Professor Bell
looks at things from a slightly different viewpoint than Professor Stonier, and sees three
principal characteristics of the kind of society which all of us are trying to build.

The first is the change from the goods-producing society to a service-oriented society. We
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have all seen the figures that, for example, we published in a Foundation report as long ago as
1977 showing how people had migrated from manufacturing industries into service industries.
Professor Bell emphasises that you do notnecessarily have a society which is less wealthy in
goods, only that it requires very much fewer people to produce a larger volume of goods. But
what Professor Bell calls the axial principle of his post-industrial society is the codification of
theoretical knowledge for innovation. He contrasts the way in which modern product develop-

ment gets carried out with the hit-and-miss methodologies of the past. He points out that, for
example, Alexander Graham Bell was a speech therapist who wassimply trying to find a better
way of communicating with deaf people, and happened to stumble on the telephone; and that
Edison, perhapsthe greatest inventor ofall time, was a mathematical ignoramus who knew very
little about the theoretical basis of the things which he invented.
Professor Bell is basically a technological determinist. He sees all this knowledge becoming

codified, mobilised in a highly systematic way, and thereby transforming our ability to produce

new goods and products, and to turn much, much more of Professor Stonier s garbage into
much, much more wealth. He calls that the creation of the new, intellectual technology.

A third speaker that we had at another meeting was Gordon Scarrott. He talked about turning
from the computing slave which was the computer of the past to the knowledgeable servant,
the system that can help us to do things that we could not do before. He said that if Linnaeus
had been classifying mankind today he would not have called him homo sapiens, he would have
called him simia ordinans, the organising ape. Gordon Scarrott sees technology as being fundamentally linked to man sability to run a civilised society. For those of you who were notat that

meeting, he divided the history of mankind up into huge blocks and said: this is when we
learned to write; this is when we learned to write on paper; this is when welearnedto print . He
sees the advent of information technology as a similar major turning point in the whole history
of civilisation.

He makes the fundamental point that all those advancesin information technology
learning
to write, learning to write on paper, and then learning to print
were changesin the method of
transmitting information not changesin the method of processing information. Therefore, since
processing power
the human brain
remained distinctly finite and expensive, it was
centralised. Now we have methods of processing information which are cheap and plentiful, Dr.
Scarrott says, ergo, the politics of the last hundred thousand years are hereby declared
obsolete.
All of these differing viewpoints offer different perspectives on the technology about which we
have been talking for the last few days

communication satellites, microprocessors, voice

systems, spatial databases and so on. | think that it will be a very long time indeed before we
can say that we haveanything like the overall grasp of the nature of this subject that weareall
striving towards, but | do believe that some overall picture is emerging. At least we are
beginning to get someidea of the scale of the revolution in which weareall involved.
| should like to close this conference, perhaps appropriately in view of our last speaker and the
presence of a number of very welcome guests from France, by quoting from the famous report
L informatisation de la Société, by Simon, Nora and Alain Minc. They said:
lf France does not respond effectively to the serious new challenges she faces, her
internal tensions will deprive her of the ability to control her fate.
That is a very important and challenging statement with which the report opens, becauseit is
not about technology, it is not about economics, and it is not about working in offices. It is
about the very fabric of the society within which welive. | believe that is a valid perception of

the scale of the problems with which weareall trying to wrestle.

| should like on your behalf to thank all the speakers who have contributed to the conference

this week. | should also like to thank you, our members, for participating so actively in the
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discussions, for your challenging questions and your intelligent comments. | look forward to

seeing you all this evening at dinner and to successful workshops tomorrow. | hope that you will
all thereafter have a safe and speedy journey to your homes.
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